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MAXWELL GEISMAR 
Distinguished Literary Critic Says: 
Soon To Be Published 
by 
SIMON & SCHUSTER, INC. 
I have just rearl with interest and admiration the 
manuscript of P D. East's forthcoming book, 'The 
Magnolia Jungle" It is a fascinating document, I think. 
and one of the most original scripts, both in :::ontent and 
stylI', that I have seen in some time. 
The earlier chaplers, on his childhood, reminded me 
somehow of Sherwo(lrl Anderson's western tales in tone 
and accent. The middle chapters are an unusual account 
of a "Southern Education" that I only wish all Ameri-
cans, especially Southerners, would read; or better yet, 
learn from. The final r.hapters, on The Petal Paper itself, 
are so remarkably honest, penetrating, and objective! 
I needn't tell you that I laughed at the comedv 
that runs through the book - and the self-comedy But 
there is something else; a poignant and touching strain 
in the narrative as a whole; a gre1\t sense of human 
dignity P D. East is a "funny man," yes indeed, and is 
a native kind of satirist whom Mark Twain would have 
welcomed. 
But East also has the compassion that true humor· 
ists always have: the knowledge of human tragedy, and 
the knowledge of the eternal, ridiculous human situation. 
That, born and reared in Mississippi, he has put 
himself in the service of the highest ideals of freedom, 
equality, and justice. and that he can do it without losing 
his humor and human perspective, is the final achieve-
ment of the book. 
I agree with East's friend, Dr Clarence Jordan, who 
said of him: "He serves God by laughing at the Devil." 
I salute P. D. East, and I admire his book im-
mensely 
THE MAGNOLIA JUNGLE 
An Excurson In Personal Journalism 
by 
P. D. East 
Publication date and selling price have not been set. 
but - - -
Order from your favorite Bookstore, 
or from Simon & Schuster, 
Rockefeller Center, 630 Fifth Avenue, 
New York 20, N. Y. 
WATCH FOR IT! 
THE MAGNOLIA JUNGLE 
This Booklet 
And The 
Reason Why 
Notwithstanding the fact that Charles Lamb came up during a per~o~ in English letters in which the 
poets were apt to see God sitting in an apple tree or a group of Angels sIttIng around on fence posts, and 
notwithstanding the fact also that he was a member of a family in which a daughter chopped up her ~other 
like salami for salad, he was indeed a brilliant man. Said he: "A laugh is worth a hundred groans many 
market." And with him I agree. 
Some of the editorials and personal comment, as you will note, in his booklet are an ~ttempt to ~augh 
. always there have been those who have laughed in the face of disa.ster . not foolIshly, but m an 
attempt to retain their sanity often while those around them were gomg qUIte mad. 
Such is the case with me. it seems. 
Some of the copy here is not an attempt to provoke laughter It .was written in a serious vein in the 
hope that from time to time a change of pace would have the desIred effect in bringing home a point 
to a reader 
It has sometimes succeeded, and many, many times it has failed. 
That copy which is printed here has appeared in my weekly newspaper The purpose of this bo.oklet 
is to bring together, as a matter of convenience, those editorials and that personal comment for whIch I 
have received the greatest number of requests. 
'No attempt has been made to join the editorials by. an~ sort of. commentary or splicing so thB;t I could 
call this booklet a "Story" By no stretch of the imagmatlOn nor m any sense of the word can thIS booklet 
be called anything but exactly what it is: Reprinted ewspaper Copy 
otes have been added in most cases to preface an editorial. The reason is to try to give the reader 
sufficient background information so as to keep him him from being lost because of the piece being 
"dated." 
How good is it, I don't know, nor do I have any idea as to how bad it is. 0 effort has been m~de on 
my part at being my own critic. I have a sufficiency without ~yself, thank you. Whatever th~ lIterary 
worth of the contents is of but little interest to me. My only aIm has been to get across a pomt to the 
reader by whatever means seemed best at the time. 
But, you know, in looking back, I sort of wonder at times whether a laugh really is worth a hundred 
groans in any market. Methinks perhaps I'm at the wrong market! 
COPYRIGHT 1959 BY P. D. EAST ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
Zestful Zoology -
Us --- And Them Olher Crawfish 
(Of the hundreds of thousands of words to have been pecked on myoid dilapidated Un-
derwood, I think I enjoyed writing these most of all. It ran in my paper on April 21, 1955. The 
references made here to the Constitutional Amendment are, I think, self-explanatory With 
reference to Joel Blass, he is a young attorney, Wiggins, Mississippi, and a member of the 
State Legislature. Blass headed the opposition to the amendment to abolish public schools in 
the state, which was an issue the latter part of 1954. Hodding Carter, I'm sure you know about. 
As I recall, in regard to this editorial, Hodding wrote me a letter in which he referred to it as 
"a masterpiece." Frankly, since the state now has a Gestapo in the Sovereignty Commission, 
I have destroyed all correspondence with everyone. One of the amusing sidelights on this 
editorial was the fact that about five staunch professional southerners bought subscriptions 
to my paper, telling me how pleased they were that I had made it clear to "them niggers as to 
their place." Without comment, I took their money.) 
(From April 21. 1955 Issue 
Once you have seen a Magnolia, you have seen all 
Magnolias , once you have smelled a Magnolia, you have 
smelled them all-every Magnolia looks alike and 
smells alike. 
But with Crawfish, there is a difference - many 
kinds, numerous shapes, colors, and sizes, however, 
with rare exception, there is one thing common to them 
all, and that's the direction of movement. 
Once we can get every single crawfish to move in 
the same progressive direction, we propose to suggest 
to our Legislature to adopt him as our state symbol, 
replacing the Magnolia, which, as you can see, could 
never be truly representative of our progress in this 
state. 
Now, at first you may find this a little hard to be-
lieve, but the crawfish is synonymous with our progress. 
Here i,n the State of Mississippi we are making progress, 
progress such as no state heretofore has known. Our 
sagacious leaders are showing us how; they are leading 
the way Their aim is to protect us from those crawfish 
who haven't the intelligence to move backward, (as 
any sane crawfish knows) backward toward the mud 
from which he came. 
Progress is a rare something that deserves reward, 
it is something that should be recognized, fostered, and 
nursed. Realizing this, (and just as soon as we can rid 
ourselves of the few crawfish who insist on moving for-
ward) we humbly suggest that the smelly, snow-white 
Magnolia, present symbol of Mississippi, be replaced 
by the progressive, intelligent crawfish. 
This state is on the threshold of its greatest move-
ment - and, as we have said, there are some who want 
to travel uphill, straight ahead - and, of course, they 
must be dealt with before we can hoist the crawfish 
symbol. 
From those crawfish in reverse, we are protected 
greatly Indeed, we have our magnificent Legislature; 
we have our own great leaders going before us, point-
ing out the true direction in which progress is made-
among them such greats as Ex-Governor fielding 
wright, His Excellency, Governor of Mississippi, hugh 
white; we have that Spark of the Citizens Council, rob-
ert patterson, and of course, that Delta Flower himself, 
walter ~illers. 
In Mississippi today there is nothing to fear, not 
even that small group of misguided crawfish who in-
sist on going in the wrong direction. 
For our own protection, here's what we've had the 
As everyone knows. the Crawfish is progressive: the 
Magnolia. of course. is not. We suggest humbly. there-
fore. that the progressive Crawfish replace the Mag-
nolia as a symbol of our State. 
foresight to do: Some six months ago the citizens of this 
state voted for a Constitutional amendment, and it has 
nf)W been written into the State Constitution, requiring 
voters who register write out the answers to twenty 
questions on three legal sized sheets of paper And 
they're good, protective questions, too; for example, 
question eighteen requires the voters to copy a section 
of the State Constitution, requiring voters who register 
to write "A reasonable interpretation of the section." 
And question twenty is a real whing-ding· It requires 
a voter to write his understanding of the "duties and 
obligations of a citizen under the constitutional form of 
government." 
Now, at first, you may not think those are good, pro-
tective questions. We have given them considerable 
thought; and can assure you they are real peaches. Too, 
they fit so nicely into the progressive move directed to-
ward hoisting the crawfish as our state symbol. 
Well, let's take a look at how it can work to our 
advantage - here's one way· The sole judge of the 
"reasonableness of the answers" is the person in each 
county whose duty it is to register voters. Not only can 
he keep Blacks, Yellows, Reds, Pinks and. Greens ~rom 
voting, but he can keep anyone from votu:g :vho IS so 
foolish as to disagree with our way of thmkmg. Now, 
that's real good - it is truly representative. of pr0p-ess. 
You can take it one step further and ImmedIately 
realize other benefits. This state needs a good, strong 
Huey P Long type political machine, and someone ~ith 
the courage of his convictions can, we. would say wI.th-
in 5 to 10 years, build such an orgamzatI?n by !akmg 
full advantage of this situation. It's relat~vely ~Imple: 
If a youngster wants to register to vot.e, hIS famIly has 
been so foolish as to have dIsagreed With our ~fforts. ~o 
protect him, naturally, he would have to be dlsq~alifI­
ed - unable to give us a satisfactory understandmg of 
the "duties and obligations of a citizen under the cons-
titutional form of government." 
Can vou imagine the foolishness of the cry from 
some of the unprogressive crawfish, that if they ca~ do 
it to one thev can do it to all. We answer them WIth a 
simple t;uth.- Get on the band wagon, boys - don't be 
backw3.rd and start yelling about freedom and all that 
sort of thing; it's not best for us. .. .. 
However, in view of all this, you WIll fmd It dIf-
ficult to understand what happened a few weeks ago. 
One of those elected officials, whose sacred duty is to 
keep anyone who disagrees with us fron: vo~ing, sto~d 
on his hind feet (Had the curl out of hIS tall, too.) m 
Jackson and said, "The people are against the amend-
ment. They are sorry they voted for it and never would 
have if they had understood it. They were told the a-
mendment would solve the segregation problem. They 
were misled." 
That's the crawfish we have been talking about -
he's just making a mess of things - see what he's try-
ing to do - go uphill, and in an election year, too. A 
misguided rabble rouser heading in the wrong direction, 
that's all. 
Our wonderfully gifted leaders have protected us 
further than most of us realize. They told us to turn 
over our public schools to the Legislature, and anytime 
anyone, inside or outside our state, tried to differ. with 
our opinion, the public schools would be abolIsh.ed. 
That's more progress, truly representative; the kmd 
we need if we're to hoist the Crawfish symbol. And a-
nother thing, that will teach those backward, slow-wit-
ted, hill-climbing crawfish a thing or two. None of this 
business of the bull swinging the tail with our leaders, 
indeed, anytime the tail can't swing the bull, why, we'll 
just simply progress some more toward the mudhole. 
An interesting sidelight on this admirable situation 
is the recent mandate from the Legislature to the Trus-
tees of Institutions of High Learning, having to do with 
screening speakers before they be allowed to address 
students in the state. Why, indeed, anyone with an idea 
d Ifercnt from ours should not be allowed to open his 
mouth - that's how trouble gets started, someone going 
around putting ideas into the heads of young people. 
And to think there are those ever-present backward 
crawfish who cried out "A backward step for higher 
learning." We blush to think about them - that is near 
treason. That someone would question the type of lead-
ership we have is unforgivable. 
Poor, sad, mistaken crawfish that they are, who 
think that uphill, straight ahead, is the best way to pro-
gress. Naturally, our splendid leaders will deal with 
them in a fitting and proper manner One such misguid-
ed unfortunate is Hodding Carter, Demon of the Delta, 
who would dare put the pursuit of truth ahead of the in-
terest of our leaders . But we sort of figure he has learn-
ed his lesson - our sagacious House of Representatives 
has censured him, eighty-nine nobles of that august 
body, no less. The noble eighty-nine said that all might 
hear- Carter sold out Mississippi for 50,000 pieces of 
silver And Carter, uninformed ingrate that he is, re-
plied. "Go to hell!" A special invitation he offered, mind 
you. 
Now isn't that just awful? 
Among that august group who set Carter straight 
were nineteen who were not so august, they had the 
nerve to refuse to vote for the resolution to condemn 
Carter Can you possibly imagine that? And one of 
them, who doesn't know that the silly idea of forward 
motion is contrary to progress, a youngster from Stone 
County, Mississippi Joel Blass, defied our wonderful 
leaders. "I have been lashed," he said, "by the Citizens 
Councils. They exist for the avowed purpose of des-
troying any person who disagrees with them. Economic 
pressure, chief weapon of the councils, is inhumane and 
not worthy of white men. Such methods do violence to 
the principles of justice." 
We ask you, just how wrong can anyone get? 
Possibly Blass is too young to know the benefits 
of our movement - but there were eighteen others -
something will have to be done with those misguided 
misfits. 
But the Delta Demon, Hodding Carter, should have 
known better - surely he can realize the fact that our 
glorious leaders will take the curl out of his tail, indeed, 
may even pinch it off, if he isn't careful and doesn't 
get in line. 
Maybe he thinks the hope of knowing the truth and 
trying to understand it, leaves him without the need of 
a tail, or a curl in it. Well, if our leaders haven't con-
vinced him yet, they will. You know, Carter won the 
Pulitzer Award once, but, of course, that's of no con-
sequence - it wasn't approved by our sagacious lead-
ers, nor by our glorious Legislature. 
Briefly, there you have it. As a 100% redblooded 
Mississippian, we feel the Magnolia should give way 
to the crawfish - and soon, too. Progress in our state 
is made that way, and everyone knows that the route 
is downhill, backward, toward the mud. (This being 
election year, a lot of good mud is going to be needed.) 
Except for a few, anyone can see the glory of our 
progress - but don't worry about that few, because -
We have Our Glorious Leaders 
May a kind and merciful God help us! 
Only Reporting -
News Siory 
(In so many words, the elected leaders of the State of Mississippi have said what the Hon. 
Jefferson D. Dixiecrat is reported to have said here. This piece appeared during the election 
for Governor in 1955. During the campaign many a moderate Southerner said. "He who yells 
'nigger' the loudest will be the next Governor of Mississippi." Such, of course, was not true, as 
the records will prove. As to the young man referred to herein, he was not re-elected, but was 
defeated by about 5 to 1. And that alone proves nothing.) 
(From June 9, 1955 Issue) 
Since our only desire is to report, and not inform or 
reform, nor to preach or beseech, we are presenting 
herewith the text of a speech made recently by the 
Honorable Jefferson D. Dixecrat, president of the Mis-
sissippi Chapter of the Professional Southerner's Club. 
His t.alk follows: 
I want to apologize to each of you at this time for 
asking that your Professional Southerner's Club cards 
be inspected at the door before you were allowed to 
enter; however, I'm sure you will understand the neces-
sity of keeping out the amateur Southerners, the lib-
erals and the lunkheads. 
My talk to you will be short. I want to report on 
the progress we've made as Professional Southerners 
as an organized group. We have succeeded in making an 
issue of a situation wherein our very foundation was 
threatened. Our way of life and everything we hold 
sacred was in danger of being undermined and pulled 
from under us. But we have, as Professional Southern-
ers, I am happy to say, thrown stumbling blocks in the 
paths of the unrighteous and unholy riff-raff who have 
not seen our problems our way 
We said they must be stopped, and they were! We 
have won a resounding victory thrown back the 
enemy, and saved our Southern way of life. There are 
problems yet to be solved, however. Our enemies say 
that our state needs more industry, but I say to you we 
need no industry, where the Nigger can make good 
wages, buy good clothes, good food, good homes. I say 
to you we need to return to the days when cotton was 
a dollar a pound and Nigger labor was a dollar a day 
That's what we need here in Mississippi, and it's toward 
that end we must work. 
Our enemies say that segregation is a problem of an 
economic nature. That if the forty-five percent of our 
population that is Nigger were given a chance to earn 
more money they would become useful citizens and 
make our state richer for everyone - that's what our 
enemies are preaching. There's one trouble with that 
false theory· The Nigger would be richer, too. And to 
you I say right now, a Nigger is a Nigger and must be 
kept as such and in his place as a Nigger As Professional 
Southerners we have kept him from voting, we have 
kept him fairly well ignorant and we have kept him in 
debt to us. I say that so far we have been successful in 
our purpose. 
But remember one thing: "Beware of false 
prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but 
inwardly they are ravening wolves. You shall know 
them by their fruits." I caution you here and now to 
be on guard against anyone who thinks differently 
from you. 
We are not in this death struggle alone. In addition 
to our wonderful group, we have at our sides the Citi-
zen's Councils, under the inspired leadership of that 
true Mississippian robert patterson. And in our state 
capitol there is a group of true brothers doing their part. 
And down in Hattiesburg, just recently, an out-
standing young man did a fine, courageous thing. I'm 
sorry to say his name escapes me at the moment. But 
the County School Board held a meeting and invited a 
group of Niggers to attend. That fine Southern boy 
said that white and colored could not sit at meetings 
together. The Niggers, I understand, got up and left. I 
say to you, as Professional Southerners, we must hu-
miliate and intimidate the Nigger every chance we 
have. This is one more effective way of letting him 
know to stay in his place. And at Hattiesburg, when 
that fine southern lad said what he did, the audience 
applauded loudly That boy's running for public office, 
I understand, and the righteous stand he took will in-
sure him many votes of the right kind. 
The fine Citizen's Councils are doing a commend-
able thing for those of us who realize the necessity of 
keeping the Niggers in their place. I know for a fact 
that earlier this year they sponsored essay contests 
throughout the state, asking children to write on the 
sub j e c t "The Advantages of the Dual System of 
Schools." 
I say to you that we must plant our way of life in-
to the minds of our children right now We must set 
the example for them. There is too much liberal think-
ing getting into our state. And I believe that men such 
as robert patterson are to be the greats of our state to-
morrow He will not allow liberal thought in our educa-
tion system. Our Legislature now has the power to 
abolish the public schools, and that is another step in 
our complete victory 
Now, what if the Supreme Court of the United 
States says that we here in Mississippi are to suffer the 
same humiliation that other southern states suffered? 
Well, let me point out our plan to you on that. We will 
first have to be sued by the NAC double P or what-
ever it is, and then we can make various zones, put cer-
tain statutes on our books, and in each case the Su-
preme Court will have to rule on these. Now factual is-
~ues can be tied into these little measures and they will 
require a jury decision here in our state, and you can 
bet your bottom dollar the juries will be good Missis-
sippians. 
The thing we have to fear most is the Amateur 
Southerners, the ones who say that we should do unto 
others as we would have them do unto us. And here and 
now I confess that in our able arguments there is no 
answer to that one. They will say to us that if we want 
to be humiliated, then go ahead and humiliate the Nig-
ger These amateurs say that if we want to cut our own 
throat, then go ahead and cut the Nigger's throat. What 
can we say to these who do not understand their own 
way of life? There is nothing to say The only thing to 
do is huff up and walk out of the room. Get away from 
them altogether They are misfits and are not to be 
trusted. 
I could talk on and on about the Southern way of 
life we hold so dear But since the five of you are seek-
ing the governor's office, I will bid you Godspeed for 
now 
The audience of five departed, according to re-
Still The Reporter -
ports, with high spirits, ready to tell the nation of the 
Professional Southerner. 
And that is the report as we now have it. We neith-
er condemn nor condone the talk by the Honorable Jef-
ferson D. Dixiecrat, since it is our only desire to re-
port, and not informn or reform, nor preach or beseech. 
Anolher Reporl 
(Insofar as I can tell this editorial served one purpose: To cost my paper subscriptions. 
It is, I think, self-explanatory.) 
(From June 16, 1955 issue) 
As we have said previously, our only desire is to 
report, and not inform or reform, not to preach or be-
seech. Thus, this week we are presenting the text of a 
speech made recently by Mr. Liberal L. Lucifer. Mr. 
Lucifer has been described as "The Professional South-
erner's Greatest Pain." His talk follows: 
As a Nation, the United States is the wealthiest in 
the entire world. Ten percent of our national population 
is Negro. As a State, Mississippi is the poorest in the 
Nation. Forty-eight percent of our state population is 
Negro. 
It would appear, therefore, the cause of our being 
the poorest state is the Negro. But let's take a closer 
look at that point. Whether we like the thought or not, 
we are all, in one way or another, economic slaves. 
Some of us to new automobiles, television sets, or some-
thing else we want. We all are indebted to someone for 
something. And in so being we keep our noses to the 
grindstone for forty hours each week. That is less than 
one-fourth of the total hours in a week. The balance 
of the time we have off to enjoy the fruits of our labor 
We make a living; we spend our money I am, of course, 
speaking here of the whites in the state. And in round 
figures that applies to fifty-two percent of our popula-
tion. 
On Ute other hand, forty-eight percent of our pop-
ulation, the Negroes, if employed at all, work anywhere 
from sixty to eighty hours each week, as in the case of 
many farms in the Delta, make possibly less than half 
as much money for twice as much work as does the 
white man. The Negro has time off, true. And he spends 
his money, too. Why, then, the fact that Mississippi has 
the lowest per capita income in the nation? Because of 
the fact that forty-eight percent of our population is 
kept from becoming a useful unit in the economy of 
the state. To me it would certainly seem that way, and 
to me it would seem the trouble is not entirely with 
the Negro, but with many of the whites who are Pro-
fessional Southerners. 
The Pros tell me that the Negro would be a use-
ful unit in the economy if he were educated. And why 
isn't he educated, since the State Constitution of 1890 
says "Equal but separate schools"? And here again the 
Pro will reply, "Well, let him educate himself. We pay 
the nigger to work, are we responsible for his education 
also?" 
Of course, it's a fruitless task, trying to convince 
some of our citizens that as citizens of Mississippi we 
are indeed responsible for the education and develop-
ment of the Negro. Would you plant a fruit tree and 
never look after its welfare? If anything is to be of 
profit it has to be developed and looked after Is there 
one among us, white or black, who did not have help 
in obtaining his education? 
However, on the business of schools in the state, 
the problem is beginning to be worked out. It is my 
understanding that in Natchez, Greenville, and Gulf-
port the whites and Negroes have sat down at meetings 
and discussed the mutual problems of schools. I will 
add, however, insofar as I know none of these meetings 
were held during election year In these towns the Neg-
roes have embarked on an educational program, and in 
due course of time they will become of economic value 
to the state. 
Progress has been made down in Hattiesburg. The 
Negroes have one fairly new school building. Discus-
sions have been underway between the various white 
and Negro leaders in the county; I understand progress 
was being made until recently And then one day, for 
no accountable reason except political exploitation, a 
candidate said the Negro leaders could not sit with the 
whites to discuss their mutual problems, and this in 
the face of an invitation. Now, the Professional Sou-
therner hailed this as a courageous act, and applauded 
loudly But my contention is that it doesn't take a lot 
of courage to tell a Negro in Mississippi where to head 
in. I cont.end also that such humiliating acts will des-
troy, indeed, have destroyed, much of the progress made 
thus far 
We would all be far better off if we would grow 
up and face the situation. Let's face certain facts, Forty-
eight percent of our population is Negro. The Constitu-
tion of the United States guarantees certain rights to 
all citizens of this nation. He has fought in every war 
since the Revolutiori. He has died fighting under the 
flag of our country The Negro has been free from 
slavery for only ninety years, prior to that time, since 
the first Negro set foot on this land in 1619, he has been 
a slave. In those ninety years he has advanced more 
than any other known race. But he didn't do it by him-
self. He has had help but not much from us here in 
Mississippi. To us he is still a slave. 
The fifteenth amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States reads' 
"The right of the citizens of the United States to 
vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United 
States or by any State on account of race, color, or 
previous condition of servitude." That amendment was 
dated March 30, 1870. 
But came our State Constitution of 1890 and we 
threw every possible block in the path of the Negro 
mind you, a citizen of the United States. A poll tax was 
set at two dollars, along with other stipUlations. And, 
incidentally the poll tax is keeping any number of good 
white citizens from voting, because they disagree in 
principle with it. However, chances are they wouldn't 
make very good Professional Southerners. At any rate, 
some twenty-thousand Negroes here in Mississippi got 
hold of two dollars and registered to vote. Then came 
the Supreme Court ruling of May 17, 1954, and now we 
have restrictions which can keep anyone from voting 
white or black, and in the hands of a political dictator, 
and there have been such animals, our present laws 
can be turned against our children for generations yet 
to come. 
And all this to keep a citizen of the United States 
from his guaranteed right under the Constitution of 
the Nation for which he has on many occasions fought 
and died. 
This is democracy? This is fair? Is this the way you 
would like to be treated yourself? If it's democracy, if 
it's fair, if it's the way you would like to be treated 
then, I say, it's right. If not, then, I say it's wrong. ' 
I am honest in saying that I don't know the an-
swer I confess that I have no use for the NAACP, but 
I can see how it came into existence and why it exists 
today I do not believe the Mississippi Negro has much 
use for the NAACP I believe he was forced to turn 
to it for any kind of equity, and by equity I do not 
mean social equality, because as such it implies to the 
Pro that robot replY' "You want one of them niggers in 
your house." 
And on that subject I will say here and now, there 
~ertainly have been a goodly number of whites gone 
mto the Negro's home. But, of course, that is not my 
point. 
The NAACP, in my opinion, is a necessary evil. But 
it is the result of such acts as was displayed at the 
Forrest County Court House recently When a Negro is 
invited to a place, and then asked to leave, well, how 
would you feel about it were it to happen to you? When 
any person is helpless, he turns to that which offers 
help in the case under discussion, the NAACP 
I would deny the Negro social equality, as such. 
~nd here I admit my own Southern prejudices, hav-
mg been born and reared in Mississippi. On the other 
hand I would say that we have a problem that can 
never be solved by immature emotionalism. It is an 
adult problem, and must be dealt with in an adult man-
ner, preferably without emotion of any sort, but since 
that isn't possible, then, with adult emotionalism. 
The doors that are now shut to the Negro were 
helped built by him. I say that were the Negro allowed 
to register to vote tomorrow there wouldn't be one in 
fifty who would do it. But slam the door shut in his 
face and you have the present situtation. 
Whether we like it or not, the Negro is a human be-
ing; he has emotions the same as we whites do. He has 
fears, hopes, ambitions he is not an animal without 
feeling. He believes in the same God we do indeed ~e taught him to believe so. And now we deny rights t~ 
hIm granted. not only by the God in which we have 
Freedom Of The Press 
taught him to believe, but also deny him the rights 
we taught him to die for in the wars of this Nation. 
Believe it or not, the answer is not the Citizens 
Councils that have sprung up here in Mississippi, the 
result of immature emotionalism. There is every reason 
to believe the Councils to be as deadly as was the in-
famous Klan that sprung up after the Civil War Im-
mature emotions are dangerous, not to the rights of the 
minority alone, but to the rights of every single person 
in the states in which they have mushroomed. Disagree 
with them and you may find yourself the victim of 
"economic pressure." 
I cannot help but be amused, as disgusting as it is, 
by those seeking the office of governor this year The 
Citizens Councils say that they have fifty-five thousand 
members. There are approximately twenty-thousand 
Negro voters in the state. The candidates praise highly 
the group of fifty-five thousand, and condemn equally 
the group of twenty-thousand. Now, there are states, 
right here in the South, where the Negro vote is large. 
It is interesting to note the song the politicians sing 
in those states. And were the situation reversed in Mis. 
sissippi, I will bet you anything there would be 
promises of huge Negro reforms, rights, and everything 
in the book. 
As one Negro said to me one time, "The only per-
son a politic an hates is the one who can't vote." 
So, if all this talk makes me a left-winger, a com-
munist, a traitor, or anything you choose to call ' me, I 
am sorry to say I can't help it. Because I have taken 
seriously the teachings of Christ, and especially the 
teaching of "Do Unto Others As Ye Would Have Them 
Do Unto You." 
I have taken seriously the Bill of Rights, I am a 
victim of the Declaration of Independence, in which it 
is stated. "We would hold these truths to be self-evi-
dent, that all men are created equal, that they are en-
dowed hy their Creator with certain inalienable Rights, 
that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of 
Happiness." 
And I hold firmly to the conviction that all men are 
created equal and that does not mean that some 
are created a little more equal than others. 
I hold to the belief that no man, white or black, 
has the right in any way to hamper any other man in 
his own pursuit of happiness. 
I believe that unless we grow up here in Mississippi 
we will one day soon have to make a choice of being 
a Mississippian or an American. And when that day 
comes, provided we are so foolish as to let it, I will 
choose to be an American. 
And that is the report of Liberal L. Lucifer's speech, 
as we have it. We neither condemn nor condone the 
talk by Mr. Lucifer. It is our only desire to report. and 
not inform or reform, nor preach or beseech. 
And The Mighly Buck! 
(This editorial was the result of that which is pointed out he~ein. Suffice it to say that this 
was not our first knowledge of economic pressure, nor has it been our last.) 
(From July 14, 1955 Issue) 
"Congress shall make no laws respecting an estab-
lishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech or of the 
press, or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, 
and to petition the Government for a redress of griev-
ances," so declares the first article of the Bill of Rights, 
a part of the Constitution of the United States. 
We are a Mississippian, born and reared here in the 
state, but somewhere, somehow, in the days while at-
tending the free public schools, we got the notion that 
the Bill of Rights was about the greatest thing yet con-
ceived by mankind. We believe it to this day We also 
believe that Congress cannot nor will not abridge the 
freedom of speech or of the press but 
There are some of our fellow Mississippians who 
would, and do, unfortunately Just last Saturday 
"P D. Mr. _____ turned it down said he was 
a Fielding Wright man and that other things in your 
editorials didn't set well with him." 
That was what was written on a note left in our of-
fice by a person who works for us. The name of the 
gentleman has been omitted, for if we named one we 
would have to name two others, and we see no point in 
it. The reference to "turned it down" has to do with 
placing advertising in this paper Kindly note the reason 
was not because our rates were too high, or our circula-
tion too limited, but because he disagreed with what we 
had written. 
It seems to us, therefore, that freedom of the press 
is dependent on idiots who have the mighty dollar bill 
to spend. And that brings us to one more fine state of 
affairs! 
We confess to being old-fashioned, indeed, even 
country, but to us the only thing more sacred than free-
dom of speech and of the press is the right to worship 
God as we please. 
In simple language, what this gentleman said was 
that he would apply economic pressure. And, to be sure, 
it's about the only kind of weapon he is familiar with 
and we will admit right here, it's a good one but, 
somehow we haven't the intelligence to submit. And 
we're glad of it! Had it been our desire to have worked 
for the gentleman we would have made application for 
a job. 
In reality it little matters that Mr. 
We Pause To Wonder-
doesn't advertise in this paper; that is beside the point 
completely The thing that upsets us is the fact that 
newspapers all over this nation have submitted to such 
pressure in order to exist. We believe to know the truth 
is to be free. Therefore, we conclude nothing worse could 
happen to the entire nation, for in so many words it 
amounts to letting narrow-minded bigots whose only 
interest is in their own personal welfare control the 
press. To our way of thinking that is a sure step toward 
disaster 
You may find this difficult to believe, but when 
injustice is done against any man, be he in Maine or 
California, or any part of this nation, and because the 
truth of the injustice is suppressed by someone, then 
that injustice stands right at your own front door, and 
it stands t'here in the form of disaster For whom the 
bell tolls? Every single one of us. 
We believe that keeping facts or ideas from citizens 
to be a crime. We believe t.hat any person who calls 
himself a newspaperman should never permit anyone, 
for any reason, to keep him from presenting the truth 
or at any rate, the truth as he sees it. 
So. with the help of God, and to this we swear, as 
long as we can keep our head above water, we will 
print what we please in this paper, in so long as we 
believe it to be right, fair, or true. And if the time should 
come that to keep our head above water means to sub-
mit to pressure of any kind, then we will go under 
without hesitation, and at least with a clear conscience. 
In the meantime, however, we have only six words 
to say to those who would attempt to put economic 
pressure on us , the words are: 
GO TO HELL IN A BUCKET! 
P D. EAST, Editor 
And Wonder We Do 
(From Augult 4, 1155 luue) 
Titled, "Dr. McCoy luu .. An Order," an editorial 
ran on the front page of the Daily News in Jackson, 
Mississippi on Wednelday, July 27. The editorial reads: 
-0-
Dr A. H. McCoy, president of the Mississippi branch 
of the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colorpd people. is directing the preparation of a petition 
to the board of education of the Jackson public schools 
d-"manding that Negro children be admitted to white 
schools at the coming session. 
Now listen to this - listen carefully' 
Dr McCoy says it will be called a petition out of 
courtesy only "A better definition would be an ultima-
tum," he said. 
In other words, Dr McCoy is going to issue an order 
to issue an order to the board of trustees. 
Can you imagine anything more arbitrary, impudent, 
intolerant, and downright insolent? 
Dr McCoy is a radical of the radicals. He was one 
of the mouthiest Negroes in Jackson when Gov Fielding 
Wright was handling the last phases of the notorious 
Willie Magee case. He consulted freely with the Com-
munist paid lawyers who were sent here by the Civil 
Rights Congress and the NAACP to save the Negro rap-
ist from the electric chair At various meetings of the 
NAACP agitators held in Jackson since the Supreme 
Court decision he has been the loudest talker, using 
lurid language in telling other Negroes what they must 
do. 
Ma.ny thousands .of hard-working, law-abiding, self-
respectmg, home-lovmg Negroes will resent the intem-
perate language of Dr McCoy They realize it will lead 
to trouble they would like to avoid. They are not asking 
that their children be forced into white schools. They 
are well content with present conditions and legislative 
plans for the future . This splendid class of Negro citi-
zens do not want to have anything to do with Dr Mc-
Coy and the NAACP 
. And :flow Dr McCoy, bold and insolent, recklessly 
disregardmg common sense, steps forth and tries to tell 
the board of trustees and citizens of Jackson what they 
must do. 
No if or ands about it. McCoy seeks to issue an 
order - an ultimatum he calls it. 
In our dictionary ultimatum means: 
"You must do this, just as I tell you or something 
awful is going to happen to you." ' 
All right, white citizens of Jackson. 
What are you going to do about it? 
-0-
Now, just to keep the record straight, we want it 
understood plainly that we do not approve of bigotry, 
impudence, intolerance, insolence, or any of the syno-
nyms thereof. And that goes for Dr. McCoy as well as 
for Major Sullens. And understand this, too: We have no 
desire to defend McCoy, and most certainly we have nO 
desire to condone the editorial reprinted here. It is our 
opinion that such as you have read above is the sort of 
thing that is going to lead to one thing here in this state, 
and that is bloodshed, pure and simple. 
Let's consider just one undeniable fad for a second: 
We have had ninety years to do something about the 
Negro schools here in the state. We now have a problem 
of considerable magnitude, and instead of realizing it 
and offering to sit down and discuss it with the Negro 
leaders in an intelligent and understan.~ng manner, we 
form Citizens' Councils, ask other whites "What are you 
going to do about it?", and just in general show the 
hind-most parts of our anatomy. 
Be that as it may, for our purpose here is not to 
deliver a sermon. but to call to your attention the fol-
lowing from Edgar Lee Master's "Spoon River Anthol-
ogy." Ii is an editorial written by one Carl Hamblin, 
editorial writer of the Spoon River Clarion. Speaking 
from the grave, Hamblin says the press was wrecked, 
and he was tarred and feathered for having written it. 
It is not without bearing on the present siiuaion. 
"I saw a beautiful woman with bandaged eyes 
Standing on the steps of a marble temple. 
Quo Vadis, Red Neck?-
A Substilule 
(From August 4, 1955 Issue) 
Much palaver of recent date concerning the passing 
of the "Mississippi Red Neck." We confess that until a 
few short months ago we were unfamiliar with the term 
in any form, and as a result had to inquire as to its 
meaning. 
From what we have been told, the "Mississippi Red 
Neck" is, generally speaking, a farmer of a few acres, 
who wears blue denim shirts, overalls, long drawers 
summer and winter, chews tobacco, and comes to town 
every Saturday afternoon. 
Too, he is described to us as being generally narrow-
minded and quite ignorant. 
From all a'ccounts that is the famed "Mississippi 
Red Neck." 
Numerous press accounts reveal his departure from 
the Mississippi scene. Well, so be it. We really don't 
know 
Aimed At Saving Money -
Great multitudes passed in front of her, 
Lifting their faces to her imploringly 
In her left hand she held a sword. 
She was brandishing the sword, 
Sometimes striking a child, again a laborer, 
Again a slinking woman, again a lunatic. 
In her right hand she held a scale, 
Into the scale pieces of gold were tossed 
By those who dodged the strokes of the sword. 
A man in a black gown read from a manuscript : 
'She is no respecter of persons.' 
Then a youth wearing a red cap 
Leaped to her side and snatched away the bandage. 
And 10, the lashes had been eaten away 
From the oozy eye-lids, 
The eye-balls were seared with a milky mucus; 
The madness of a dying soul 
Was written on her face -
But the multitude saw why she wore the bandage." 
As for us, we pause to wonder . , . and wonder we 
do as to what the Man who died on Calvary, in whose 
teachings we profess to believe, would have thought of 
the present situation in Mississippi. 
Could Be 
What with the above described characteristics, it. 
would seem a safe conclusion that the "Red Neck" was 
ignorant and was unaware of it totally 
Now; from observation, and we haven't had to ask 
anyone about this, there has appeared on the scene a 
sub,stituti?n for the "Red Neck." The substitute wears 
whIte sh~rts, clean, pressed pants, shines his shoes, 
smokes ~Igarettes, drinks beer, and stays around town 
all t>he tIme. 
Like the "Red Neck," for whom he has substituted, 
he is also ignorant. But the tragic part of it is this: He 
doesn't know it! Generally, he considers himself quite 
brilliant, having been to college. Thus, his arrogance and 
conceit are capable of nauseating the strongest of men. 
There are many places to find the substitute, but for 
a close look, in abundance, check the Citizens' Councils 
of Mississippi. 
Well, Why Nol LeI's Just Form A Co-op? 
(Needless to say the views on booze expressed by my paper and myself have not been 
clasped to the sober bosom of the majority of my fellow Mississippians. In short, we continue 
to ~tagger .to the polls and vote dry But I thought you might find a few facts in the three edi-
tonals whIch follow that would be of interest.) 
(From January 20, 1955 issue) 
Somewhere in the County 'Of Forrest there is an 
enormous hole in the ground - to be sure we don't 
know its exact location, but the logic of the' reasoning 
that leads us to our conclusion is infallible. 
Information from an unimpeachable source has 
been given to us, stating that in the County of Forrest 
during the year of 1954, in excess of a million dollars 
worth of whisky was sold. 
We dropped by the Court House and looked at the 
record on the "County Option" vote, held on August 
26, 1952, and learned there were 2396 "wets" and 3460 
"drys" in the county at that time. 
Therefore, so it seems to us, those 3460 "drys" are 
helping protect the 2396 "wets" by buying ~hiskey ~nd 
pouring it into a hole somewhere - and It certamly 
would take a big hole to take care of that much bo~ze. 
The size of that hole would take care of somethmg 
like 50000 gallons - that is about the same thing as five 
railroad tank cars - or, if you care to take the num~er 
of votes cast in August of 1952, it would be somethmg 
like 8% gallons per person per year for those who voted 
. .. still that amounts to only 1/17 of a gallon per week 
Like Women And Poker -
per person, or something like 15 drinks each week per 
person, or 2% drinks per day. 
And that's some hole in this county. 
And assuredly that's what has happened - be-
cause we could never believe that in the County of 
Forrest there would be 5856 little holes into which all 
that whisky was poured - Never! 
Surely there must be at least 25 or 30 persons in the 
entire county who don't drink! 
Thai Booze Is Here To Slay 
(From September 22. 1955 issue) 
It . was forty-three hundred and three years ~go 
that Noah finished unpacking the Ark. Almost the fI.rst 
act hE! performed was to plant a vineyard, from WhICh 
he made wine and got good and skunked. 
And since that time his descendants ~ave pretty 
well followed in his path, at any rate, relative to gett-
ing skunked. 
It has been our observation that in the complex 
problem of figuring human nature we have found three 
things on which we can depend to hoI? true, generally 
speaking, of course. First, men are gomg to chase W?-
men. Books have been written as to th~ reason. We 11 
not go into it here. Second, men are gOI~g to gam~le. 
In every man is the eternal h<;>pe of g~ttmg somethmg 
for nothing. Third, men are gomg to drmk. Books have 
also been written on the reasons for that, ~oo. The 
reasons are as many as there a:e th?s~ "(ho. drmk. , 
Now, the question is, here m MISSISSIPPI, why don t 
we face facts and admit that no matter what laws are 
passed, what laws are enforced, or who is elected to 
enforce them, that no matter what comes or goes, booze 
is here to stay. 
So what's all the mess about here in Mississippi? Fr~nkly, the answer is simple: It's profitable to 
have prohibition. Practically everyone makes a buck out 
of it except the state. (Here lately, of course, the state 
has gone in business with the bootleggers, or any rate 
has closed its eyes so long as the damnable Black 
Market Tax is paid.) 
Another reason we have prohibition is because 
there is no question about the fact that staunch churc~ 
members and staunch bootleggers hold hands when It 
comes to voting dry. What script~re the church m~m­
bers base their action on is a mystery to us. POSSIbly 
they don't recall the fact that Christ drank wine. The 
bcotleggers, on the other hand, vote dry because a dry 
state is more profitable to them than a wet state. 
Unfortunately, there will be no pr~gress made s.o 
long as we act like the proverbial ostrIch. Anyone, It 
seems to us, with common sense knows that no matter 
what is done toward outlawing liquor it is a hopeless 
task. People are going to drink - Let's fac~ it. True, 
not all people are going to drink. On the national scale 
some sixty-one million of us use alcohol to some e~­
tent. Only six per cent drink to excess, and of that SIX 
per cent only one-quarter are chronic a1coholi~s. 
We know, of course, that anyone can pOInt out a 
tragic case where booze was the caus~ of it all. We kno:v 
that Whitfield houses many alcoholIcs. To us a publIc 
official who has joined hands with racketeers, betray-
ing public trust, is considerably worse than a, man who 
is addicted to the use of alcohol. Maybe we re wrong, 
but that's exactly how we see it. 
It is generally assumed that a man who becomes 
addicted to booze would have become an addict to 
something else had not the booze been available. Keep-
ing whisky from a potential addict does not cure him 
by any means. 
Witness the great social experiment, lasting from 
1920 until 1933. Those who could not get liquor any 
other way made it on their cook stoves in their homes. 
As a result of that great mistake criminal gangs sprang 
up which are still operating in the nation to this day. 
But Carrie Nation and others had their way! 
Frankly, we doubt that anyone despises a drunk 
any more than we do. We have no use for them. Al-
most wtihout exception we drink dry; and with no ex-
ception whatsoever we vote wet. Here's why: We know 
from history that people are going to drink. We know 
that when they want to drink nothing can stop them. 
We know the State of Mississippi is losing an estimated 
ten to twelve million dollars of badly needed money 
each year. We know as the situation now stands any-
one, high school boy or girl who has the price, can buy 
whiskey from the bootlegger. We know in other states 
where state controlled liquor stores are operated minors 
are not sold whiskey. We know when liquor stores are 
state controlled public officials are not in the excellent 
position to sell out the trust placed in them by the pub-
lic. We know that the harm done by drinking booze is 
the result of the man, and not the booze. 
We hear talk about the fact that when J. P. Cole-
man takes office in January he will dry up Mississippi. 
Actually some fear has been expressed as to that reali-
ty. To u~, we aren't nearly so afraid Coleman will dry 
up the state as we are afraid he won't dry it up. Here's 
why: In the first place, he will be enforcing the law. 
That's what he should do. Second, provided the law is 
enforced in the first place, the only way we will ever 
have legalized booze is to dry up the state bone-dry. 
If enough of the church going, dry voting, wet 
drinking folks find it difficult to get hold of booze, they 
will vote wet - possibly for a county option law. 
And that's one answer to the mess. 
Legalized liquor would result in some ten to twelve 
million dollars in taxes to the state. It would not re-
sult in any more alcoholics than are going to be any-
way. Legalized liquor would not be sold to minors. It 
would cut out the most offensive crime of all, that of 
elected public officials selling out their trust to the 
bootleggers. 
We don't contend that by legalizing liquor all the 
social ills would be cured. Indeed not! But we believe 
firmly that not nearly so many ills would result from 
legal booze as has resulted from illegal booze. And any_ 
one can get all the illegal liquor he wants, day or night, 
right here in Forrest County. 
Frankly, we hold that booze is like women and 
poker, it's here to stay! At least on the booze let's get 
something out of it in taxes and begin to solve our 
educational problem. 
A Sympathetic Note-
No Nip For SI. Nick 
(From December 22. 1955 issue) 
Hon. S. St. Nick Claus 
North Pole, Mississippi 
Dear St. Nick: 
This is something of a personal note from us to 
you. Really, Sir, it's sort of a note of sympathy. We 
know, for example, that except for the Federal Gov-
ernment you are the most generous person on earth 
today, a'nd being so generous you shouldn't have the 
trials and tribulations that seem to be your lot. 
It seems that every Spring there is the threat of a 
steel strike; invariably, the price of steel goes up, mak-
ing your generosity more costly year by year. We .un-
derstand, too, that the price of reindeer food has rISen 
steadily for some years now. We know also about the 
cost of labor, getting higher and higher each year. And 
now that the AFL and CIO have merged no one has 
much choice in the matter of what he is able to pay ; 
we all will, as you know, pay what we . are told to pay. 
Of course, Sir, that is only a relatively sma.ll part 
of the trouble you have in keeping your reputatIOn for 
being generous. (We are pleas~d to note that you have 
stopped trying to compete WIth the Federal Govern-
ment.) . ' 
However, the real purpose of thIS letter to. you. IS 
to express our most heartfelt sympathy over a SItuatIOn 
here in Mississippi. . 
From experience, you know how cold and d~mp It 
can get here. A forty degree temperature .c~n chI~1 you 
to the bones, what with the relative humIdIty bemg so 
high all the time. 
We would like nothing better than to leave you a 
nip on our hearth to warm your chilled old bo~es when 
you visit us this Christma~. B~t, y?u. s~e, .S11', ~nder 
our law there is no such thmg m MISSISSIPPI as lIquor. 
Now there are a few boys down in Beat 5 o.f Forrest 
Cou~ty that make a medicine ,:!sed exclUSIVely for 
snake bite. Truth is, however, smce the s~akes are 
hibernated at this time of the year, y~u couldn t !5et any 
of that. And as we said, it is a medlcme. Pr?of lIes, un-
questionably, in the fact that they use IOdme to color 
it with. 'b 'l 't' It b we Now, as to the other POSSI Illes. may e. 
could dig up some Jamaica Ginger for yo~, but smce 
a number of our friends have come down WIth t.he Jake 
Leg we know the consequences of that concoctIOn, and 
realiy don't want you to become disabled. . . 
As to the bonded stuff, which is the only fIt thmg 
to offer anyone to drink, there isn't any to sp~ak of. 
Well Sir, it's like this: During the year of 1954 m For-
rest 'County, where we reside, the~e was well over a 
million dollars worth of bonded whIskey sold. 
Now, st. Nick, what that amounts to is simple. We 
It May Chanqe, But-
had a vote here back in August of 1952 on whether or 
not we wanted whiskey legalized. In our county there 
were 2396 for the legalization of booze and 3460 against 
it. Yet, please note, to our knowledge over a million 
dollars worth of booze was sold last year. Now, we con-
clude what is happening is that the drys are buying up 
liquor and pouring it out so the wets can't get their 
hands on it. And we think you'll agree that such is a 
real Christian attitude, and they are to be commended. 
The amount of booze involved, broken down, a-
mounts to approximately 50,000 gallons, or about 5 
railroad tank car loads. Or, taking the number of votes 
cast in August of 1952, it amounts to approximately 8% 
gallons per person per year for each person who voted. 
Breaking that down further, it amounts to about l/17th 
gallon per person per week, and that is something like 
15 drinks each week for each person, and that amounts 
to about 2% drinks per person per day. 
Now, Sir, since that time, 1954, the Magnolia State 
has gone in the bootlegging business in a big way. Long 
since we have passed a Black Market Tax on booze. 
This allows our state to collect tax on an item which 
doesn't exist, under our law, in the state. However, just 
last month, Mr. Carroll Gartin told members of the new 
legislature that, in effect, the state was collecting a-
bout as much off illegal whisky as it would off legaliz-
ed liquor. Not only that, Sir, but we have recently added 
an additional 5% sales tax on illegal, nonexisting booze. 
Presently, the state is grossing something like $2,000,00 
annually from something that doesn't exist. 
Well, Sir, the latter part of October of this year, the 
state sold a load of booze which had been seized for 
nonpayment of taxes to a dealer in our neighboring 
state of Louisiana. The sale amounted to $1,136. 
Now, St. Nick, it's just got to where an honest boot-
legger can't make a living anymore. For, and ~e ask 
you, who can compete with the State of MISSISSIppI? 
So, cold and dreary it may be, St. NICk, you WIll not 
find a nip on our hearth this year for you. 
We are indeed sorry, Sir, but under the circum-
stances, in the midst of our confusion, we have no nip 
for St. Nick. 
Truly yours, 
/l)~ 
PS: St. Nick. has the thought occurred to you that you 
might put in a distillery at your operation? Of course, 
if the Federal Government bought up all the grain 
again next year just to keep prices up and win votes 
for the present party, you'd be out of business. Honestly, 
Sir, we're sorry about the whole damned mess. 
Today, This Is Our View 
(At the time this was written ,it was our view. Since October 15, 1955, as I recall, I have 
stated elsewhere that school integration was of secondary importance. And it is, in my opinion, 
of no great significance. The basic problem, in the broadest sense of the word, is remaining as 
one Nation. And let's not kid ourselves; secession is a state of mind as well as a physical act, 
and from that point of view, some of us here in the South have seceeded again.) 
(From October 15, 1955 Issue) 
It has been 'Our lQt tQ receive criticism, a certain 
amQunt 'Or abu"e, and a number 'Of cancelled subscrip-
tiQns because we have maintained that the NegrQ in 
this cQuntry is just as much a part 'Of it as is anYQne 
else; we have said the NegrQ is a citizen . .. and in the 
beginning nQt by his 'Own chQice . . . and as a citizen 
he was just as entitled tQ privileges accQrded by the 
laws as either yQU 'Or us. 
There are thQse whQ dQn't quite see it that way. 
CQuntless are the times we have heard 'Our fellQw 
citizens say that had GQd intended the NegrQ tQ be an 
eq ual citizen tQ the white man. He'd have made him 
white. HQW many times have we heard it said that had 
GQd intended this 'Or t.hat He'd have dQne this 'Or that! 
Frankly, it is 'Our QpiniQn that any man, whi~e ?r 
black, whQ thinks he can read the mind 'Of GQd IS m 
want 'Of a little CQmmQn sense. And any time yQU hear 
a perSQn talking abQut what GQd intended, yQU can be 
sure he IS expressing his 'Own ideas, and is trying tQ lay 
the blame fQr the fallacy in his reasQning 'On GQd. We 
defy any mQrtal man tQ read the mind 'Of GQd ... In-
deed, nQt 'Only that, but we will give him the hinges 
'Off the gates 'Of hell if he can prQve his ability tQ dQ SQ. 
At any rate, we have been asked many times tQ 
We Ask This Simple Question -
make clear 'Our stand 'On the questiQn 'Of segregatiQn. 
We have been tQld 'Our PQsitiQn was nQt understQQd. 
Actually, the questiQn is SQ great that we cannQt state 
'Our views in such limited space; hQwever, it seems that 
the mQst pressing questiQn is this: DQ yQU want them 
niggers tQ gQ tQ schQQI with the white children?" 
And in answer tQ that, we say simply that we dQ 
nQt. HQwever, let it be understQQd that if in 'Order tQ 
prevent it, it means weakening 'Our entire natiQn, if it 
means lQsing the peace after the unbelievable CQst of 
the war, if it means that we are tQ be asses fQr the bal-
ance 'Of 'Our days, if it means that all children, white 
and black, are tQ be denied an educatiQn in order to 
aVQid it, then, we WQuld say let them gQ tQ schQQI 
tQgether. 
It is 'Our QpiniQn that the NegrQ dQesn't want tQ go 
tQ schQQI with the whites; nQnetheless, we hQld the 
QpiniQn that the NegrQ wants schQQI facilities, especially 
teachers, that are cQmparable tQ thQse 'Of the whites. 
We think he's entitled tQ them; we have had, as 
whites, ninety years tQ dQ sQmething abQut it, imd 
feel that it's abQut time tQ stQP talking and start acting. 
If this cQuntry is tQ stand as a natiQn of "liberty 
and justice fQr all" we had better act mQre and talk 
less .. . .. starting SOQn! 
Discrimination, Economy, Oversight, 
(This piece is self-explanatory, but is presented herewith as a study in how to be popular.) 
(From November 24, 1955 Issue) 
FQur days each week we have QccasiQn tQ drive 
dQwn River Avenue in Hattiesburg; 'Often we make 
frQm fQur tQ six trips 'On these days. In the past tWQ 
weeks we have nQted the fact that 'On River Avenue, 
at the traffic light near EatQn SchQQI, the City 'Of Hat-
tiesburg has put 'On a traffic officer tQ be on hand before 
schQQI, during nQQn, and after schQQI each afternQon. 
TWQ blQcks further 'Out River Avenue near the 
Third Ward, a NegrQ elementary schQQI, there is not a 
traffic light, nQr is there a traffic 'Officer. Yet at the 
Third Ward there are apprQximately fQur hundred 
NegrQ children attending. Just hQW many 'Of these crQSS 
the street each day we dQn't knQw. But we have seen a 
sign in the middle 'Of the street which reads, "SIQw, 
SchQQl ZQne, 15 m .p.h." 'Or wQrds to that effect. At 
certain times 'Of the day there is a single Negro bQY 
directing traffic at the sign. 
We understand that the city has put on traffic 
officers at each of the white elementary schools in Hat. 
tiesburg. That is good, and we commend the city on a 
progressive step. But at the three Negro elementary 
schools we have no information as to any such safety 
having been provided 
On BQuie Street, certainly 'One 'Of the busiest streets 
in Hattiesburg, with the exceptiQn 'Of Hardy, there is a 
traffic light fQur blQcks frQm Eureka schQQI, where 
apprQximately 'One thQusand NegrQ students attend 
daily. But there is nQ 'Other safety measure, such as a 
traffic 'Officer. 
NQw, we knQw this lack 'Of safety facilities is nQt 
due tQ discriminatiQn in any shape 'Or fQrm, because 
that is in viQlatiQn 'Of the Federal laws. We knQw the 
lack is nQt due -tQ the need 'Of mQney, because approxi-
mately fQur thQusand parents must surely prQvide 
enQugh in taxes to affQrd three additiQnal traffic 'Officers. 
We WQuld cQnclude, therefQre, that the shQrtage is 
due entirely tQ an 'Oversight 'On the part of the city, and 
WQuld like tQ call it tQ their attentiQn. We dQ nQt believe 
that NegrQ children shQuld be run 'Over any mQre than 
white children; we believe the City 'Of Hattiesburg feels 
the same way abQut it, and will prQvide adequate safety 
prQtectiQn fQr their three NegrQ elementary schQQls, just 
as they have fQr their white schQQls. 
Or Conscience Slave? 
The abQve editQrial was printed in this paper 'On 
September 22nd We thQught thQse cQncerned with 
factQrs as mentiQned WQuld understand the full impli-
catiQn 'Of what we were talking abQut; we still think 
they dQ. HQwever, since the appearance 'Of the abQve 
editQrial nQthing has been dQne abQut the situatiQn 
described. Since its appearance, we have been tQld the 
autQmQbiles gQing tQward Petal 'On River Avenue WQuid 
nQt be gQing fast when they passed the street near the 
NegrQ schQQl. The autQs driving tQward town WQuld be 
gQing slQW by the NegrQ schQQI, having seen the traffic 
'Officer just tWQ blQcks away, we have been tQld. 
That is applying cQnscience salve in abundance. We 
dQn't think anyQne missed the point; we think darned 
near everyQne has just put a little mQre salve 'On their 
cQnscience. 
TQ ignQre the present situatiQn is just an'Other 'One 
amQng numerQUS reaSQns why the situatiQn has eVQlved 
tQ its present state. We wQnder why everYQne seems 
tQ train their guns 'On us. By ignQring such a small 
thing as the abQve, we are asking everyQne 'Outside Mis-
sissippi tQ get us in their sights. A small wrQng c'Or-
rected WQuid gQ far tQward letting 'Others knQw that we 
can and will dQ sQmething abQut 'Our 'Own backyards. 
But it certainly appears that instead 'Of making much 
effQrt tQ right wrQngs, we just dab 'On a little mQre 
At Christmastime -
cQnscience salve. 
And if yQU dQn't believe us, think back 'Over the 
acts in the past year. We have justified everything frQm 
murder 'On up here in Mississippi, and frQm all indica· 
tiQns the situatiQn is getting WQrse, nQt better. 
It is 'Our QpiniQn that a little less use 'Of c'Onscience 
salve and a little mQre use 'Of every day, 'Ordinary, 
CQmmQn sense WQuid be in 'Order fQr a change. 
But, alas, salve is less expensive than sense, it 
seems. 
A Fable 
(Near the end of this booklet you will ,find various excerpts from a column titled EAST 
SIDE. In that column, which appears on the front page of my paper each week, I wrote the 
following for December 22, 1955: The "Fable," which appears on page 2 of today's paper, just 
so there won't be any charge of stealing, appeared several years ago in some magazine as a 
short story. I am honest in saying that I don't recall the author. But for a number of years I 
have remembered the story. The "Fable" is my version of some one else's original idea. I wish 
it had been mine, for it concerns a principle of great importance.) 
(From December 22, 1955 Issue) 
The Man was tired, mQst tired. In His face lines h~d 
deepened, and frQm His eyes SQme 'Of the spark had dIS-
appeared. His shQulders were beginning tQ stQQP, a~d 
He had seemed tQ smile less and less as the centurIes 
rQlled by. 
Called intQ His Father's HQuse, The Man heard the 
V'Oice saying, "My SQn, yQU need a vacatiQn. I beseech 
YQU tQ take time 'Off frQm YQur duties. GQ where YQU 
like, dQ what YQU like, and knQw that I am always with 
YQu." 
The city was filled with a spirit 'Of peace, brQtherly 
IQve. Friend hailed friend as they passed 'On the streets. 
Stranger sPQke tQ stranger. The Man IQQked 'On with 
interest, feeling great peace within himself. 
"Merry Christmas," said a stranger, nQticing the 
kindly Man standing by a mail bQX 'On the busy street. 
"Peace be untQ ye," replied the Man, smiling. 
Three yQuths passed, stQPped, and wished the Man 
Christmas Cheer. "Merry Christmas," they cried 'Out. 
"Merry Christmas," said the Man. His vQice implied 
a questiQn. 
"Sure," said 'One 'Of the YQuths, "YQU a fQreigner 'Or 
s'Omething? YQU dQn't knQW abQut Christmas?" 
"Oh, yes, yes," the Man replied. "But . .. " 
"Well," interrupted the yQuth, "Christmas is a great 
day. EverybQdy feels gQQd and everybQdy fQrgets 'Old 
feelings and everybQdy gets the feeling 'Of the spirit 'Of 
the seasQn." 
"The seasQn?" inquired the Man. 
"Sure. This is the seaSQn 'Of BrQtherJ.¥ LQve. Christ-
mas time is when we celebrate the birthday 'Of Christ, 
'Our SaviQr.'" 
"Yes, yes, I see," He said, indicating that He WQuid 
like tQ hear mQre 'Of the yQuth's narrative. 
"And just tQ shQW yQU what I mean," infQrmed the 
yQuth, "We WQuld like fQr YQU tQ gQ with us tQ a party 
we are having tQnight." 
"I WQuld be very happy tQ attend yQur party," an-
swered the Man. 
The fQur began tQ walk tQward a parked autQmQbile. 
They entered, and drQve tQward their destinatiQn. 
"BefQre we get there," began 'One 'Of the yuths, "I 
think it WQuid be gQQd tQ knQw a little abQut yQU. What 
dQ yQU dQ?" 
"Well," smiled the Man, "YQU might say I'm a 
teacher." 
"That's gQQd. NQt tQQ many teachers belQng tQ 'Our 
CQuntry Club. I think it's mQst decent 'Of us tQ take a 
teacher with us, dQn't YQU, fellQws?" 
The three yQuths laughed. 
"NQw, where dQ yQU CQme frQm ?" asked anQther 
YQuth. "Is this yQur hQme . . . I mean this cQuntry?" 
"NQ, this is nQt my hQme," answered the Man. "I 
mean by that I was nQt bQrn here; yet I seem tQ be at 
hQme in mQst every natiQn." 
"Yea:h?" quizzed 'One 'Of the yQuths . "Just where 
were YQU bQrn? What cQuntry?" 
The Man smiled, remembering the yQuths He had 
knQwn fQr many centuries. He said: "As a matter 'Of fact, 
I was bQrn in Bethlehem . That was a small tQwn in Pal-
estine. near the city 'Of Jerusalem." 
They drQve 'On in silence fQr a few minutes. 
Finally, 'One 'Of the YQuths began, "Well, I , er, that 
ah . . . well, I guess yQu're a Jew, aren't YQu?" 
"Well, yes and nQ," said the Man. "I was bQrn of 
Jewish parents, but ... " 
"I'm sQrry," interrupted 'One 'Of the YQuths, "but we 
can't take a Jew to the Club. That is against the rules 
absQlutely. We'll take yQU back dQwn tQwn. I hQpe YO~ 
understand ... nQ hard feelings, that's just a rule." 
"Yes, yes," said the Man. "I think I understand. 
and nQ hard feelings." 
He stepped 'Out 'Of the autQmQbile .. . and saddened 
He watche~ it pull away frQm the curb, and intQ th~ 
heavy traffIC . . . . 
He sat 'On the curb ... His eyes were lacking SQme 
'Of their sparkle, and 'his shQulders were stQQped and 
there was nQ smile 'On His face ... 
He wept. 
We'd Have Some Blizzards-
If Ignorance Were Bliss! 
(This one didn't win the South Mississippi Annual Popularity Contest for me either.) 
(From January 12, 1956 Issue) 
In the current issue of Harper's Magazine there is 
an article titled "The Southern Case Against Desegre-
gation," written by a distinguished newspaper editor of 
Charleston, S. C., Thomas R. Waring. 
It is not our purpose to question the truth of the 
statements made by Mr. Waring, in view of the fact that 
truth is, after all, a relative matter. On the whole we 
would say the statements made by Mr. Waring are rep-
resentative of the facts, as viewed by the Professional 
Southerner. 
We do not seek to argue with Mr. Waring, or, for 
that matter, with anyone else. Nor is our aim to promote 
integration. Simply, our aim is to look behind the five 
items given by Mr. Waring as being the reasons why 
southerners oppose integration. 
HEAL TH: "The incidence of venereal disease, for 
instance, is much greater among Negroes than among 
whites ... Fastidious parents do not favor joint use of 
school washrooms when they would not permit it at 
home--and there's no use to tell them that it is unlikely 
that anyone will catch venereal disease from a toilet 
seat. They just don't want to take risks of any kind with 
their children." 
It seems strange to us that no homes here in the 
South have separate bathroom facilities for colored 
maids, cooks, and other help. Yet cooks and maids must 
Slirely use the bathroom during an eight or ten hour 
working day. Also, it may be of interest to know that 
venereal disease is not transmitted except by contact. 
The exception is in the case of females, and the possi-
bilities are in excess of one thousand to one that a vene-
real disease be caught from a toilet seat. And as to the 
"contact" t-here you have a question of morals, not of 
health. Morals, after all, are taught. Thus, education, 
would seem to be in order. 
HOME ENVIRONMENT: "For most colored chil-
dren in the South the cultural background is different 
in many ways from that of their white neighbors-and 
while these differences mav have various explanations, 
they add up in the public;s mind as racial. Slavery is 
so long in the past that nobody thinks about it any 
more, but the master and servant, or boss and laborer, 
relationship between whites and Negroes is still the rule 
rather than the exception." 
Admittedly, the background of the Negro child is 
different from that of his white neighbor. And the an-
swer is given by Mr. Waring in his statement that "the 
master and servant, or boss and laborer, relationship 
between whites and Negroes is still the rule rather than 
the exception." Here is one key to the entire problem. 
So many have lived so long off the labors of the Negro 
that change in any form would be a matter of econom-
ics. And, believe it or not, there is not "An Average 
Man" to be found here in the South. Every single one 
of us is "Above Average." Being so, naturally, we are 
the boss. And the culture of the boss is superior to 
that of the hired hands. If by no other way, then by 
economics. 
MARIT AL HABITS: "On the average one Southern 
Negro child in five is illegitimate ... Many white per-
sons believe that morals among their own race are lax 
enough as it is without exposing their children to an 
even more primitive view of the sex habits." 
Now, let's look at that carefully. As we said earlier, 
morals are taught; they are not a thing that comes nat-
urally. If one would but consider the Negro in his native 
land he would find that marriage is a serious business, 
and the rites are of the greatest importance to an entire 
tribe. But the thing that happened was this: The Negro 
was kidnapped from his native land by white men, sold 
into slavery, and every plantation bred Negroes the 
same as they would cattle or horses. Any morals they 
might have had were destroyed within a generation or 
two. And, truth is, we haven't done much by way of 
education to teach the Negro morals, or anything else. 
Again one key to the situation is education. 
CRIME: "For many years, crime in the South has 
been more prevalent among Negroes than among white 
people •.• With racial bars and rowdies of both races 
daring one another to make something of the vast in· 
crease in daily contacts, opportunities for interracial 
strife are frightening. Conservative, law-abiding people 
-believe it or not they constitute the bulk of the South-
ern whites-are deeply fearful that hatred and blood-
shed would increase without separation of the races." 
It is a fact that crime, with rare exception, is the 
result of the society in which men live. The social order 
here in the South was made by whites. Draw your own 
conclusion. But in any case education would be bene-
ficial. 
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT: 'Southern Ne-
groes usually are below the intellectual level of their 
white counterparts ..• Some advocates of integration 
say the way to cure these differences is to let the chil-
dren mingle so that the Negroes will learn from the 
whites. The trouble with this theory is that even if it 
works, a single generation of white children will bear 
the brunt of the 10iid. While they are rubbing off white 
civilization onto the colored children, Negro culture 
will also rub off on the whites." 
Proof of this "development" is supposedly in schools 
where integration has taken place. One fact that seems 
to have been overlooked is that white children have an 
advantage in having parents who have been exposed to 
education. Most of the Negro children are without that 
advantage. Thus, they are, literally, starting from 
scratch. And, too, with reference to native intelligence, 
it is almost impossible to know when a Negro has it. 
Because, and this we have observed, the Negro has 
played the part of "Uncle Tom" so long until he has 
subdued all signs of native intelligence. He has had no 
choice in the matter, since survival is an urge that is 
foremost in all persons. Again, we'd say, education 
would be of benefit. 
As a matter of fact, in reviewing the five reasons 
above, we believe one key which fits them all is educa-
tion. 
But this we would like to call to YO\lr attention: You 
cannot educate the Southern Negro until such time that 
the Southern white is educaed. Frankly, we need more 
than education. W~ need wisdom. That's one commodity 
on WhICh we are Just a little short. 
Said A Wise Man -
IIWe Are N 01 Our Brolher's Keeperll 
(From January 19, 1956 issue) 
Many times we have been asked why our editorial 
policy was what it is. Few persons seem to understand 
why we have concerned ourselves with problems of 
a social or racial nature, in view of the fact that a news-
paper is in business to make money. And it goes with-
out saying that money is made by having friends, gen-
erally speaking, that is. 
Let us say to you what a wise man once said to us. 
"Once upon a time, over four thousand years before 
the birth of Christ, a Mr. Cain became angry with a Mr. 
Abel. In his anger, Mr. Cain killed Mr. Abel. Upon being 
questioned by God as to the whereabouts of Mr. Abel, 
lust Between US, We'd Say-
Mr. Cain became defiant, something of a smartaleck 
and asked a question that has been asked for nearl; 
six thousand years. 'Am I my brother's keeper?' he 
asked. I have found no justification in the scriptures to 
lead me to believe th.at I am my brother's keeper. Of 
course, I know that IS not the accepted view on the 
subject. But this I would like to add: I have found every 
justification for believing that I am my brother's broth-
er." 
Thus spoke a wise man to us. As it happens, we 
agree with him fully. 
And our brother is of more importance to us than 
a dollar bill. 
Now, Ain'l Thai A Wampus Killy? 
(Suffice it to say the proposed bill discussed herein was defeated in the Legislative Session 
that sired it. Later in the session one member introduced a bill to tax any church that allow-
ed its congregations to mix. This was taken, by and large, to be a direct attempt to keep the 
Roman Catholic Church in the state from allowing Negro members to attend services. The bill, 
like Number 34, was killed,. But both indicate the frenzy of our elected lawmakers whenever 
the word "Negro" is mentioned. Alas, poor us.) 
(From February 2, 1956 Issue) 
"Congress shall make no law respecting an estab· 
lishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech or of the 
press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, 
and to petition the Government for a redress of griev-
ances." That is stated in the first article of the Bill of 
Rights, a part of the Constitution of the United States 
of America. 
We don't want to go into a song and dance about 
the thousands upon thousands who have died that" we 
today might enjoy to the fullest the freedom that is our 
heritage. These things which we take so casually were 
not come by easily; as we said, thousands upon thous-
ands have died for the ideal which is ours to enjoy. 
It would be appreciated, most earnestly appreciated, 
if you would take time to read the following proposed 
bill, now before the State Legislature, and consider it 
in regard to the guarantees as stated in Article I of the 
Bill of Rights, printed above. 
MISSISSIPPI LEG ISLA TURE 
By: Messrs. Gore (Quitman), Sillers, 
Hopkins, Fox, Black, Junkin and 
Waits 
REGULAR SESSION 1956 
To : Judiciary "A" 
HOUSE BILL NO. 34 
AN ACT TO EXTEND THE LAWS OF LIBEL, 
DEFAMATION, AND SLANDER, SO AS TO PROHIB-
IT ~IBELING, SLANDERING, AND DEFAMING 
STATES, COUNTIES, CITIES, COMMUNITIES, THEIR 
INHABITANTS, THEIR INSTITUTIONS, AND THEIR 
GOVERNMENT: TO DEFINE DEFAMATORY MAT-
TER; TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR THE COMMUN-
ICATION OR PUBLICATION OF LIBEL, SLANDER, 
DEFAMATORY MATTER, AND INSULTING WORDS; 
TO REPEAL SECTION 2268 AND 2269, MISSISSIPPI 
CODE OF 1942; AND FOR OTHER RELATED PUR-
POSES. 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE 
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI: 
SECTIO~ 1. . It shall be unlawful for any person or 
p~rsons wlthm thIS state and within the territorial juris-
dlctlOn thereof to commit libel, slander, or defamation 
?f any p~rso~, persons, corporation, or corporations, and 
It shall hkewlse be u~lawful to libel, slander, or defame 
any: state, c~unty, CIty, community, their inhabitants, 
theIr mshtunons, or their government. 
. SECTION 2. Libel and slander as prohibited here-
m shall be. and are such words, oral or printed, as here-
tofore defmed to be libelous or slanderous by the 
common law or statutory law of this state. 
SECTION 3. Def~matory matter is any word or 
sta~ement, oral or wrItten, not libel or slander, but 
whICh nevertheless, if true, would tend to expose a per-
son to ~at~ed, c~ntempt, or ridicule, to degrade or dis-
grace h~m m SOCIety, Or to injure him in his business or . 
occupatlOn. 
. S~CTION 4. Any person who shall be convicted of 
mtentlOn~lly communicating or publishing in any man-
ner any l.lbel, slander, or defamatory matter to a third 
person WIthout the consent of the person libeled, slan-
dered, or defamed shall be fined not more than one 
thousan~ ~olIa~s ($1,000.00) or imprisoned either in the 
county JaIlor m the state penitentiary not more than 
one year, or both such fine and imprisonment. 
SEC:nO.N 5. In every criminal prosecution for the 
commumcatlOn or publication of any libel, slander, or 
defamato.ry matter, or for the use of any words which, 
froI? theIr usual co~struction, are considered as obscene 
or mdecent or as msults and calculated to lead to a 
breach of the peace, it shall be lawful for the defendant 
upon the trial to give in evidence the truth of the mat-
ter spoken, written, or published, and if it shall appear 
to the jury that the matter so spoken, written or pub-
lished is true and was spoken, written, or published 
with good motives and for justifiable ends, the defen-
dant shall be acquitted. 
SECTION 6. Any person who shall be convicted of 
the use of words by telephone or other oral communica-
tion, or by telegraph, newspaper, letter, or other written 
cnmmun,canng WhlCh wordS, from their usual construc-
tion and common acceptation, are considered as obscene 
or indecent or as insults and calculated to lead to a 
breach of the peace, shall be fined not more than one 
thousand dollar,; (:';l,UOU.OO) or impnsoned in the county 
jailor the state penitentiary not more than one year, or 
Doth such fine and imprisonment. 
SECTION 7. Sections 2268 and 2269, Mississippi 
Code of 1942, as amended, be and the same are hereby 
repealed. 
SECTION 8. This act shall take effect and be in 
force from and after its passage. 
Now, ain't that a whing ding of a Wampus Kitty? 
Sounds like something you would expect to find on 
the statutes of Nazi Germany, Communist Russia, or 
Fascist Italy. But it isn't indeed: It is proposed to become 
, a law of the State of Mississippi. 
W'e just can't see it from any view whatsoever. It 
was written, so say the authors, to help maintain seg-
regation in the state. Kindly note it would do no more 
to maintain segregation than a fly swat ... but it would 
do this: It would make every single person. man. wo-
Questions About Heaven -
man or child. subject to persecution for daring 10 open 
their mouths. 
And get this: Plemmon the First, from all indica-
tions, favors the passage of the bill, and says that he 
doesn't think it would ever be used against anyone for 
making "fair comment." Well, we ask you, who the hell 
is going to determine what "fair comment" is? The 
seven Delta Dudes Wiho wrote the bill? The Citizens' 
Councils of Mississippi? Maybe Plemmon the First? Just 
who, then? 
Certainly definitions as given by Webster have been 
ruled out of the matter. Indeed, the whole thing would 
wind up in court after court, and those having the 
necessary money could take the case on to the United 
States Supreme Court, and there they would be cleared. 
But in the meantime they would be the ones who were 
"exposed to hatred, contempt, or ridicule, to degrade 
or disgrace him in society." 
No, this Wampus Kitty is in direct violation of the 
Constitution of the United States, or so it seems to us. 
Propaganda is being spread to the effect that if 
Mississippi is going to put up a maximum defense 
against racial integration, then her citizens must be 
willing to risk certain personal freedoms they now 
enjoy. 
And ain't that a Wampus Kitty? 
Let's put it this way: Would you cut off your nose 
to spite your face? 
Well,possibly you would, but as for us we don't care 
for some .. . thanks! 
A Wampus Kitty by any other name is still a Warn-
pus Kitty ... and House Bill 34 is the grand-pappy of 
all Wampus Kitties! 
AI The Gale l One Keeper ... Two Gales? 
(I have received some nasty letters in my young life, but none have ever been more bit-
ter and biting than those which were received as a result of this editorial. I think it possible 
that a few persons failed to understand it. On the other hand, maybe they did.) 
(From Feburary 9. 1956 issue) 
One of the best means by which a person can acquire 
an education is to go ahead and do the best he can, and 
when wrong have someone around to correct him. That 
is education by experience, of a sort. 
Our aim here, since we are not too well acquainted 
with persons who have first hand knowledge of the 
situation, is to just go ahead and make statements, and 
in the event we are incorrect, hope someone will take 
the trouble to set us straight on the matter. 
Since early childhood we have heard from the pul-
pits of Mississippi the story of a City called Heaven. 
Our concept, from the sermons we've heard, is that in 
that fabulous place milk and honey are available in 
abundance. (They're both fattening, incidentally) . 
Well, in view of the ruling of the United States Su-
preme Court, we have begun to wonder how it will 
affect that City called Heaven, if at all. We have al-
ways sort of thought that Heaven was reserved for 
white folks, Mississippi Christians especially. But now 
we have some doubt about the whole business. At any 
rate, before doubt takes over our mind completely, we 
would like to inquire of Mississippi ministers if we 
are right in our conception of Heaven. 
There is a gate: the straw boss in charge is St. Peter. 
When one approaches the premises seeking entrance 
he is asked certain questions by the boss. And they're 
pretty catchy questions, too. He has had considerable 
experience in catching liars. You pretty well have to 
tell the truth. Of course, we know most Mississippians 
have done that. 
There are certain requirements, we understand. You 
must be white, a Christian, of sound mind and be able 
to interpret the laws and by-laws of Heav~n and Earth 
to the satisfaction of the gate-keeper. And if you can 
get by the gate, and aren't too fat already you can 
gain entrance for eternity. ' 
But what .about the Negro? Do they have another 
Heaven for hlm? Or possibly just a section of Heaven 
set aside for the Negro's quarters? Are the streets in the 
N:gro quarters paved with gold, too? Do they give him 
mllk and honey, or does he stay too busy mopping the 
golde~ streets that run in front of the white area? Pos-
slbly It works like this, and if we're wrong, correct us. 
A Negro walks up to the straw boss St. Peter and 
informs him that he's there, seeking e~trance. ' 
"Well, nigger," asks St. Peter, "what's your name?" 
The Negro gives his name. 
"Where you from, nigger?" 
"Mississippi, boss," is the answer. 
"Did you ever try to vote while you lived in Missis-
sippi," asks the gate-keeper. 
"No, sir, your honor. Not me ... I know a nigger's 
place." 
"Did you ever talk back to your. white boss, or try 
to own a home as good as a white man, or complain 
about the difference in the pay scale between you and 
the white man?" 
"Not me, boss. I know a nigger's place." 
"What'd you do for a living, nigger?" is the next 
question. 
"Sir, I hoed cotton in Mississippi. I worked from 
four in the morning 'till seven at night. And I kept my 
children out of school so they could hoe cotton, too." 
"Pass," said St. Peter. "You're a mighty fine nigger." 
Maybe that's how it is . . . we just don't know. Or 
m aybe it's like this: 
"Well, nigger," asks St. Peter, "what's your name?" 
"I'm Mrs. Lula Mae Magnolia, St. Peter." 
"What do you mean 'Mrs.', and what do you mean 
calling me St. Peter?" he asks. 
"Well, sir, that's my name, and that's your name, isn't 
it ?" 
St. Peter sputters something awful, "My name is Mr. 
St. Peter to you, nigger, and your name is just Lula 
Mae Magnolia . . . you know better than that 'Mrs.' 
stuff." 
"The prefix 'Mrs.' has no social connotation, Mr. St. 
P eter ," said the Negro woman. 
"That don't make any difference around this place. 
Some of you niggers are getting the most outlandish 
notions here lately. Honest to goodness, I just don't 
figure it." 
St. Peter wipes the sweat from his brow, having 
been in something of a quandary. 
Mr. Bryant, Mr. Milan, And Mr. Look -
"Well, sir," the Negro woman begins, "the law ()f 
the nation in which I lived said that .. ." 
"Don't give me that stuff, nigger," interrupts St. 
Peter. "I've heard that malarky before. Anyhow, where 
you from?" 
"I'm from Mississippi, sir", said the woman. 
"Well, it's a wonder to me you didn't get up here 
sooner than you did, considering the way you act." 
"I thought you knew I wasn't up here by natural 
causes, Mr. St. Peter. I tried to vote in Mississippi, and 
that shortened my span somewhat." 
"Well," said St. Peter, "let's get on with the entrance 
questions. Now, I know your name and I know that you 
are one of those smart aleck niggers who tired to vote. 
What kind of work did you do in Mississippi?" 
"I was a school teacher, Mr. St. Peter," she answer-
ed. 
Without another word the keeper of the gate just 
turned his thumb in a downward direction. "To hell 
with you sister," he said. 
We're just asking of those who might know; Is 
Heaven segregated? Or have they provided two 
Heavens? Or can a Negro even get to Heaven? 
For just a moment let's consider the possibilty of 
the fact that in Heaven there is no Jim Crow law, no 
segregation, and one lives on a certain street, in accor-
dance with the size of his halo. What then? Maybe some 
of us had better begin to get used to the idea . . . pos-
sibly? Still, on the other hand, from what we've seen 
from time to time there is no use in worrying about it 
at all .. . it's likely to be thumbs down just when we 
tell St. Peter we're from Mississippi. 
A . Calculaled Risk Wilh Perfecl Safely? 
(After the article in Look magazine by William Brad.~0rd Huie, dated January 24, 1956, 
tempers rose in Mississippi. Many persons with whom I talked took a dim view of such an 
article. Anyway, since darned near everyone else in 1he state got into the act one way or 
another, I decided not to be denied my right to guess wrong.) 
(From February 16. 1956 Issue) 
We have been waiting for the Mississippi Legisla-
ture to award the Magnolia Medal (with six clusters) to 
file on the court trial of Mr. Bryant and Mr. Milam 
Mr. Roy Bryant and Mr. J . W . Milam; in view of their 
hesitancy in making the award, and in view of our hav-
ing been asked many times why we have had nothing 
to say about the killing of Emmett Till, and also in view 
of a recent article in Look Magazine, we have decided 
to say this: 
First, we do not approve of Emmett Till's, '(nor 
would we approve of anyone, white or black) making 
passes at Roy Bryant's wife, our wife, or anyone's wife. 
Second, we do not think homicide in such a matter 
can be justified. 
Third, Emmett Till was killed, murdered, and no 
o?e has paid for the crime. Of th~t we do not approve, 
elther. 
Fourth, we are not in any way trying to justify the 
article in Look, dated January 24. . 
To be perfectly frank about it, we have not 'kept a 
Our Joke file is already filled with comic books, a source 
from which we half way expect to find humor. Not hav-
ing a file on the trial, we will not dwell on the aspects of 
that farce. 
Instead of discussing the possible guilt or innocence 
of Mr. Bryant and Mr. Milam, let's consider the article 
in Look Magazine. 
We have seen a number of letters printed in state 
papers about the article. They have ranged from Alpha 
to Omega in the alphabet of hell raising. We have had 
the article mentioned to us by a few persons, asking 
what We thought about the possibility of libel, and could 
Mr. Bryant and Mr. Milam sue Look for what they 
printed. Actually, in the Look article, the author, 
William Bradford Huie, not only acc~ses Mr. Bryant 
and Mr. Milam of murdering Emmett Till, but actually 
describes the incident of murder, the conversation pre-
ceding the murder, and certain incidents immediately 
following the murder. 
Now, in answer to the question of whether Look 
can be sued, the answer is a simple "yes." Just off 
hand, however, we think Mr. Bryant and Mr. Milam 
would be rather foolish to sue Look for libel. Still, on 
the other hand, we think they'd be foolish not to sue 
Look. And what that boils down to is this: Look Maga-
zine has Mr. Bryant and Mr. Milam over the well known 
barrel, but good. 
We have reason for saying that, and here's why: 
Were we editing Look Magazine we would prob-
ably have two outstanding motives. First, we would 
want to show a profit. Second, we would want to see 
something resembling justice in such a case as the one 
in question. 
Now let's consider those two motives. We would 
gather ~ound us the business heads in the organi~ation 
and discuss whether or not we could make a profIt out 
of making a direct accusation against two men acquitted 
for murder. We would conclude that we would be able 
to sel! many thousand additional copies of our maga-
zine. But we wouldn't make much out of that in itself. 
We would be able to point out to advertisers that they 
should ride the crest of increased circulation. And out 
of that we woud make a profit. 
And how much would it cost us? Not one cent, ex-
cept to the author for his services. 
How do we figure that? Let's consider that we were 
sued. We have com:mitted libel, true, but we have c~­
culated our risk. First, we would be sued in a court m 
our home state, that being New York in this case. In the 
Somewhat .Pe.rsonal, Nonetheless -
event we were sued, we would have a perfect opportu-
nity to put Mr. Bryant and Mr. Milam 0l"l: trial for mur-
der again. (And hereby sell more magazme~). It would 
be a matter of a moral trial, to be sure, but It would be 
nonetheless a trial. Second, if we were not sued, then 
we would be free to fire at will at the two men in ques-
tion. Not only that, but we would have opened the door 
for every publication to , fire as they sa,:" fit. 
It would all boil down to our havmg Mr. Bryant 
and Mr. Milam over a barrel. The only possibility of it 
costing us money would be the fact that someone be 
brought to trial arid convicted of the murder of Emmett 
Till. In such a case Mr. Bryant and Mr. Milam would 
be totally free to sue us . . . but were we editing Look 
Magazine, we would consider our risk as carefully cal-
culated, with perfect safety. 
We would then close our discussion with the busi-
ness heads and proceed exactly as Look has proceeded, 
and we would have figured that we'd done a good day's 
work, too. 
A Leller To A Friend 
(From February 16. 1956 Issue) 
And God Said. "Let Us Make Man In Our Own 
Image. After Our Likeness:" In So Saying. GOd 
Gave ALL Mankind One Thing In Common: 
Brotherhood. 
My Dear Friend: 
You have asked of me questions which, were I 
around a century from now, I could answer with a de-
gree of objectivity that I lack today. The historian of a 
century hence will be able to put into place then the 
pieces which I am witnessing today. He will be able to 
weed out the unrelated parts and events of our time, 
parts which have no bearing on our immediate problems 
here in Mississippi. 
However, you have asked me questions, and I shall 
do my best to answer them. You understand, of course, 
that my answers are my personal opinion and, to the 
very best of my knowledge, representative of the truth, 
as I see it, of course. 
What is our problem here in Mississippi? Where and 
when did it begin? Our problem here in Mississippi is 
the same as the problem New Yorkers think they have 
because of their Jewish population. In Texas a similar 
problem exists with the Mexicans. In short, our problem 
should not be a problem at all, and were it not born in 
man to be superior to other men, we wouldn't have a 
problem. 
As to the first record of its beginning, it began that 
fateful day when "it came to pass, as they journeyed 
from the east, that they found a plain in the land of 
Shinar; and they dwelt there. And they said one to an-
other, Go to, let us make brick, and burn them thor-
oughly. And they had brick for stone, and slime had 
they for mortar. And they said, Go to, let us build a city 
and a tower, whose top may reach unto heaven; and let 
us make us a name, lest we be scattered abroad upon 
the face of the whole earth." 
That is the first record of man and his innate vanity 
in the field of superiority, the building of a Tower of 
Babel. Many Babels have been built since - and there 
is no reason to believe that man will ever stop building 
Babels. But, as to the original Tower built on the plains 
of Shinar, God saw fit to reduce man to a common de-
nominator. Men have been so reduced numerous times 
. . . the Constitution of the United States reduces all 
citizens of this nation to one common denominator. We 
are a nation without rank or title that can be passed 
along from generation to generation. 
Mississippi's social problem did not really begin 
with the formation of the NAACP in 1909 as many would 
have us believe. We got ourselves off to a good start in 
1890 with our State Constitution. Impetus was gained by 
the words and acts of the late and unlamented Senator 
Bilbo. Bilbo used to great political and personal advan-
tage the Negroes of the state. "Nigger" he cried every 
single time his sins ' were about to catch up with him. 
By yelling "Nigger" the late Senator was able to avert 
a ttention from his own shortcomings. 
Great impetus was given by the War. Negroes 
served with honor under the flag of their nation. They 
'vere drafted into the Army, as were any other citizens. 
They fought and died, as did many other citizens. Pres-
ently, under the draft laws, every male turning 18 is 
inducted into the army, unless deferred for educational 
or other reason. Yet, and this goes for white and colored, 
they cannot vote. When the white male reaches 21 he 
can vote ; chances of the Negro ever voting in Mississippi 
are rare, indeed. 
At any rate, along the way, the Negro began to 
realize that the Constitution of the United States, its 
laws, applied to every citizen in the nation; he began to 
take action toward attaining his guaranteed rights as an 
American citizen. Chances are you have heard a good 
bit of talk about rights for Negroes being Communist 
inspired. Not being on speaking terms with any Com-
munists, I cannot say with certainty one way or another. 
But one thing I would like to point out is this: It is a 
well known fact that from about 1935 until 1950 the 
Communist Party tried every trick in their bag to make 
an inroad with the Negro here in the South. It is equally 
well known that they were unsuccessful in their efforts. 
But that is something of which we hear little. It is' log-
ical to conclude that the Negro, considering every pos-
sible reason to turn Communist during the depression 
years, is a fairly good and loyal American. We don't 
hear much about that, either. 
Were I capable of speaking as a Professional South-
erner, I think I would have to say that we here in the 
South made a mistake; in the beginning our error was 
letting the Negro learn to read . . . well, you can see 
what's happened. If you can keep a person ignorant you 
can keep him in line fairly well. But it is agreed that a 
little learning is a dangerous thing . .. 
, However, since I am not up to the standards of the 
Pro Southerner, I must admit that in the history of the 
world no race has progressed as rapidly as has the Negro 
race in America. True, he has had help. But he hasn't 
had the amount that his whitE! masters promised ... 
for example, equal but sep~rate schools. We salved our 
consciences, but failed to keep our word. Today we have 
a problem and some of us sit around and wonder what 
it's all about. And since we won't admit the truth oJ the 
situation to ourselves, we place the blame just anywhere 
we can. Many of us have bifried our heads in the, sand 
. . . that leaves a rather unattractive part of the"anat-
omy exposed. That part is visible for a good long way. 
In short, the Negro wants to be treated as a human 
being. I do not believe for one second the Negro wants 
i'1tegrated schools, at least not in my area of the state. 
r do not believe for one second the Negro wants to be 
asked into white homes for an evening of bridge. He is 
not without his own culture or heritage. Of course, I will 
admit readily that among the Negro race there will be' 
"niggers" as long as the race exists. We have among our 
own race "po' white trash," and we will have them as 
long as our race exists, too. 
You have asked about "Social Equality" here in 
Mississippi. To put it bluntly, my friend, I assure you 
that no such thing exists, among white or colored per-
sons. Equality is totally non-existant anywhere on the 
face of this earth. I presume you meant something rela-
tive to Negroes visiting in white homes, and vice versa. 
And in answer to that, let me say to you that it isn't 
likely to ever be done, considering the fact that every 
single one of us is superior to everyone else. Equality? 
There is no such thing. 
But you may be interested in knowing this. I have 
heard ' a few whites confess that they knew many Ne-
groes they would prefer to have in their homes in pref-
erence to some ,whites they know. But, assuming they 
visited, would that make them socially equal? No, it 
would not. Who would not be' honored to have Dr. Ralph 
Bunche visit him? But, honor or not, Dr. Bunche would 
never be invited to a white home in Mississippi. Dr. 
Bunche is unquestionably a great man, a great Amer-
ican, and has done- much toward ' keeping peace in the 
world .. . but is he socially equal in Mississippi? No he 
isn't. Not because of intelligence or accomplishment 
. . . but because his skin is darker than ours. 
Now, as to what we have done, as a state, about the 
situation. I would like to point out that we have, in a 
gigantic way, displayed an unattractive part of our anat-
omy in a most spectacular way. To be sure, that's putting 
it rather mildly. Of course we have passed a few laws 
. .. all based on a currently magic word in the state: 
Segregation is the word nowadays. Has magic. 
Generally speaking, the Negro can't vote. I know, 
of course, that our Senior Senator has told the nation on 
a television program that the Negro can vote. I would 
not be so disrespectful as to indicate that our Senator 
would tell a fib, but let us presume he is uninformed as 
to the law passed by the State Legislature last year about 
voter registration. It is within the power of the person 
whose business it is to re~ister voters to keep anyone 
from voting, if he so desires. And the vast majority so 
desire, considering that they ran on that platform in the 
elections last August. 
Let me give you an example with which I am famil-
iar. Right here in Forrest County there are approximate-
ly 12,000 Negroes, all of whom are citizens of the United 
States. Of that number, and this figure was as of last 
August, 8 can vote. And with reference to those 8, last 
month, January, was tax, paying time here. Two of those 
8 Negroes who are registered to vote went to the Forrest 
County Court House to pay their property tax, and at 
the Sll,me time to pay their poll tax; they could not find 
anyone who would accept their poll tax payment. What 
can they do? ' Now Forrest County has 6 Negroes who 
are registered and qualified .to vote. Indeed, it's entirely 
possible that we have none. 
So, for the most part in the state of Mississippi, a 
Negro asking to register to vote is about like asking 
Satan for a drink of ice water .. . just ain't no use in 
wasting breath. . 
And, my friend, we have passed other laws. We went 
to the polls a little over a year ago, and like a bunch of 
idiots· gave the State Legislature the power to abolish 
the public schools. That, you will understand, was an-
other anti-segregation move. And it might be of interest 
to you to note that at the present time there is a bill in 
the legislature to repeal the compulsory school atten-
dance law. 
To date this bill has met with little resistance, and 
that's understandable. The bill has been sponsored by 
the LEAC. They say the bill should be passed ,in order 
to help maintain our segregated school system. (That 
magic word again). In view of the power the legislature 
now has to abolish the public school ,system, it seems 
f00lish to bother' with such a trivial bill. 
Indeed, there is more to it than we seem to realize. 
What the bill amounts to is simple: It will put the stamp 
of approval on many of Mississippi farmers, this applies 
mostly to the Delta, to take a Negro child out of school 
to work or the farm. Either that or they deny him en-
trance to school at all. 
But, friend, the Lord and the Constitution of the 
United States giveth, and the Legislature of Mississippi 
taketh away! ' ' 
Well, one could 'write a book about it, I'm sure. But 
one or two other related items and I'll close. Our Legis-
lature is presently considering a bill .of pure corn fed 
poppy-cock . . . it is called "Interposition." Alabama and 
Virginia, I understand have already passed such bills. 
How they got ahead of us is something I can't under-
stand'. For we are supposed to have a corner of foolish-
ness. Nonetheless, it is complete and utter nonsense. 
Virginia has had previous experience with trying to 
outdo the Federal Government. They leased a stflte park 
to an individual and the Federal Court ruled against 
them. The court would not let them do by indirection 
what it forbid by direction. And such will be the case 
from now on. 
We can pass bills from now on and nothing will 
change. We've', got a problem of our own making, and 
now we are afraid to face up to it. The Negro wants his 
neck from under: the economic foot of _his master. And::" 
some of them 'are going to get it, too. _ 
But we are makin·g one mistake right behind the ", 
~ther about this- situation. We have used everything we 
have, except our brains ... when we get around to that 
it may well be too late. 
Anyway, a century from now the historian will 
probably finish up by writing this final sentence: "Nig-
gers ain't nothing but human beings, after all." And 
he'll be right, too. Sincerely, 
(s) P. D. EAST. 
Communications Opportunity -
Mr. Morse Ha,d A Code 
(Try though I did through the following editorial, as well as speaking with a few ministers, 
the communications gap continues to widen in my area. I repeat, I urge with all sincerity, that 
tolerant men stand up and be counted. The time, in my opinion, is fast approaching when 
men of good faith are going to be forced to let their views be known. It would be far better to 
make the effort now, today, rather than wait until 100 % assdom has taken place of common 
sense and common decency.) 
(I'rom April 19. 1.56 issue) 
Being quite wealthy, the Citizens' Councils of Mis-
sissippi bought a half hour's time on a national tele-
vision hook-up. The purpose af the program was to 
present to the nation the fact that the Southern Negro 
was most happy with his lot in the South. 
The Council chose one Negro named "Uncle Mose", 
who had been working a plot of iround for a white 
land owner, and who had helped around the white 
man's cotton gin for over a quarter of a century. He 
agreed to go to New York for the telecast. He was brief-. 
ed fully on the purpose of the program. 
"Uncle Mose" said one official, "we don't want to 
put words in yo~r mouth. There will be about thirty 
million people watching our program. All you h ave to 
d'D is just tell them what you think about the welfare 
of the Negro in the South. 
"Dat's all?" asked Uncle Mose. 
Came the time. The Negro man was introduced with 
great fanfare to the television l\ldience. He stepped up 
to the faces of thirty million Americans, and with great 
dignity and deliberation said: "HELP! " 
Of course the above is a joke now making the 
rounds in the ' South. But it has, to our way of think-
ing more implications than first meet the eye, or ear. 
'Whether or not Uncle Mose is a typical case is be-
side the point. The whole point is this, simply : The 
Negro in the South today is scared . . He is, genera~ly 
speaking, filled with fear. He has wltness~d few m-
stances of good faith on the part of the whltes ; he has 
witnessed the formation of and views expressed by the 
Citizens Councils ; he is able to read, and has read the 
Southern Manifesto. These things, in addition to others, 
have caused him to be afraid. 
Man after all is an animal. It is not news that 
when fe~r gets th'e upper hand in an animal, he be-
comes dangerous. Even the most insignificant animal, 
when driven to it, will turn and fight . Indeed, a flea 
will attack an elephant, if driven far enough. 
The result of the Negro's fear and the sworn views 
of many whites has caused the gap between the white 
man and the Negro to become wider and wider. Every 
day sees the gap growing wider, indeed. 
We hold, along with numerous others, bot.h whi~e 
and colored that the widening gap must be bndged m 
some way o~ other before any progress will be made in 
the question with which we are presently confronted. 
We have concluded, therefore, that a means of 
communications is needed badly and needed now. 
The questions are: 
What form of communication? 
Who is to do the communicating? 
It is obvious that the Morse Code will not fill the 
bill. What, then? We believe that a Bi-Racial Commit-
tee, including tough skinned, diplomatic, intelligent 
men of both races, formed on a voluntary basis, would 
be helpful. These men would sit at a conference table 
as men of good faith, as fellow Americans, as men 
with ~ mutual problem, and discuss the matters as equal 
citizens of the county, state, and nation. Anyone ap-
proaching the matter as master or slave, or capital and 
labor, or as a superior by virtue of skin color, would 
doom the whole venture to failure. We know, of course, 
that for a while there would be distrust on both sides, 
that seems only natural. But by an intelligent, tolerant, 
diplomatic group such distrust could be overcome 
shortly. 
Who is to take the golden opportunity of trying 
esuch communicating? Certainly not the political op-
portunists, nor the Citizens Councils, nor a group ap-
pointed by elected officials of a town, county or state. 
Then, who? 
The questions we have before us are of a legal and 
moral nature, it seems to us. Then, it would seem sen-
sible to approach the matter through the Bar Associa-
tion or through the Ministerial Association of a city, 
county or state. We do not by any means wish to ham-
per such an idea from the start, but in Mississippi there 
are many members of the Bar Association who belong 
to the Citizens Council. It is apparent that such mem-
bers would serve no purpose in a Bi-Racial Group such 
as we propose. 
It seems to us, therefore, that the Ministerial As-
sociation in the counties or state would be the logical 
groups to grasp the opportunity of serving their fellow-
men by sitting down with Negro leaders and trying to 
bridge the ever widening gap between the two races. 
Let us make it clear here and now that we do not 
consider the formation on a voluntary basis of such a 
Bi_Racial Group, a duty, obligation, or responsibilty. 
We consider such formation an opportunity which 
would be rare, and worthy of tolerant, intelligent, moral 
men. 
As for the situation here in Forrest County we 
would like to point out that in April of 1955 we were 
on the way to such an opportunity. The leaders in the 
field of educat ion had held inter-racial meetings, and 
were holding one this time last year. Thirteen Negro 
leaders were invited to discuss mutual problems at the 
Court House in Hattiesburg. Our relations broke down 
at that time due to the fact that a political opportunist 
read the riot act to the Negroes; they departed, and so 
far as we know, have not returned for further talks 
with white leaders in the field of education. 
We were on our way, it seems to us, but one man 
by an act of poor faith, and, worse taste, broke off the 
possible communications needed so desperately at this 
time. 
It was a sickening spectacle to most white people 
in the county. 
The fear with which the Negro is filled has been 
caused by the overt acts of whites by breeches of faith 
too many times for any possible good to ever come of 
it. 
In short, it has been said, and we are in agreement, 
that the greatest trouble with the Negro today is the 
white man: 
In view of the widening gap, in view of the fear 
which we have caused in the Negro, in view of the fact 
that we are in need of a bridge the worst possible way, 
in view of our own good, in view of our legal and moral 
responsibilities, we humbly suggest and pray that some-
one with the vision necessary to realize the opportunity 
Rambling Maybe, But -
that awaits them take it upon themselves to form an 
Inter-Racial or Bi-Racial Group to sit down as human 
beings with mutual problems and with mutual respect 
to begin to work out differences before blood is shed 
by both whites and Negroes. 
The importance and timeliness of such a group 
cannot be , overstressed. We urge it sincerely in the 
name of just plain common sense, not to mention de-
cency. 
One Poinl Welve Overlooked 
(From May 10. 1956 issue) 
Last week in Jackson, Mississippi, the Jackson 
Citizens Council held its first annual meeting. Guest 
speaker was Eugene Cook, Attorney General of the 
State of Georgia. 
The speech made by Cook is fairly typical of the 
talks being made by Council speakers throughout the 
South today. Eastland has said substantially the same 
thing at any number of meetings; in his book, Black 
Monday, Tom Brady states the same thing, as has Her-
man Talmadge in his book, You and Segregation. In 
short, Cook typifies the hysteria of the South. Typical 
also is the shortsightedness of most of our leaders. 
Excerpts from the talk made by Cook, as reported 
by the Associated Press, are as follows: 
Cook said the U. S. Supreme Court's decision ban-
ning segregation is a "judicial Frankenstein" and fore-
cast violence, bloodshed and the doom of freedom as an 
outgrowth. 
He denounced the Supreme Court for "changing the 
meaning of the U. S . Constitution to meet the Com-
munist decision" outlawing segregation. 
He challenged the U. S. Supreme Court to build 
enough jails to incarcerate the school officials of his 
"tate who will resist integration of the races. 
"I have urged that the legislature penalize any 
state or county official allowing the use of our jails to 
hold any person resisting de-segregation of capital 
punishment. 
"We have a right to defend our way of life ." 
Cook told his audience that Georgia is prepared 
tu close any public school in which de-segregation is 
sought to be practiced. 
Attorney General Cook struck at the infiltration of 
the churches, the universities, and even the courts by 
Communists. 
"Fuzzy-minded professors and clergymen are seek-
ing to destroy the principle of our creation . . . The 
trend toward centralization of government as offered 
by the Supreme Court is setting up a number one tar-
get for the Soviet, instead of 48 targets as the individual 
states." 
Also reported by the Associated Press was "The 
speaker was introduced to the some 1,500 persons at-
tending the rally here by Mississippi's Attorney Gen-
eral Joe T. Patterson, who pronounced himself as a 
member of the Mississippi Citizens Council and 'proud 
of it'." 
"They call us the hard core resistance to de-seg-
regation," Patterson told his audience, "and they will 
still be calling us that a hundred years hence." 
Another favorite remark made generally by speak-
ers making the Citizens Council Circuit is that the 
Supreme Court decision was "political." That it was 
not based on legal precedent, that it was inspired by 
the commies, etc. 
Not being trained in the law we wouldn't argue 
that point at all. Perhaps the Supreme Court decision 
was "political", but if it was, so what? Assuming it was 
political, as it may well have been, consider these facts . 
We had occasion to talk with a diplomat who was 
in Europe at the time of the decision in 1954. He stated, 
and incidentally, he's a Southerner, that no one was 
more relieved than the Diplomatic Corps at the decision. 
When asked why, he said that one question with which 
American diplomats were always confronted while a-
broad trying to sell Democracy was, in effect, "Well, 
if America is all you say it is, why is it that your Neg-
roes in the South are not treated as equals? Why the 
discrimination against them?" 
What it amounts to is relatively simple, it seems. 
We of the South have become so hysterical about a 
mythical something like "do you want your child to 
marry one' of them niggers?" and other unforeseeable 
threats until we have overlooked the fact that this Na-
tion is composed of 48 states, and that in Europe, in-
deed, the entIre world, we have to offer to the minds of 
people an equal inducement to that being offered by the 
Communists. 
Because the fact is the Communists are out to win' 
they mean business. We can pussyfoot around with 
"our way of life" all we please, but we are losing friends 
we're going to need badly before too long. 
As a Nation we have tried to buy friends abroad. It 
seems that a bought friend is open to the highest bid-
der. But present an ideal as great as in the American 
ideal of government, offering ,freedom and equality, and 
then we have a selling point that will stick. 
So, if the Supreme Court decision is "political" it 
is political in the sense of World PolitiCs, which any 
American worthy of pis citizenship would consider more 
important than "Southern Politics." 
After the yet undetermined cost of World War II 
in human lives and materials, are we so foolish as to 
lose the peace because of a few opportunists like Cook, 
Brady, Talmadge, Patterson, Eastland, and others? In 
short, if we don't realize that this Nation, as a whole 
is more important than a few Southern states, then w~ 
are fools of the greatest sort. 
Segregation, therefore, is a matter of secondary im-
portance. 
But, what with the Cooks and counterparts, mak_ 
ing speeches telling the citizens to defy the laws of the 
Nation, designed to protect the interests of the great-
est number of people, we are feeding the Communist 
propaganda machine all over the world. What we are 
saying is that we here of the South, by not considering 
that other people live in this nation, are the ones who 
are destroying our way of life. 
True, the. Communists are interested in stirring up 
trouble here m the South. And they must not find it 
hard to do, what with speeches like the one made by 
Cook available to them. Don't ever think that the Com-
munists didn't make hay the world over by the failure 
of a conviction in the case of Emmett Till. 
Every flagrant act we of the South commit is grist 
for their mill in the places where American diplomats 
are trying to sell the American way to people we need 
on our side. It is a never ending battle for the minds 
of men the world over, and we, as a Nation, are los-
ing it because we, as Southerners, think we are much 
more damned important than anyone or anything else 
on the face of the earth. 
We are, it seems to us, fast approaching a time of 
decision. We will have to decide which is really the 
most important, this Nation, or "our way of life." 
As for us, our decision is already made. We prefer 
the United States of America to the Confederate States 
of America . . . We humbly suggest that you give some 
thought to the Nation as a whole, putting the Southern 
States in the background for just a few seconds .. . If 
you're interested in fighting Communism, then we think 
the best way to do it is by being first an American, 
then a Southerner. 
"Our Gem", He's Real Gone, Man, Real Gone 
Now, Ain't He A Real Cool Cal, Man! 
((From May 31, 1956 Issue) 
Having grown up in Mississippi (born and ruin-
ed), and attending the public schools of the state, we 
recall having been taught two things which, with the 
help of the real gone Magnolia, we shall not forget. 
First, which has no bearing here, was the fact that a 
history instructor once told us that the reason our 
forefathers injected the two dollar poll tax clause into 
the Constitution of Mississippi in 1890 was to keep 
the Negroes from voting. Upon passing that delightful 
bit of unbiased information, our instructor smiled se-
renely. We students responded with a knowing giggle. 
Second, which does have some bearing here, was 
the fact that an English instructor -once told us that 
even in poor writing a statement should be made rare-
ly, if ever. Preference, he said, should be given to 
"showing", not ·'telling." 
Since this is more of a character study than a ser-
mon' we hope to be able to "show" you that The Most 
Right Honorable James Oliver Eastland, our senior 
United States Senator, is one more Alligator, man! 
Of course, all the cool cats hereabouts know he is just 
that, but what do they know of all his other sterling 
qualities? 
(Incidentally, The Most Right Honorable James 
Oliver Eastland shall be referred to hereinafter as 
"Our Gem", the reference being made fur the simple 
reason tl1at we have such regard, admiration and re-
spect for him.) 
As we all know very well, our cool Magnolia State 
has numerous enemies outside its boundaries, especial-
ly north of the Mason and Dixon line, all being Yan-
kee squares, of course. "Our Gem" has fought these 
radicals, these liberals, these carpetbaggers with the 
vigor and daring of a real cool lion, man. He has, on 
numerous occasions, shown his ability as a statesman 
of the first magnitude, a diplomat of imagination and 
character, a true Southern Gentleman of the old school 
in his encounters with those who would dare call us 
anything but what we are ... 100% Red Blooded Mis-
sissippians, with a slight sprinkle of real cool blue, 
that is. 
On one occasion, in a Senate hearing, "Our Gem" 
called a witness a "God damned son-of-a-bitch." On 
a number of occasions he has called a nigger just 
what he is, a "Nigger." On the floor of the United 
States Senate one day, in his eternal fight for our 
real gone Magnolia rights, "Our Gem" called an el-
derly colleague, "liar." Man, ain't he real gone! 
At any rate we feel you will agree with us that 
"Our Gem" is a polished gentleman of unquestionable, 
indeed, unbelievable intelligence. 
Photo courtesy of TIME Magazine. 
(A real gone Yankee outfit.) 
THIS MAN, JACKSON, IS "OUR GEM", 
A GONE CAT IN THE SOLID SOUTH 
That Yankee female, Betsy Ross, has 
never laid hands on this flag, Man! 
Well, it just proves that "Our Gem" fights square 
enemies on their own ground . . . and wins hands 
down for the solid Magnolia. 
Seriously, Jackson, ain't he a real cool cat! 
What is considered by a large group of squares 
to be a great newspaper in a border state (And right 
here and n-ow let us set you straight on that matter. 
There is no such thing as a "Border State." Either 
they're fer us or agin us.) had this to say about "Our 
Gem" Senator Eastland's contributions to our war-time 
harmony were to proclaim that Negro troops 'would 
neither work nor fight' and to disclose a 'mass rape' of 
German women in a Stuttgart subway by Senegalese 
soldiers with French occupation forces. Undersecretary 
of War Robert Patterson refuted the first charge; Gen-
eral Devers denied the second after correspondents 
pointed out: (a) that Stuttgart has no subway and (b) 
that there were no Senegalese with the French occupa-
Tion forces." 
Well! Did you ever! You understand, of course, 
."at Patterson and Devers are Yankee squares and are 
not to be trusted out of sight. That's real plain to see. 
Now, what about the editor of the sheet that 
deals in such "yellow journalism"? Well, Jackson, we 
took it on ourselves to call up that editor on the tele-
phone and remind him that "Our Gem" just might 
decide to get some skin, Mississippi style, so there! 
You know what he said? Get this: "Well, good!" Na-
turally, we hung up the telephone. Well, wouldn't you 
have done the same thing? H~ was disrespectful, 
subversive, too. 
We don't know how it got that way, but the fact 
is this nation is just full of squares, folks who have 
gone off their trolley, that is. Example: The Protes-
tant Episcopal Diocese of New York (A Yankee state, 
square, you must remember.) has accused "Our Gem" 
of subversion just as real and, because it comes from a 
U. S. Senator, far more dangerous than any perpe-
trated by the CommunIst Party." ("Our Gem" just 
may get a gunny sack full of skin, limb from limb, 
man, there.) Seriously, Jackson, wouldn't that just 
make John Calhoun and Jeff Davis turn somersaults 
in their tombs . . . yes, and "The Man" Bilbo, too. 
Subversive? Maybe that bunch had better look up 
the word . . . we Mississippians know who the sub-
versives are ... well, anyway, Jackson, "Our Gem" 
took it in his stride and investigated the New York 
Times from top to bottom. And that, we figure, ought 
to show 'em a thing or two. 
Now don't you agree that "Our Gem" is a real cool 
cat? 
Anyway, as a 100% red blooded, tolerant South-
erner we must overlook those square Yankee Christians. 
Naturally, everyone knows that Christianity varies from 
place to place, and the thing that caused this bigoted 
outburst by the Episcopal Diocese was the fact that "Our 
Gem" has fought those nine old squares in Washington 
who would destroy our way of life. They just simply 
cannot stand a good, clean, intelligent, high class fighter 
like "Our Gem." 
And with reference to fighting for our way of life, 
"Our Gem" has stood up, a lion among rats, a real cool 
cat among squares, mind you, in his fight for all of us 
who are endowed with God-given Southern Rights. (We 
Southerners must keep in mind at all times that our 
rights differ from those of other people. We must be 
alert to anyone who seems to even want to change just 
one single hair on our Southern heads). At any rate, 
"Our Gem" has not given a single inch in his stand to 
protect us from those outsiders. 
Now, ain't he a real cool cat! 
In addition to his character, his integrity, his prin-
ciples, "Our Gem" is not only intelligent in the usual 
manner, but he's sharp as a tack in other ways, Jackson. 
Example: At Doddsville, Mississippi, "Our Gem" has a 
small cotton patch, composed of something like 5,020 
acres. And in the United States Senate, who has been 
the strongest figher for the cotton farmer? Of course, 
our very own cool cat ... And down on the Gulf Coast 
a few years ago there came up the question of expand-
ing industry in Mississippi, and "Our Gem" told an ac-
quaintance of ours that Mississippi needed industry like 
a man needed a hole in his head. (And get the coolness 
of what follows.) How, he asked, can you keep labor on 
the farm at a dollar a day with industry moving in and 
offering them a dollar an hour? 
Do you see what we mean? Ain't he a real cool cat, 
Jackson? 
There a!,e some stupid squares, all out of state, of 
course, who have asked the question of how could "Our 
Gem" take the oath of office as a United States Senator, 
which reads: "I, James Oliver Eastland, do solemnly 
swear that I will support and defend the Constitution of 
the United States against all enemies, foreign and do-
mestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the 
same; that I take this obligation freely, without any 
mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I will 
well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on 
which I am about to enter. So help me God." and after 
having taken the oath make statements like: 
"On May 17, the Constitution of the United States 
was destroyed because the Supreme Court disregarded 
the law and decided integration was right ... you are 
not required to obey any court which passes out such 
a ruling. In fact, you are obligated to defy it." This was 
spoken by "Our Gem" at Senatobia, Miss., on August 2, 
1955. And he has also said: "The country has entered an 
era of judicial tyranny ... The Court has responded to 
a racial, pro-Communist political movement ... Public 
opinion is the law, for no law is of any force which does 
not have the force of public opinion behind. it." Thus 
spoke "Our Gem" on January 26, 1956, at Columbia, 
S. C. 
Well, if you hear any of that leftwing, radical, lib-
eral talk about the majority ruling in this country, and 
that the majority opinion is opposed to "Our Gem" you 
can mark them down for super squares. We would even 
suggest that you call it to the attention of our cool cat; 
he just might want to get some skin. 
Anyone thinking that because a man of sterling 
character, golden principles, honor, intelligence, and in-
tegrity such as possessed by "Our Gem" would let a 
thing like an oath stop him from protecting our way of 
life is not just a square, but he's downright stupid. 
Some things are more important than an oath, with 
a "So help me God" attachment. And another thing, un-
like most of his colleagues, "Our Gem" seems to have 
read "Alice In Wonderland." He knows the words of 
the Mad Hatter, as spoken to Alice. His words, he said, 
meant just exactly what he wanted them to mean .. . 
get the point, Jackson? 
Really, now, folks, don't you agree? 
Ain't "Our Gem" a real gone, a real cool cat! 
A New Organization In Business?-
The Bigger And Beller Bigols Bureau 
(From June 7. 1956 Issue) 
Whether or not they have actually organized as a 
chartered group, as their guardian angels have, the 
Klan and Council, we don't know, but this we do know: 
There are a few young men in Hattiesburg who could 
easily qualify for the Board of Directors of such an or-
ganization as The Bigger and Better Bigots Bureau. 
We have been informed, of course, of the riot on a 
New York ferry boat last week. We know of the riots in 
Chicago, Detroit, and St. Louis . And in the interest of 
passing along information, we would like to call the 
following to your attention. Threse occurrences were not 
in New York, Illinois, Michigan, or Missouri ... they 
happened in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, and we assure you 
these incidents have been confirmed. For reasons which 
are obvious we are not using names of the persons in-
volved. 
The latter part of April, directly in front of the 
Owl Drug Store, located on the corner of Main and 
Front Streets, three Negro boys were standing talking 
to a fourth Negro boy who worked for the store. The 
three boys were on their way to a show. The time was 
about 7:30 P.M. One -of the boys, age 16, felt a lick a-
gainst the side of his head ; turning around he saw three 
white boys, whose age he guessed to be 19, 20, or 21. The 
Negro boys were stunned, for they had not spoken one 
single word to any white person whatsoever, and they 
hesitated for a few seconds before doing anything. 
While standing there, trying to decide what tL' do, the 
white boys pulled out swish blade knives. The Negro 
boys started to run d'Own Main Street, but they saw 
two other white boys standing along side the drug store, 
and not knowing if they were a part of the group who 
had attacked them, they decided to run down Front 
Street, toward the police station. They did, in fact, go 
directly t·o the police station, and the boy who had 
been struck stammered out his story. He was told by 
the officer on duty that the incident would be investi-
gated. However no information whatsoever, such as 
name and address, was asked for by the officer on duty. 
Charges, of course, cannot be made without identifica-
tion, and identification cannot be made without know-
ing whom to contact, and where to contact them. Thus, 
to date, the Negro boys have not been called in to 
identify their assailants. 
The second significant incident to occur in Hatties-
burg happened on the CoQrner of Main and Pine Streets 
at 10:15 P.M., May 1st. Two Negro women, a mother 
and her twenty year old daughter were walking home 
from a motion picture theatre. There was no 'One on 
the streets, except a few cars passing. One car passed 
and the elder Negro felt a sharp blow on her right leg, 
near the ankle. She was startled for a few minutes, but 
realized she had been hit by an egg from a passing car. 
Looking up the street she saw the car. She stated that 
as best she could judge there were four or five white 
boys in the car, one with his head stuck out the win-
dow yelling something to the Negro women. The car 
had go~e too far f'Or her to rea~ the tag number, or to 
determme what make of car It was. Uufortunately, 
there are too many autos the same color for that infor-
mation to be of any help. 
Item t.hree, a minor incident admittedly, happened 
the followmg afternoon on South Main Street. A Neg-
ro man stopped his car to wait for a parked car to pull 
'out into the line of traffic. Naturally, cars behind him 
had to stop, t'Oo. But one potential member of the Big-
ger and Better Bigots Bureau, driving an old model 
Hudson, pulled along side the Negro man and yelled to 
him: "Get that G ... D ... thing out of the way you black 
s.o.b." 
On Sunday evening, May 27th, at 7:30, a Negro boy, 
age 17, was walking home to get dressed for church. He 
was about a half block off Walnut Street, going to-
ward Manning Avenue. The street was dark without ad-
equate lighting. He noticed a car drive by two or three 
times, but paid no attention to it. Without warning, the 
car st'Opped, and as best he could remember, four, pos-
sibly five, white boys jumped out and beat him into a 
state of unconsciousness before he realized what had 
happened. They were gone when he regained consci'Ous-
ness. He managed to get home, blood dripping from 
him, his clothes soaked. He guessed the ages of the 
white boys to be 18 to 21, but couldn't be sure, because 
of the split second in which he had seen them. We saw 
the Negro ooy four days after the beating, and saw 
with our own eyes the effect of the beating he took. His 
lip was cut through, swollen unbelieveably. His face 
was swollen completely out of proportion to its nor-
mal shape. There were bandages covering his right 
cheek; the skin had been burst from the blows he 
received. He was having some difficulty in moving a-
round due to the fact that his body was badly bruised. 
Frankly, we admit that these four incidents are in-
dicative of something which we have not yet been able 
to define . . . but, nonetheless, they are exceptionally 
significant. This is not an accusation, for we have no 
proof, and do not make charges without evidence ,but 
it is interesting to note that prior to the organization 
of the Citizens Council here there were no such inci-
dents reported. Each of the four incidents has happen-
ed since the organization 'Of the Council. We do not be-
lieve that ~ouncil members Were in any way involved, 
'but we belIeve that with the organization of such an 'Out-
fit, certain unintelligent, bigoted, inferior whites feel 
something resembling guardian angel protection in their 
existance. Thus, they take out their inferior feeling 
(Which, indeed, they are ... they don't just feel inferior) 
on Negroes, who, by all standards and concept are crea-
tures of a lower order. 
A number of possibilities occur to us as a possible 
result of this kind of action 'On the part of whites. First, 
aside from the humiliation suffered by Negroes in the 
incidents mentioned, (which they must view with fear) 
is the fact that one of these nights some member of the 
Bigger and Better Bigots Bureau is going to run into 
a Negro who isn't a woman or child, and when they do 
they ar~ .likely to get carved up like a turkey at 
Thanksg1vmg. Any Negro attacked would most certain-
ly be in his rights to fight back, but ... well, just re-
call our record in the state for justice to a Negro. 
Another possibility is that, in view of these whites 
o~erating on, the .assum~tion that they are superior by 
VIrtue of theIr bemg whIte, protestant, and native born 
they will not limit their brutal and humiliating attack~ 
to Negroes. Of course a Catholic, a Jew and the miscel-
laneous are harder to identify than the Negro, but those 
thoroughly bent on being superior would determine a 
person's race or religion, and act according to their 
limited intelligence. 
Of course, if the Bigger and Better Bigots Bureau 
does decide t'O organize, get a state charter, collect dues, 
they could promote an advertising campaign directing Oh, yes, if they do decide to organize, we'd be glad 
all who are not white, protestant, and native born to to suggest an attorney to draw up their papers for them. 
wear a sign around their neck reading: I AM A CATH- There seem to be two or three around these parts who 
OLIC ... or ... I AM A JEW ... or .. . I WAS BORN would prob bl d th IN EUROPE ... or whatever distinction is theirs. a y 0 e work free seizing it as an op-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~p:o:r~tu~n~l~' t~y~to~s~t~n~'k~e~a~b~~~w for the sweet magnolia. 
Roark Bradford Understood, And So Did-
Nigger Deemus 
(From June 14, 1956 Issue) 
Harper & Brothers Publishers of New York City 
brought out a book in 1928 titled, "01' Man Adam an' 
His Chillun," written by a newspaperman of New Or-
leans, Roark Bradford, and "Being the Tales They Tell 
About the Time When the Lord Walked the Earth-Like 
a Natural Man." 
Everything went along quite well for a number of 
years. Mark Connerly wrote a play from the book 
"Green Pastures," and it enjoyed a long run on Broad-
way. Hollywood produced a motion picture from the 
play. It too was highly successful. But then one day ... 
It was sometime around 1940 that the NAACP de-
cided that Roark Bradford had done a grave injustice 
to the American Negro. The contention was, as we un-
derstand the facts, that Bradford had poked fun at the 
Negro; others, church leaders and the like decided some-
whe~e along the way that Bradford had poked fun at 
relIglOn. Naturally, everyone got up in the air, so we 
have been told. 
It was around 1945 that we were introduced to the 
~ritings of Roark Bradford. Frankly, they were so de-
lIghtful and showed such keen insight and understand-
ing into and of the Negro tenant farmer who was then 
as now, uneducated. We took Bradford's' work as a not~ 
of sympathy for the Southern Negro. He understood 
them and presented their views with satire as subtle 
as any we've seen. What's more, we believe that the 
average Negro here in the South knows Bradford un-
d~rstood him and was interested in him and in getting 
hIS story across to the nation. 
As we've said, it seems that everyone misunder-
stood the int~ntion. Northern Negroes believing that it 
was fun po~mg; Southern whites believing that Brad-
ford was pomtmg up the short comings and stupidity of 
the Southern Negro; church leaders saying that Brad-
ford was making fun of De Lawd. It seems that Roark 
Bradford fell into disrepute, of a sort. 
Not knowing that, and not caring even if we had 
we wrote a book in the late forties, following in the vei~ 
o.f Bra.dford, and tried getting it published. One pub-
lIsher m New York kept the manuscript for over three 
mont~s. ~inally, th.ey wrote us a long letter explaining 
the sltuatlOn as bemg too explosive for such a book at 
~he ~ime. They considered the book interesting, etc. , but 
m :',I'lew of the controversy over Bradford, the Board of 
~d1tor~ felt they must turn it down. Later, another pub-
lIsher m New York offered to bring out our book with 
the contract stipulation that we would receive no ad-
vance roy~lty and no royalty until after a certain num-
ber of cop~es had been sold. On the advice of two book 
authors WIth whom we corresponded we declined on 
the grou~ds th~t if a book was worth publishing it was 
wort~ b~mg paId for, and if it wasn't worth publishing, 
we dldn t want our name on it anyway. 
!~e long and short of this preface to "Nigger Dee-
mus IS not to relate our experiences with an unpub-
lish~d book manuscript, not to get into a literary dis-
cu~slOn of the :vorks of Roark Bradford, but, rather, to 
pomt _out one SImple fact, which is: People are going to 
~e~d mto anything just exactly what they want to, and 
If .It happ:ns to offend them they are going to close their 
mmds to d. Once the human mind is closed it is harder 
to get through than a solid brick wall ten feet thick 
, "Nigger Deemus," which follows is the last cha~ter 
m Brad!ord:s b~ok, "01' Man Adam an' His Chill un." 
In readmg It, kmdly keep in mind that "Nigge D _ 
" . t' r ee ~us IS a YPlcal. sou~hern Negro, who, like he says, 
knows my place m dIS man's town." De Lawd is not 
God or Jesus or a diety held in reverence by the Chris-
tian, J~w or anyone else; De Lawd is a natural man' De 
Lawd IS folksy in. his ways; De Lawd is the white iand 
owner; D~ Lawd IS a big man in the community, prob-
ably ~wnmg t~e cotton gin. De Lawd smokes the big-
gest CIgar: Havmg, not been exposed to the various forms 
of educahon, that s how Nigger Deemus sees one whoP1 
he knows to be superior . . . of course, he is De Lawd! 
* * * Well, time kept passin' by and finally hit got to be 
so many people on de yearth and so many places scat-
t~re~ round ~ar and yonder to de Lawd jest natchally 
dldn t ha:re. hme to git around to 'em all. So he got him 
twel~e ,~lsclPles and marChed 'em about de wilderness, 
lear~m em how to preach, so he could go on and 'tend 
to hIS yuther business and let de preachers look after 
de people. 
" . "Now I'~ gonter tell y'all a parable," say de Lawd. 
HIt was a nch man name Dives and he tuck all his 
money and goods and put 'em in de home and locked 
de house and th'owed de key in de well. So at night he 
~ad a dream and one er my angels come down to him 
m de dream. 
" 'Dives,' say de angel, "how come you lock all you' 
money and goods in de house and th'ow de key i~ de 
well?' 
"'C ' D' " ause, say 1ves, I m a rich man and long as 
can't ,nobody git to my money and my go'ods, not even 
me, I m gonter keep on bein' a rich man.' 
"'T~ou fO?i,' say de angel. 'Dis night shalt thou 
dwell WId me m Paradise.' . 
, "So," say de Lawd, "you see hit don't make no dif-
f unce .how much money and goods you got you can't 
take hIt to heaven wid you when you die." ' 
"Ain't hit de truf, Lawd?" say Peter. 
5,0 they 'n:arch alo~g down by de river and de Lawd 
stop em agam and gltS ready to preach 'em another 
par~ble. But 'bout dat time they yar somebodv over 
behmd de levee, singin': . 
"When I gets to heaven I wanter be like 
Job' 
Le's ha~e a time, Ie's have a time! 
I wants to wawk all around in my long 
white robe, 
Shoutin' wid de angels, in de mawnin'!" 
"Dat sho is a purty song, ain't hit? say de Lawd. 
"Ain't hit de truf, Lawd-" say Peter. 
So dey listen and de song kept right on singin': 
"Matthew, Mark, and Luke and John; 
Le's have a time, Ie's have a time! 
All dem prophets daid and gone, 
Shoutin' wid de angels, in de mawnin'!" 
Se de Lawd looked over de levee to see who singin'. 
"Well, 1 be doggone!" say de Lawd. "Dat's ole Nig-
ger Deemus singin' dat song. Settin' right yonder on 
de bank, singin' and fishin'! Come on over yar, Deemus 
and jine my band. 1 needs a good bass singer, anyway. 
And anybody which kin sing like dat ain't got no bus-
iness wastin' his time fishin'." 
"Lawd," say Nigger Deemus, "efn I quits fishin' I's 
starve to death. Singin' is lots of fun, but you can't eat 
fun, Lawd." 
"I 'tends to de eatin," say de Lawd. "When my dis-
ciples gits hongry, I jest passes a miracle on a rock and 
turns !hit into vittles. Come on." 
"Naw, Lawd," says Deemus. "I knows you ain't 
gonter let no man round you go hongry, white or black. 
But, Lawd, you knows and I knows I ain't got no busi-
ness goin' round de wilderness wid you and all dem 
white folks. 1 knows my place in dis man's town. 'Live 
and let live," I say. So I'm jest gonter fish along and 
have a good time thinkin' 'bout what I'm gonter do when 
I gits to heaven and gits in my long white robe and won't 
nobody know is I white or black." 
"Nigger Deemus," say de Lawd, "when I tells a 
man somethin', kin he believe hit, or cain't he?" 
"He kin, Lawd, ev'vy time," say Nigger Deemus. 
"Well," say de Lawd, "verily, verily I say unto you, 
Nigger Deemus, I ain't got no Jim Crow law 'mongst 
my dis~iples." 
"Dat's right, Lawd," say Nigger Deemus, "you ain't 
got no Jim Crow law 'mongst yo' disciples. But--" 
"But which, Nigger Deemus?" say de Lawd. 
"But hit ain't no Jim Crow law in de votin' round 
dis town, too," say Nigger Deemus. "But hit's a primary 
law and hit's a granddaddy-clause law, and. de niggers 
don't do much votin'." 
"Well," say de Lawd, "hit ain't no tricks like dat 
'mongst my disciples. All a man got to do is repent, be-
lieve, and be baptized, white or black. Dey all looks 
alike to me, I ain't pay in' no 'tention to de color of a 
man's hide. I'm payin' 'tention to the color of his heart." 
"Ain't hit de truf, Lawd?" say Peter. 
"Well, Lawd," say Deemus, "de fish ain't bitin' 
much, anyway." 
So they marched along and ole Nigger Deemus 
kinder sidled along behind de yuthers, jest watchin' and 
wawkin' whar de Lawd led him. So purty soon de sun 
got high so's a man could reach out and step on de 
shadder of his own haid. 
On The Magnolia Midway -
"Lawd," say Peter, "don't thou think hit's about 
dinner time?" 
So de Lawd looked up at de sun, and back to his 
shadder. "Disciples, stop!" he say. 
So all de disciples stopped. 
"Disciples, pick up a rock," say de Lawd. 
So dey all picked up a rock and lined up and 
marched up past de Lawd. And when a man come by 
de Lawd passed a miracle on de rock and turned hit 
into fried chicken and ham and cake and beans and all 
de yuther kind of vittles. 
So ole Nigger Deemus hung back, watchin', to de 
rest got done, so he reached down and pick up a rock 
an santered up to de Lawd wid hit. 
'Nigger Deemus," say de Lawd, "I can't do nothin' 
wid dat rock. Hit ain't de right kind of rock, in de fust 
place, and in de second place, you got to tote !hit in yo' 
left hand. Go on back and git you another rock and 
bring hit to me in yo' left hand." 
So ole Deemus went on back and got another rock 
in his left hand and marched up to de Lawd. 
De Lawd looked at de rock and den he looked at 
Deemus. 
"Deemus," say de Lawd, "when you j'ined my band, 
I tole you hit wan't no Jim Crow laws and no Jim Crow 
tricks in hit, didn't I?" 
"Yes, Lawd," say Deemus. 
"Well," say de Lawd, "hit ain't. So I'm jest gonter 
show you what I kin do wid dat rock and what I can't 
do wid. !hit. 'Cause efn I up and tells you I can't do 
nothin' to hit, you liable to think I'm trying to Jim Crow 
you. So I'm jest gonter do de best I kin wid hit." 
"Lawd," say Deemus, "dat's all anybody kin do." 
So de Lawd r'ared back and clouded up and wheel-
ed about and made a pass over de rock, and de rock 
turned into a little bitty hard lump er cold cawn bread. 
"Hit's de best I could do," say de Lawd. "You seed 
hit wid yo' own eyes. Now go on out yonder and git you 
a sho-nuff rock. De bigger de better. And maybe efn you 
gits one big enough I kin pass enough vittles to stay you 
over to supper time." 
So Deemus went on out and got him a big rock. 
Deemus was a stout man and he got de biggest rock he 
could see, and he strained hit up to his slhoulder and 
come staggerin' up to de Lawd wid hit. 
"Nigger Deemus;" say de Lawd, "dat hit?" 
"Over younder," say Deemus. 
"Dat's a mighty fine-lookin' rock," say de Lawd. 
"I bet dat is de ve'y rock I been lookin' for all dis time. 
Whar'd you say you found hit?" 
"Over yonder, Lawd," say Nigger Deemus. 
"I knowed hit quick as I laid eyes on hit," say de 
Lawd. "Dat's de ve'y rock I been huntin' for all dis 
time. Nigger Deemus, set dat rock down right yar and 
now and build me a church on hit." 
Colton Candy 
(From July 26. 1956 Issue) 
At the entrance of Wonderland there is a big iron 
pot, moderately sanitary, that is second only to the 
widow's oil supply for mass production of miracles it 
can do. 
lt changes granulated sugar in pauper amounts to 
spun sugar in millionaire amounts; and when the pot is 
hot to the sugar-threading point, and the great glorious 
puffy clouds come bulging out - enough to decorate the 
whole Delta landscape - only a stony-hearted-realist 
could stand the shock of the profit percentage. Damned 
good profit. 
"Naw, Bud, I wouldn't choose no candy just now. 
Pass it to your Maw. Druther have a bite of my apple 
sun-cured." 
Cotton candy is something you don't hardly ever 
get much of any more. Cotton candy is for Special. Ah, 
but sweetness, any kind of sweetness, is for everyday 
of our flea-bitten lives. Sweetness is the profit in the 
molasses music of Red River Valley on the radio. Sweet-
ness is the profit in the words and pictures of Tube Rose 
Snuff and The Skin You Love to Touch. Sweetness is 
the pay-off in Sunday and Oh, How Sweet to Trust in 
Jesus. Sweetness, and only sweetness, justifies the school 
hen notion that no child gets enough Tender Loving 
Care. We just can't get enough of them dulcit tones. 
Silly people say people are all the same. They are 
not. The youngest people go to the carnival. The oldest 
people come from China. You know China. That's where 
the heathen live, and where we send the missionary 
In Lamar County, Mississippi ----. 
money. That place. China. 
The Chinese have a picture like two tadpoles, turn-
ed end for end, in the bottom of a rOUIi.d teacup. One 
is white and one is black. (Naw, it ain't what you Dixie-
crats are thinking. Pipe down, will ya!) Anyhow the 
black tadpole stands for a whole constellation, of such 
qualities as self-assertion, self-indulgence, darkness, 
weakness, and the "north side of a hill" where things 
don't grow well. Not in the Chinese book, but worth 
including, would be pastel shingles on the homes, pink 
bathtubs in the mortgaged house, and salmon colored 
rayon panties on the wimmen. The white tadpole stands 
for things like Socrates, the gadfly of Athens, and Duty, 
"stern daughter of the voice of God." 
"Pass the steel wool, brother. The Petal Paper has 
got to go to press." 
Two Schools --- Separate, Bul Equal? 
Shown above and below are two school buildings in Lamar County. They are located 3.6 miles apart. on old 
Highway 11. Unfortunately. we have no prizes to offer if you guess which is for white and which is for col-
ored. However. it should prove an interesting game. provided you take three guesses. The only question in our 
mind is how it came about that the school decision of the United States Supreme Court was so lenient as it 
was. This is a good example of "SEPARATE. BUT EQUAL." Mississippi style. that is. 
Dr. Mays' Talk On-
The Moral Aspects Of Segregation 
(In the front page column for September 13, 1956, I wrote as follows : 
That which is presented today in our editorial space is a speech made last ,November 10th 
in Memphis to the Southern Historical Association by Dr. Benjamin Mays, President, More-
house College, Atlanta, Ga. 
The talk m ade by Dr. Mays struck me as being one of the most br illiant pieces I've had 
the opportunity to read anywhere. Too, Dr. Bell 1. Wiley, President of the Southern Historical 
Association, in his foreward to the three talks m ade at the time, had this to say : "May's pre-
sentation was impassioned commentary on these moral inequities ; the eloquence and the force 
with which the speaker stated his views was evidenced by the fact that he was twice interrupt-
ed by vigorous applause - a phenomenon without precedent in the Association's history 
and by the tremendous ovation that he receive:i at the conclusion of his remarks." 
To my mind, the talk by Dr. Mays is a realistic, down-to-earth effort by a sincere man of 
good will, and is, I feel, worth the effort of reading by any person who is interested in the con-
ditions around us ... those conditions which have existed by-sanction of law for so long.) 
(From September 13, 1956 Issue) 
Whenever a strong dominant group possesses all the 
power , political, educational, economic, and wields all 
the power; makes all the laws, municipal, state and fede-
ral, and administers all the laws ; writes all constitu-
tions, municipal, state and federal, and interprets these 
constitutions ; collects and holds all the money, munici-
pal, state, and federal and distributes all the money; 
determines all policies - governmental, business, po-
litical and educational; when that group plans and places 
heavy burdens, grievous to be borne, upon the backs of 
the weak, that act is immoral. If the strong group is a 
Christian group or a follower of Judaism both of which 
contend that God is creator, judge, impartial, just, uni-
ver sal, love and that man was cr eated in God's image, 
the act is against God and m an - thus immoraL If the 
strong group is atheistic, the act is a-gainst humanity-
still immoraL 
No group is wise enough, good enough, strong e-
nough, to assume an omnipotent and omniscient role; 
no group is good enough, wise enough to restrict the 
mma, circumscnbe the soul, and to limit the physical 
movements of another group. To do that is blasphemy. 
It is a usurpation of the role of God . 
If the strong handicaps the weak on the grounds 
of race or color, it is all the more immoral because to 
penalize the group for condit ions over which it has no 
control, for being what nature or nature's God made it, 
And that is tantamount to say ing to God, "You made a 
mIstake, God, w hen you didn't make all races white." If 
there were a law which said that an illiterate group had 
to be segregated, the segregated group could go to school 
and become literate . If there were a law which said 
that all peoples with incomes below $5,000 a year had to 
be segregated the people under $5 ,000 a year could strive 
to rise above the $5,000 bracket. If there were a law 
which said that men and women who did not bathe had 
to be segregated, they could develop the habit of daily 
baths and remove the stigma, If there were a law which 
said that all groups had to be Catholics, the Jews and 
Protestants could do something about joining the Catho-
lic Church. But to segregate a man because his skin is 
brown or black, red or yellow, is to segregate a man for 
circumstances over which he has no controL And of all 
immoral acts, this is the most immoraL 
So the May 17, 1954, Decision of the Supreme Court 
and all the decisions against segregation are attempts on 
the part of the judges involved to abolish a great wrong 
which the strong has deliberately placed upon the backs 
of the weak. It is an attempt on the part of federal and 
state judges to remove this stigma, the wrong through 
constitutional means, which is the democratic, Amer-
ican way. 
I said a moment ago that if the strong deliberately 
picks out a weak racial group and places upon it heavy 
burdens that act is immoraL Let m e try to analyze this 
burden, segregation, which h as been imposed upon mil-
lions of Americans of color. There are at least three main 
reasons for legal segregation in the United States. 
1. The first objective of segregation is to place a legal 
badge of inferiority upon the segregated, to brand 
him as unfit to move freely among human beings. 
this badge says the segregated is mentally, morally, 
and socially unfit to move around as a free man. 
2. The second objective of segregation is to set the seg-
regated apart so that he can be treated as an in-
ferior: in the courts, in recreation, in transportation, 
in politics, in government, in employment, in re-
ligion, in education, in hotels, in motels, restau-
rants, and in every other area 'of American life . 
And all of this has been done without the consent 
of the segregated. 
3. The t'hird objective of legalized segregation follows 
from the first two. It is designed to make the seg-
regated believe that he is inferior, that he is no-
body and t'O m ake him accept willingly his inferior 
status in society. It is these conditions which the 
May 17, 1954, Decision of the Supreme Court and 
other federal decisions against segregations are 
designed to correct - to remove this immoral 
stigma that has been placed upon 16 million Negro 
Americans, and these are the reasons every think-
ing Negro wants the legal badge of segregation re-
m oved so that h e might be able to walk the earth 
w ith dignity, as a man, and not cringe and kow-
tow as a slave. He believes that this is his God-
given right on the earth. 
Segregation is immoral because it has inflicted a 
wound upon the soul of the segregated and so restrict-
ed his mind that millions of Negroes now alive will 
never be cured of the disease of inferiority. Many of 
them have come to feel and believe that they are in-
ferior or that the cards ar e so stacked against them 
that it is useless fur them to strive for the highest and 
the best. Segregate a race for ninety years, tell that 
race in books, in law , in courts, in education, in· church 
and school, in employm ent, in transportation, in hotels, 
and motels, in the government that it is inferior - it 
is bound to leave its damaging mark upon the souls and 
minds of the segregated. It is these conditions that the 
federal courts seek to change. 
Any country that restricts the full development of 
any segment of society retards its own growth and de-
velopment. The segregated produces less, and even the 
minds 'Of the strong group are circumscribed because 
they are often afraid to pursue the whole truth and they 
spend too much tim e seeking ways and means of how 
to keep the segregated group in "its place." Segregation 
is immoral because it leads to injustice, brutality, and 
lynch ing on t he part of the group that segregate. The 
segregated is somebody that can be pushed around as 
desired by the segregator. As a rule equal justice in the 
cour ts is almost impossible for a member of the seg-
regated group if it involves a member 'Of the group im -
posing segregation. The segregated has no rights that 
the segregator is bound to respect. • 
The chief sin of segregation is the distortion of 
human pers'Onality. It damages the soul of both the seg-
regator and the segregated, It gives the segregated a 
feeling of inherent inferiority which is not based on 
facts, and it gives the segregator a feeling of superiority 
wh ich is not based on facts . It is difficult to know who 
is damaged mme - the segregated or the segregator. 
It is false accusa tion to say that Negroes hail the 
May 17, 1954, Decision of the Supreme Court because 
they w ant to m ingle socially with white people. Neg-
roes wan t segregation a.bolished because they want the 
legal stigma of inferiority removed and because they do 
not believe that equality of educational opportunities 
can ,be completely achieved in a society where the law 
brands a group inferior, When a Negro rides in a P ull-
man unsegregated he does it not because he wants to 
ride with white people. He mayor may not engage in 
conversations with a white person. He wants good ac-
commodations. When he eats in an unsegregated diner 
on the train , h e goes because he is hungry and not be-
cause he wants to eat with white people. He goes to 
the diner not even to mingle with Negroes but to get 
something to eat, But as he eats and rides he wants no 
badge of inferiority pinned on his back. He wants to 
eat and r ide w ith dignity. No Negro clothed in his right 
mind believes that h is social status will be enhanced 
just because he associates with white people, 
. , It is also false accusation to say Negroes are in-
slstmg that segregated schools m ust be abolished today 
or tomorrow, si,multaneously all over the p lace. As far 
as I kn'Ow, no Negro leader has ever advocated that, 
and they have not even said when desegregation is to 
be a finished job. They do say the Supreme Court 
is the highest law of the land and we should respect that 
law. Negr,o leaders do say that each local community 
should brmg together the racial groups in that com-
m unity, calmly sit down and plan ways and means not 
how they can circumvent the decision but how they can 
implem en t it and plan together when and where they 
will sta r t . They will be able to start sooner in some 
places than in others and move faster in some places 
than in others but begin the process in good faith and 
with good intent. To deliberately scheme, to deliberately 
plan through nefarious methods, through violence, boy-
cott and threats to nullify the Decision of the highest 
law in t he land is not 'Only immoral but it encourages 
a disregard for all laws which we do not like. 
We meet the moral issue again. To write into our 
constitutions th ings that we do not intend to carry out 
is an immoral act. I think I am right when I say that 
most of our states, certainly some of them, say in their 
const itut ions "separate but equaL" But you know as 
well as I do that 'On the whole the gulf of inequality in 
education widened with the years. There was no serious 
attempt nor desire in this country to provide Negroes 
with educational opportunities equal to those for whites. 
The great surge to equalize educational opportunities 
for Negroes did not begin until after 1953 when Murray 
won his suit to enter the law school of the University 
of Maryland. It is also clear that the millions poured 
into Negro education in the last 20 years were appropri-
ated not so much because it was right but in an endeavor 
to maintain segregation. 
We brought this situtation upon ourselves. We here 
in the South have said all along that we believe in seg-
regation but equal segregation. In 1896 in the Louisiana 
case, P lessy versus Ferguson, the United States Su-
preme Court confirmed the doctrine "separate but 
equaL" But from 1896 to 1935 there was practically noth-
ing done to equal. When Murray won his case in 1935, 
we knew we had to move toward equalization. Since 
1935 many suits have been won. 
It would have been a mighty fine thing if we had 
obeyed the Supreme Court in 1896 and equalized edu-
cational 'opportunities for Negroes. If we had done that 
the problem would have been solved because gradually 
the separate school system would have been abolished 
and we would have been saved from the agony and fear 
of this hour. We didn't obey the Supreme Court in 1896 
and we don't want to obey it now. 
Let me say again that the May 17, 1954, Decision 
of the Supreme Court is an effort to abolish a great 
evil through orderly processes. And we are morally 
obligated to implement the Decision or modify the fed-
eral constitution and say plainly that this constitution 
was meant for white people and not for Negroes and 
that the Declaration of Independence which says in es-
sence that -all men are created equal, that they are en-
dowed by their creator with certain inalienable rights, 
that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness. 
We are morally obligated to abolish legalized seg-
regation in America or reinterpert the Christian Gos-
pel, the Old and New Testaments, and make the 
Gospel say that the noble principles of Judaism and 
Christian ity are not applicable to colored peoples and 
Negroes. Tell the world honestly and plainly that the 
Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood 'Of Man can-
not work where the colored races are involved. We are 
morally obligated to m'Ove toward implementing the 
Decision in the deep south or lose our moral leadership 
in the world. If we do not do it, we must play the role 
of hypocrisy, preaching one thing and doing another, 
This is the dilemma which faces our democracy. 
The eyes of the world are upon us. One billion or 
more colored people in Asia and Africa are judging our 
democracy solely on the basis of how we treat Negroes. 
White Europe is watching us too. I shall never forget 
the day in Lucknow, India, when nine reporters from 
all over India questioned me 90 minutes about how Neg-
roes are treated in the United States. I shall remember 
to my dying day the event in 1937 when the principal 
of an unt'Ouchable school introduced me to his boys as 
an untouchable from the United States. At first it 
angered me. But on second thought I knew that he was 
right. Though great progress has been made, for which 
I am grateful, I and my kind are still untouchables in 
many sections of the country. There are places where 
wealth, decency, culture, education, religion, and posi-
tion will do no good if a Negro .. !)fone of these things 
can take away the mark of untouchability. And the 
world knows this. 
Recently a group 'Of colored students from Asia 
Africa, the Middle East and South America were visit~ 
mg an outstanding Southern town. All the colored peo-
ple except those from Africa and Haiti could live in the 
downtown hotels. The Africians and the Haitians had 
to seek refuge 'On the campus of a Negro College. That 
incident was known to all the other colored students 
and it will be told many times in Europe, Asia, Africa 
- and it will not help us in our efforts to democratize 
the world. 
Not l'Ong ago a Jew from South Africa and a man 
from India were guests of a Negro professor. He drove 
them for several days through the urban and rural sec-
tions of his state. The Negro, the host, a citizen of the 
United States, could not get food from the hotels and 
restaurants. His guests, one a Jew and the other an In -
dian, had to go in and buy food for him. The man who 
introduced me in India as an untouchable was right. 
The Negro is America's untouchable. 
Two 'Or three years ago a friend of mine was travel-
ing in Germany. He met a German who had traveled 
widely in the United States. He told my friend that he 
hangs his head in shame every time he thinks of what 
"With Liberty And Justice For All _" 
his country did to the Jews - killing six millions of 
them. But he told my fr iend that after seeing what seg-
regation has done to the soul of the Negro in the South, 
he has come to the conclusion that it is worse than 
what Hitler and his colleagues did to the Jews in Ger-
many. 
Make no mistake - as this C'Ountry could not exist 
half slave and half free, it cannot exist half segregated 
and half desegregated. The Supreme Court has given 
America an opportunity to achieve greatness in the area 
of moral and spritual things just as it has already 
achieved greatness in military and industrial might and 
in material possessions. It is my belief that the S outh 
will accep t the challenge of the Supreme Cour t and thus 
make America and the South safe fur democracy. 
If we lose this battle for freedom for 16 million 
Negroes we will lose it for 145 million whites and even-
tually we will lose it for the world. This is indeed a 
time for greatness. 
Lefl-Overs, Thank You 
(From October 11. 1956 Issue) 
We noted with interest in a recent issue of the 
Journal and Guild, Norfolk, Virginia, a letter from a 
r eader , in which he wrote as follows: 
Editor, Norfolk Journal and Guild : 
I believe the existing unhappiness between the 
races arises not so much from segregation as from dis-
crimination, and I think the NAACP would be happy. 
One of the greatest opportunities arising from th is 
question is to use our educational facilities to accomp-
lish twice as much as they are now accomplishing. Our 
public schools now operate about 200 hours per term. 
By using the schools for different groups each day -
one group from 8 a. m. to 12 noon, the other group from 
1 to 5 p . m., six days a week, they would be able t o pro-
vide approximately the same number of teaching hours: 
Where the number of hours of instruction fell short, 
the Easter vacation could be eliminated - (someth ing 
new anyway), or school could be extended one week in 
June or both. Mechanically, the number of hours of 
instruction could easily be equalized. 
Group one would attend from 8 a.m. to 12 noon 
from September to January . Then could switch with 
group two. 
Advantages :-
1. Eliminate all discrimination , because the different 
groups are attending the same school, enjoying the same 
environment, only the hours are different. 
2. Twice as many students could be educated in the 
same building - only half the number of buildings 
would be needed. A tremendous savings in amount of 
physical property required, saving on heat, custodial 
services, etc. 
Short Thouqhts In Passinq-
3.(a) Under this system teachers and students would 
remain at school slightly over four hours each day, thus 
eliminating need for lunch room, lunch room equipment 
and lunch room personnel. 
(b) Incidentally, this might afford several extra 
classrooms in our existing buildings. 
(c) Would also save our government a tremendous 
sum of m oney, as I understand the government now 
pays a part of the cost of each lunch. 
4. Would save a good deal of money on salaries of 
administrative personnel. Regardless of the size of the 
school, it has only one principal. No doubt, many other 
savings could result also. 
While I am not a qualified educator, it seems that 
this idea could be worked into a smoothly function ing 
syst em . 
Result, no integration, no objection to segregation, 
because there is no discrimination. 
Now, all in all, that's an interesting and, to a de-
gree, progressive thought. It is far superior to the recent 
clamor by the South's Ku Klux Councils to send "them 
niggers back to Africa." or Minnesota, or just wherever 
they happen to think of. 
Unfortunately , ~n spite of the conclusion reached 
by the writer of the letter, discrimination would still ex-
ist. True, it would be nothing like it is presently, but it 
would be in existence nontheless. 
And if this nation is what we've been telling every-
one, including ourselves, discrimination must be wiped 
out totally and completely. You do not have a nation of 
"Liberty and Justice for all" so long as anyone per-
son, group, or minority is forced to take left-overs, so 
to speak. 
Legal Booze & Income Tax 
We're fer it! We're agin it ! 
-, 
In Appreciation Of -
The Good Of The Citizens' Councils Of Mississippi 
(F rom November 22, 1956 issue) 
(We present below our views 'on the good that 
has been , and is being done, by the citizens councils 
of Mississippi since they went into business. The ap-
preciation of the councils, as presented here, is not 
likely to be subj ect to change.) 
Do Negroes Have Rights?-
Almost Another American Myth 
. (The only thing I ha.ve to say a?out this editorial is that it was something of an attempt to get across 
a Simple statement of pohcy or possibly, deep personal conviction THAT I'M NOT FOR INTEGRATION 
PER SE, BUT I'M HELL-BENT AGAINST DISCRIMINATION.) 
(From November 22, 1956 issue) 
It is imperative now that responsible citizens, ir-
respective of color or creed, talk about race problems in 
their communities and state. In resolving this crisis over 
public schools it is vital to the honor, peace and progress 
of the state that there be mutual respect, goodwill and 
intelligent cooperation between the white and colored 
races. 
In the promotion of these objectives it is up to the 
white people to lead the way because economic and 
political power are on their side. 
Their first move should be to do everything they can 
to banish forever what is left of the cruel and absurd 
notion that there could possibly be any stigma attached 
to any human being because of race, color or other 
physical characteristics. The Creator never stigmatizes 
anybody .. . 
The next step the white people should take to help 
create a wholesome climate for tolerance, justice and in-
terracial cooperation is to try to convince everybody, 
especially themselves, that in democratic America no 
citizen's rights are meted out on a basis of color, creed, 
occupation, education, intelligence, wealth or social 
position. Human dignity, freedom, justice and civil rights 
are indivisible - all citizens must have them equally or 
none can ever be secure in them. 
All people, colored and white, need also to under-
stand the vast difference between civil-legal rights and 
personal-social privileges. In the latter field discrimina-
tion is not a bad word nor an evil practice. In our per-
sonal affairs and social relationships we all discriminate 
and, indeed, must do so to get along. 
In these relationships background, color of skin and 
other factors can and frequently do make practical differ-
ences which must be considered. Recognition of such 
differences does not reflect on anybody. Difference is 
not stigma, nor sin. It is natural and necessary. A free 
society is fuil of differences and benefits enormously 
from them. 
It is violently contradictory in a free nation for any-
one to insist that "white supremacy," or any other 80rt 
of racial "supremacy," be supported by law. The only 
supremacy that can properly be a part of our government 
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is the supremacy of individual freedom, justice, fair and 
equal treatment under law. Interracial conferences on 
segregation problems that do not start from that basis 
can accomplish no lasting good. 
History and our own experiences teach us that at-
tempts to force the mixing of the races in some areas of 
life, ignoring the ..:ustoms and preferences of the people 
involved, are not only unrealistic but dangerous. Pro-
gress in these fields must come slowly and naturally by 
mutual acceptance or the great gains already achieveo 
could suffer a severe setback or be lost altogether. 
By sensible cooperation on a fair and equal vol-
untary basis white citizens can "have their cake and 
eat it too" in public schools, public recreation, in their 
churches hnd in many other fields ... 
Because Negro citizens are a minority group with 
relatively little political or economic power they would 
be severely penalized in the "private enterprise" develop-
ments in all the fields under discussion . . . 
The white citizens have delayed much too long in 
sharing policy making responsibilities in civil, education-
al and governmental affairs with colored fellow citizens. 
F or instance, the case for public school segregation is 
greatly weakened without proper Negro representation 
on school boards and commissions. 
The best insurance for a segregated public school 
system, voluntarily maintained, would be integration on 
the official level, giving Negroes a proportionate voice in 
the operation of separate schools, which most of them, 
sincerely as the whites, genuinely desire. Furthermore, 
there should be a proper ratio of Negro representation 
on the official level in other governmental agencies, local 
and state. 
Should disasters take pl'ace in this connection all in-
formed people surely must realize which race would 8uf-
fer most grievously. The Negro race has been handicapp-
ed far too much already. The colored and white citizens 
owe it to themselves and to each other to cooperate in-
telligently in peaceful and constructive evolution rather 
than to allow their current racial difficulties to precipitate 
chaos and revolution. 
The Most Lied About Nation 
(From January 10, 1957 issue) 
A growing number of autos in the State of Mis-
sissippi are sporting tags which read : Mississippi, The 
Most Lied About State In The Nation. 
We agree with the tags. 
Unfortunately, the lies are not necessarily, being told 
by persons out of the state. 
(The. following tw.o "n~ws. 3tories" were done in good fun but, alas, no one seemed to laugh, except 
me. The hrst story carned with It a picture of the Neanderthal Man from The American Museum of Natural 
History, I think it was. ,From repeat~d use in the p~p er , the engraving is ~nusable here, I'm sorry to say. 
Unfortunately, I haven t another picture from which to make an engraVing. ) 
Two News Items -
Neanderthal To Seek Seat 'In u.S. Senate 
(From January 17, 1957 issue) 
The Petal Paper regrets the omission of one fact in 
the news release of Mr. Cornpone P Neanderthal 's an-
nouncement last week. In view of the omission, the paper 
extends its apology to Mr. Neanderthal. 
. As to the possible manager for his forthcoming' cam-
paIgn, Mr. Neanderthal stated that he would "possibly" 
get Dr. Nelson, retiring president of Mississippi College 
for the post. 
He stated further that in the event Dr. Nelson could 
not fill the post he would " possibly" ask Dr. Caskey. 
A Correction 
( From January 10, 1957 issue) 
Cornpone P. Neanderthal is an outstanding Mis-
sissippian, and has announced that in 1960 he will be a 
candidate for the seat in the United States Senate now 
held by james oh eastland. 
Cornpone said his complete platform will follow at 
a later date. "In the meantime," he said, "I would like to 
point out that I got as much sense as the present choice 
of the people of Mississippi." 
Cornpone is a seasoned politician, having served 
several terms as a Justice of the Peace. He is a graduate 
of Mississippi College, and has never played basketball 
against anyone except his own kind. 
Mr. Neanderthal is a charter member of the Ku 
present head of the political and social science depart-
ment at Mississippi College. 
In a brief interview with Mr. Neanderthal this week, 
in which the paper's apology was extended, he said: 
"We've got to maintain our way of life." 
(Editor's Note: We have received several letters 
since last week from persons wanting to know if we had 
the picture of Mr. Neanderthal confused with that of 
Senator Eastland. We'd like them to know that the correct 
picture was run, but admit the difference in the appear-
ance of the two men is slight. ) 
And Apology 
Klux Councils of Mississippi, Inc., and is an ardent 8Up-
porter of our way of life. Also, he has been quite suc-
cessful in his chosen profession ... coon hunting. He has 
the beaver badge. 
Indicative of his adroitness, Cornpone stated for 
publication: "We got to keep those which aren't like us 
in their place." 
Political circles in the state expect Cornpone to give 
eastland a run for his money, considering that he is more 
typical of the Mississippi politician than anyone else. 
Also, said informed sources, if Mr. Neanderthal is given 
the post as president of Mississippi College he will with-
draw from the senate race. 
(My experience as a public speaker has been limited for two reasons. First, I don't especially care to 
speak and, second, I'm a lousy speaker in the first place. However, in March of 1957 I made my first 
?dd~ess, having been invited to Dillard University, New Orleans, La. by Dr. Samuel L. Gandy. The follow-
Ing IS that first address. Frankly, with slight variation, I've used the same address several time~ since.) 
At Dillard University -
The Case Of The Uncalled Quack 
(From March 14, 1957 issue) 
( On Monday, March 11, ';he editor of this paper 
delivered the address which follows to an assembly of 
students at Dillard University, New Orleans, La. It was 
delivered in quiet desperation . The Editor.) 
PRESIDENT DENT, DEAN GANDY, FACULTY 
MEMBERS, AND MEMBERS OF THE STUDENT 
BODY: 
On this day, eight weeks ago, I received from Dean 
Gandy an invitation to speak here. Frankly, my first 
impulse was to decline as I have done on a few previous 
occasions. 
That I did not decline is, of course, perfectly ob-
vious. Though, the possibility does exist that we all would 
be better off had I declined. 
The reasons I did not decline this invitation, I feel 
I should tell you, as best I can, at any rate. I accepted 
It must have been during the first week in March, 1956, that I learned of the possible formation of a Citizens Coun-
cil in Forrest County, Mississippi, for I know that I wrote darned near a ream of copy stating my reasons why such an 
organization should not be formed. Each time I would read over what had been written, and it would be in need of 
something. My deadline was fast approaching, and, none of the copy suiting me, I decided to devote a full page ad to 
the organization of the Forrest County Chapter of the WCC. Actually, and this is a confession, I felt that my page was 
most inadequate, that had I devoted as much time to the page as I had to unsuitable copy, I just may have come up 
WIth something worthwhile. Anyway, my time was up; I ran the page on March 15, 1956, as it is here reproduced. I have 
:Slnce reprinted it twice in my paper to fill requests for additional copies. And those requests have come from thirty 
eight of the states and from three foreign countries. 
As to comments, there have been many, I am pleased to say. First, there came a letter from Hodding Carter, in 
which he said "I hope you leave a forwarding address." Hodding, I understand, had photostats made and sent them out 
to a number of persons of his acquaintance. Second, on the 22nd of March at the Forrest County Court House, a local 
attorney addressed the organizational meeting of the Council, and with dramatic gestures he held before his audience 
a copy of this page and told them that he was going to cancel his subscription to The Petal Paper. I checked my sub-
scription file and found that his subscription had been cancelled some nine months before for non-payment. This bit 
of information was passed along in my paper of March 29th. Third, Mark Ethridge dropped a note to me in which he 
referred to the page as a masterpiece. Fourth, I was sitting on his sail boat in the hot June sun, and so sat almost three 
hours, when finally William Faulkner asked: "Well, East, anybody put any dead cats on your front porch lately?" 
Of course, I had a few telephone calls, letters, and cancelled subscriptions, too. 
But I still contend that I did the WCC's a favor ... and they just don't appreciate it! 
Suh., 
Here's Swe'et MUSIC! 
Yes, YOU too, can be 
SUPERIOR 
Join The Glorious Citizens Clan 
N ext Thursday Night! 
What? Worried a bout being socially acceptable? 
-.. ~ 
Learning to play the piano by ear? Taking danc ing lessons? Using the right toothpaste? 
Possibly taking a course in public speaking? Wa nt to be the life of the party? No,need to worry 
anymorel The grand opportunity now awaits youl 
Join The CITIZENS CLAN and BE SAFE From SOCIAL WORRIES 
(Absolutely No Coupons Are Needed) 
BE SUPER-SUPERIOR 
r--------------- Compare These 10 Freedoms with other Old Fashioned Offers-----------___ ~ 
• Freedom to interprete the Constitution of the United States to your own 
personal advantage! 
• Freedom t 'o hunt "Blac'kbirds',I with no bag limit, and without fear of pro-
secution! (To date no member of the Clan has been convicted for killing 
a nigger) 
• Freedom to sit on a jury in behalf of your fellow members! 
• Freedom from worry and fea l" if you happen to sit before a jury! 
• Freedom from fear of having economic pressure exerted against you! 
• Freedom to yell "Nigger" as much as you please without your conscience 
bothering you! 
• Freedom to wonder who is pocketing the five dollars you pay to join! 
• Freedom to take a profitable part in the South's fastest growing business: 
Bigtory! 
• Freedom to exercise a great Southern privilege: TO EXERT ECONOMIC PRES-
SURE! • FREEDOM TO BE SUPERIOR WITHOUT BRAIN, CHARACTER, OR PRINCIPLE! 
(Many Other Freedoms, Too ••• Only A Few Lis ted Above) 
This Wonderful Offer Open To White Folk Only 
r---------------Other Items To Keep In Mind ---------------, 
Remember: 
Remember: 
Remember: 
No Niggers allowed! (Not even "good" Nig-
gers can join this SUPERIOR Clan.) 
You, too, can be SUPER SUPERIOR! 
FO,r only five dollars, GUARANTEED SUPERIOR-
ITY! 
Remember: 
Remember: 
Remember: 
Not to join could mean you're a Nigger Lover! 
The Time: 7:30 P. M., Thursday, March 22nd 
The Clan needs YOU-But most of all, YOU may 
need the CianI 
This Page in Behalf of Liberalism, Fairness and Progress Donated By: .. 
this invitation because I have an obligation- to me it's 
an obligation I cannot ignore, not evell if I wanted and 
t~ied to. I' am obligated to one person, and perhaps, in 
the final analvsis the view I take is a selfish one. Even 
so, I think yo~'ll agree that selfishness, such as one feels 
toward his own child, is permissible. This invitation was 
accepted by me because of the realization of the fact 
that to my daughter, who is just four years old, I am 
deeply and eternally, and I might add, gratefully obligato 
ed . • 
The thought process by which I reached such a con· 
elusion is of no great importance. Perhaps, as I said, 
it's just plain selfishness. But I will add this in my own 
defense, just a few other factors were involved ... but 
the final obligation remained the same. 
Going quite briefly into the thought process, provid. 
ed that's what it was, is the fact that had my grandfather 
seen fit to have fulfilled his obligation to my father 
chances are I'd not have felt the obligation to be here to· 
day. Going further, had my own father seen fit to have 
fulfilled his obligation to me, the chances are I'd not 
have felt the necessity of being here. 
They failed ... and in so failing, they passed to me 
a problem which they may have solved, or at least, a 
problem on which they should have made an effort. They 
failed ... and because they failed, I have a problem ... 
and because they failed, I have no desire to pass it on 
to my child. My thought process draws a blank when I 
consider that what was good enough for grandpa is good 
enough for my own child. In plain language, it ain't 
worth a damn. 
It is my desire to see my daughter live a life of 
happiness, a life ill which a person is respected and ac-
cepted as a human being on the basis of his individual 
merit ... a life in which she can devote her energies to-
ward something productive, perhaps even creative ... at 
any rate, my obligation to her is to provide the oppor-
tunity to build ... not destroy, nor even to cling to what 
she has as if it were all there was in the world. 
But if I fail to face reality, then J am failing to give 
her the things which I want desperately for her to have. 
I see no point in making any excuses .. on that point, 
and in that desire, I'm selfish ... as a matter of fact, I'm 
downright greedy. 
In addition to the fact that I'm under an obligation 
to my child, aside from the fact that my forefathers failed 
to face up to their times, I am here because I am guilty 
of having failed to face up to my times ... not only do 
I feel guilty about it, I am guilty of the sin of omission. 
I admit my guilt, and I'm ashamed. Nonetheless, facts 
are facts, and facing them is a part of the answer we all 
are seeking in these, our times. 
The thing of which I feel such keen guilt is not for 
~vmething I did, but for something I failed to do. And 
I might add, here and now, that the crime of omission is 
being committed more today, and by more persons, than 
ever before. 
By birth, by custom, by tradition ... and by no 
choice of my own, I'm a Southerner, having been born 
and reared in Mississippi. The earlier part of my life was 
spent living in various saw mill camps all over the south-
ern part of the state. 
One evening there was an incident in my Mother's 
house which I recall to this day quite vividly. In the 
center of the room there was a pot-bellied stove, glowing 
red on its diet of pine-knots. Around the room was gath-
ered a group of saw mill workers, exchanging jokes of 
first one sort then another. The discussion turned to the 
high prices which prevailed during the first world war. 
One man told the story of a small Negro boy whom he'd 
seen come into a grocery store and ask for a ten-cent 
piece of salt meat. According to the narrator, the clerk 
in the store had said to the child. "Well, boy, for a dime 
you can smell the knife I cut salt meat with." 
This story brought a thunderous amount of laughter 
in my Mother's house ... and I was ashamed. Most as-
hamed. I didn't know why ... and to this very day I'm 
not sure that I could explain my shame. I just left the 
room ... I left without saying a word. As I recall, I was 
about seven years old. 
During this same period of my childhood, I had a 
friend at one of the camps in which I lived. He was my 
favorite playmate, and about my own age, but he had one 
drawback ... it was later before I became awarlC of the 
drawback from which he suffered. Because of the acci-
dent of birth which caused my friend, Tee, to be colored, 
it was understood that I was superior. Everyone seems to 
have understood it ... except me. I am honest in saying 
that such an idea never once crossed my mind. 
There were some things which I failed to under-
stand. And at the age of seven or eight my limited ability 
to reason was even less than it is today. I could never 
get into my mind why Tee wouldn't charge a nickel's 
worth of candy at the store to his daddy if I could charge 
candy to my daddy. I didn't do much thinking about it 
... I could charge candy ... so I did. I would buy a 
dime's worth and give half of it to Tee, which to me, 
seemed a fair thing to do for a friend. True, I bought the 
candy and shared with Tee as I would expect him to share 
with me, had the situation been reversed. 
But what I failed to do was to speak up for a friend. 
I took the easy way out ... and I was to learn later in 
life that most folks do things that way. 
Anyway, having failed to speak up for Tee, I was 
failing to speak up for my daughter ... but at the age 
of seven or eight it is a trifle difficult to project one's 
thinking almost three decades. 
Nevertheless, I committed a sin by my silence . . . 
it was the sin of omission, about which I feel guilty to 
this hour. I don't like to feel guilty ... it takes a lot 
out of a person ... it takes out a lot that could be used 
to produce, to make whatever contribution a person is 
capable of making to the society in which he lives . . _ 
and all persons have that obligation ... each to the other. 
As I said earlier, I am a Mississippian, and I would 
like to add that I'm about to be a presumptuous one at 
this point. Also, I am a product of my times; too, I'm a 
victim of my environment. Finding myself in such cir-
cumstances, I recognize that I am living in an age of 
analysis, psycho and otherwise, believe me. 
I think it is unquestionably true that all men, in the 
final analysis, seek the same end . . . peace of mind. 
Everything we know as human beings is aimed at the 
goal. With that fact in mind, I prefer to look on the 
South today as a physician, a many faceted physician 
I'd like to point out, as such a man of medicine would 
view a patient. Also, I would like to make it understood 
that the doctor is just as sick as the patient . _ . there is 
but one notable difference between the two: The doctor 
knows he's sick, and in so realizing, is making an effort 
to cure himself. 
At this point I want to make most clear a fact or 
two. Like everyone else, I am victim to my own ego. I 
view the South as a patient. That means I am setting my-
self up as a doctor. And you wonder about my qualifica-
tions? I have none. I am without a union card to treat 
the ill. Perhaps, after all, I'm nothing more or less than 
an uncalled quack. But, suffering from these weaknesses 
of human nature, you will allow that I have confessed 
before committing my crime. 
From my unqualified point of view, the South, col-
lectively, is a patient most ill. 
The patient suffers from a condition which has been 
growing on it for well over a century. The symptoms 
have taken many forms, but on close observation they 
all point to one direction. For the purpose of treatment, 
I would diagnose the case as that of a many faeeted, 
highly complicated, malignant condition. 
Now, there are a number of schools of thought 
where patient treatment is concerned, as you well know_ 
I'll not bother with going into them. Just let me tell you 
the school of thought to which I subscribe. I am of the 
empty gourd school. The theory, quite basically, is that 
to render a cure, first get out of the patent that which 
is causing his illness, to get it out of the patient and into 
an empty gourd is to bring about a cure. Naturally, we 
seal up the gourd after the cause is in it. 
So much for the school of medicine to which I 
subscribe. The ultimate cure of the patient is our aim. 
It is a known fact that one of the surest signs of ill-
ness is the ever-lasting insistence by the patient that he's 
not sick at all. It's everyone else, provided it's anyone, 
according to the patient. And under such circumstances 
it's a safe thing to consider the possibility that when 
everyone is ill, no one is ill ... or, at ' any rate, to con-
sider that the norm has lost its meaning. 
And no matter how well qualified a doctor is, he has 
to have the help of the patient before he can effect a cure. 
The patient which is under consideration has been helpful 
to the uncalled quack, quite without his knowing it. He 
has sprung a leak at Montgomery, he has blown a gasket 
at Tuscaloosa; he split at various seams in other places . . 
and at Clinton, Tenn., he almost ruptured himself! These 
are symptoms which I have taken into account. 
And I am convinced of the fact that the patient is in 
a serious condition. But is the patient convinced? Does 
he admit his illness? Only time will tell. 
But in arriving at a prescription for the patient, we 
should know a little about his history. First, let us find 
out if the patient has been taking anything about which 
we should know_ The answer is in every history book; it'll 
primarily a matter of reading the facts objectively. The 
patient has been taking a concoction known as snake 
oil. He's been getting it from snake oil peddlers who have 
been in the business for centuries. They're slick charact · 
ers, and know their business. The peddlers of snake oil 
have made many a buck off the unsuspecting patient, 
bUl of more importance, from their point of view, is the 
fact that they have been able to keep the patient under 
their control by his having become addicted to their 
medication. 
The patient likes snake oil. It deadens the pain from 
which he suffers ... but it does nothing toward bringing 
about a cure. Having run a lab check on snake oil, I 
find the contents to be ego-centric thinking, used as a 
base, with equal parts of selfishness, conceit, arrogance, 
pride, and more than a trace of down-right stupidity. _ . 
and as I said, it deadens the pain, but it also deadens the 
patient . .. 
Now, how can the patient be taken off the medica-
tion to which he has become accustomed? That is the 
question . .. and to it I have no answers. The illness can 
be pointed out to the patient, but the final decision, as to 
whether the patient wants to be cured, is up to him. There 
are no laws to make a person take anything he doesn't 
want to. A patient has to want to be well before anything 
can be done for him. And there are inducements, the 
greatest of which is peace of mind . .. but that's quite an 
involved matter. 
At this point, we have a brief history of the patient, 
and since we have made a diagnosis of the case, right or 
wrong remains yet to be seen, then our next step is to 
offer a new prescription. 
I would pre5cribe for the patient under discussion 
a mixture of ingredients, to be compounded with exact-
ing care and accuracy by the patient himself. For the 
want of a better name, I'd call the prescription _ . . 
BITTERS. 
It's a nasty dose, admittedly, but if the diagnosis is 
correct, BITTERS will sooner or later bring about a 
cure . . . at least, in most cases. Of course, it is under-
stood that to all things there are exceptions ... that we 
must grant. 
I may as well admit to the fact that the prescription 
of BITTERS is a trifle complicated. The ingredients are 
the same for each individual, true, but the actual dosage 
is dependent entirely on the patient himself. And to 
further complicate the matte!', I remind you again of the 
fact that the patient insists he's not ill. 
Since I am like the patient, a product of my times, 
a victim of my environment, and since I recognize the 
fact that I'm ill, I insist that my brother is also ill . . . 
to some degree, at any rate. This insistence is, as· I have 
already admitted, a weakness of human natu:e. I cannot 
overemphasize the importance of the fact that the patient 
admit his illness and that snake oil just might be an out-
moded remedy to which his addiction is sapping from 
him vital life blood. Without the recognition of this basic 
fact nothing short of surgery is going to help. 
And I feel it only fair to remind the patient of the 
fact that the Federal Government has the necessary in-
struments to operate. 
As to the prescription of BITTERS, I would use as 
a base a strong belief in God, and that all men, after all, 
are the children of God. I would not insist that any man 
be his brother's keeper, but I would insist that he include 
a generous helping of being his brother's brother. 
Next, I would include a dash, but not too small, of 
objective thinking. The use of this ingredient would be 
to bring about a condition in the patient whereby he ad-
mits there are in this world a few things beside himself. 
Next, I think might be the bitterest of all the in-
gredients ... but it's a magic item, and quite rare, or at 
least used rarely, called tolerance. Use it freely ... it 
has never been known to hurt anyone. 
Further, I'd add humility. Humility is included in 
the hope of offsetting a harmful effect from the extended 
use of snake oil. With it, perhaps, if used generously, it 
might get into the gourd an evil from which the patient 
has suffered long ... false pride. I don 't know but what 
I'd throw in a dash of shame, too. 
Then, I would add generosity, compounded with a 
touch of liberalism. These items would be used in the 
hope of broadening the soul of the patient ... aimed at 
making the soul less stingy and selfish. 
After that, a dash of modesty in compound with a 
bucketfull of decency . . . again, no patient has ever 
died from the use of these ingredients. 
And then, add equal parts of patience, forbearance, 
forgiveness ... and just any item on which we could 
lay our hands to help the patient keep his temper under 
control. 
Another it~m, I think, should be a generous helping 
of temperance,' badly needed in this prescription. This 
use of it should not be spared. 
Then, in an effort to get a deadly evil out of the 
patient and into the gourd, I would add generosity, 
kindness, and consideration in abundance. 
Last, in the hope of keeping the patient on the mend, 
to keep him from suffering a relapse, I would add a 
sufficient amount of diligence and industriousness to 
this prescription ... it would be added with the sugges-
tion that he keep busy producing or creating something 
beneficial to his fellowmen. 
I admit readily to the fact that this is a hell of a 
bitter dose . . . but it can be swallowed. And even if the 
patient isn't sick, provided I made a mistake in my dia-
gnosis, the compound will most certainly do no harm to 
the patient. 
I should think this to be a sufficiency of medical 
practice for one day . . . expecially since the patient 
didn't send for the doctor. I confess to this, in reviewing 
what I've said, I may well be the quack who's peddling 
the snake oil ... and, admittedly, my motive is a selfish 
one. I want my daughter to live a life of happiness .. . 
and to her I'm obligated. 
Too, I say again, as confessed earlier, that I'm ill, 
being a product of my times. I admit to myself my illness, 
a complicated malignancy further complicated by a feel-
ing of guilt for what I've not done. 
Selfish though it may be, but with the help of God 
I propose to speak up for my daughter 's interest and 
well-being . .. that I promise to do so long as I breathe 
the air of this earth .. . and in the event I can get the 
trouble out of myself and into an empty gourd, I don't 
know but what I won't speak a word or two for my 
friend, Tee. 
It's about time ... to that I think you'll agree ... 
Perhaps at this point I would do well to ask: Is there 
a doctor in the house? 
The Case Of The Two-Headed Boy 
(In spite of my natural inability as a speaker, I accepted additional invitations to speak, especially at 
Dillard University in New Orleans, La. The following is the last address I delivered there. Since making 
this address, lain 't been asked back!) 
(From November 13, 1958 issue) 
(On Monday, November 10th, I delivered the fol 
lowing address at Dillard University in New Orleans, 
La. Both faculty and student body suffered in silence 
... and they were not alone in their suffering. P. D. 
East. ) 
Honesty as a policy is something that has never 
appealed to me. And in attempting to be honest with you 
at the very outset, I'm at a loss to know why I should 
bother with it. However, the fact is, when I received an 
invitation to speak here, I was . .. well, not suspicious, 
but close to it. Frankly, I wondered why I had been ask-
ed. I asked myself why it was that you here should want 
me to leave the peace and security of the Magnolia Jungle 
and travel this far. What do they want? What is it they 
expect of me? I asked myself. 
It is seldom that I'm asked anywhere. I tell you that 
not in an attempt to arouse sympathy, rather, I mention 
it in the hope that you will understand my questions with 
reference to this invitation. 
Why have I been invited? That was, and is, the 
question, and I asked it over and over. I wondered if you 
wanted me to tell you how to be better citizens. I would 
like nothing better than to tell you, if I could, but I don't 
know how to tell you. And then I wondered if you wanted 
or expected me to tell you how to be better students. In 
a fil e I have a transcript of my time in college. I got it 
out and looked at it and it was obvious that I wasn't the 
person to talk on that subject. Perhaps, I said they would 
like me to tell them how to be better members of the 
church. I'd like to tell you how to be better church mem-
bers, but the fact is, every morning when I get up I lift 
my eyes to Heaven and I say : Thank God . . I'm an 
Atheist. Considering that I would hardly be the person to 
fill that bill. 
After considering other possible reasons, I came to 
an inevitable conclusion: There is not one subject on 
which I can preach or teach; therefore I don't know what 
I'm doing here. 
Now, with confusion being apparent, and since I 
don 't know anything I could tell you from which you 
would benefit, I have decided to tell you about two per-
sons I know. Perhaps it would be better to say "two 
persons with whom I'm acquainted," inasmuch as I'm not 
convinced that any person ever really knows another 
person. 
These two men are Mississippians; their back-
grounds are identical, socially, politically and economi-
cally. Both are products of thei r times and environments. 
I grew up with them. I've been acquainted with them for 
well over thirty years. The first one I'll tell you about is 
named Sam Snopes Standardbrand. Now Sam Snopes 
Standardbrand went to school with all the other children; 
he took the same courses as other children in the school, 
he made the same grades, none better and none worse. 
He read the same books ; he asked the same questions and 
gave the same answers. It was the thing to do and Snopes 
did it for that reason. He was cut from the same pattern, 
a pruduct uf the same muld. He had absulutel\' nu desire 
to be different, and , as yo u might expec t, the presence of 
anyone different fri ghtened him ; he avoided an ything 
or anyone unlike what he knew and what he was. 
When Sam Snopes went to college he lived up to 
hi s name .. . Standardbrand. He was another pea in the 
pod of conformity. When he graduated, after a fitting, 
proper, and prescribed four years, the college stamped its 
seal of approval on his hindquarters. He had been mer-
chandized. He had been processed on the assembly line, 
and he went forth bravely, quite prepared to meet the 
world on its own terms. And he knew what those terms 
were. The "approved and passed" seal placed on him by 
the college was beneficial to him, as he had known it 
wo uld be. He got a respectable job wi th a respectable 
company and conformed to their respectable policies and 
views. He worked hard to keep every thing in order and 
on the assembly line of conformity. While he never 'made 
a consc ious effort to sum up his philosophy, it could have 
been stated in these words: Conformity begets con-
formity and since it does it is the will of God. 
To Sam S. Standardbrand it was fitting and proper 
that all things be uniform. He was an ambitious pe.rson, 
because ambition was a uniform prod uct ; everyone had 
to be ambitious to succeed, and success was desirable if 
for no other reason than because it was a standard brand, 
ready-made, molded, uniform. He joined a civic club and 
became a good Kiwanian and every Tuesday he ate the 
green peas and mashed potatoes and said he enjoyed 
them. And he knew he did because he knew the ingredi-
ents of success, and it was a desirabl thing. Every Sunday 
Standardbrand went to the Baptist church. He wasn't 
sure what their religion was, but he was sure that all the 
better standardbrands went to that Church. It was the 
largest in town. And like all the others who attended, 
he had a red-letter edition of the Holy Bible, the King 
James version, naturally. And wi th it under his arm he 
would walk into the room and teach the children that 
Jesus was a standard brand, the product of God's own 
assembly line. Sam S. Standardbrand always felt good 
after teaching his Bible class; he was a good teacher, 
conforming to the standards set up by hi s forefathers. 
He was an admirable man. Always, but always, he 
said the right thing at the right time. Cli ches were quite 
in order, and he always had at hi s command a proper 
quote from the Bible, Shakespeare, or the Sears-Roebuck 
catalogue. He was never sure which he was quoting, but 
he was sure that it fitted the occasion. One example, if 
you please. He went to the funeral of a fri end once and 
the first thing he did was to make sure his wreath, which 
was the proper size and price, was placed in the proper 
place. Sam approached the bereaved widow, who was 
dressed in the proper black and shedding the prescribed 
amount of tears at the ri ght time, and said to her: "The 
Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away." Sam knew no 
one wo uld argue with that. And no one' did. 
Standa rdbrand fitted; he succeeded ; he was are· 
spectable man. So he moved to the suburb, in the general 
vicinity of the countr y c1uh. He was a generous man. 
Every day he went to the post offi ce and every day he 
dropped a dime in the extended hat of a blind man who 
sat near the steps of the build ing. Occasionally he would 
drop a quarter in the hlind man's hat, but that was limit· 
ed to tIlt:' times a business associate was with him. In 
ei ther cast" a dime or a quarter, Standardbrand felt good 
inside. He knew generu~jt~ wa~ a \ ir tue. and \ irtue lI ' a~ 
a good thing to have. He knell' that to be true, beca use 
someone had told him suo 
Sam Snopes began the publicatioll of a newspaper. 
and it was in accordance with the best trad iti on of Stand · 
rdbrand journalism. His paper was a success. His basil' 
poli cy was to support American Motherhood and stand 
staunchly against sin. Once he raised hi s subsc ription 
rate and with that he came out against man·eating sharks. 
Standardbrand wore the uniform of the day; he was 
always well dressed, but never over dressed . His shoes 
were shined daily; and every Saturday he got a haircut. 
And every Wednesday night he wen t bowling. after which 
he drank one bottle of standard brand beer wi th hi s as· 
sembly line fri ends. He fitted. He was successful , and no 
one questioned it, no one in his world, that is. And one 
thing Standardbrand did, first, last and always, was to 
avoid off brands. He did not associate with them. Of 
course, he recognized an off brand when he saw it. 
They looked different . .. There was something about 
them, but just what it was he was not sure. Naturall y, he 
gave the matter no thought ; after all , why should he? 
There was no profit in off brands. Sam Snopes Stand· 
brand knew to his own satisfaction that off brands were 
inferior, and the cult to which he belonged did not tole· 
rate anything inferior. 
Whether or not I've given you any sort of picture 
of my acquaintance is something else I don 't know . In 
the event I have I hope you can understand why I have 
never had any patience with him. Frankly, he has always 
made me just a little sick. 
The other acquaintance of mine I'd like to tell yo u 
about is named Rector Quincey Offbrand. Like Standard· 
brand, Offbrand went to the same school with all the 
other children, but he didn't like it. He especially didn 't 
like Sam Snopes Standardbrand. In school Offbrand 
made it a point to be a misfit. His grades differed from 
those of the other children; in the easy subjects he al· 
ways managed to fail ; the diffi cult courses were a snap 
for him. He would not read the same books as the other 
students; he did not ask the same questions and he most 
certainly did not give the same answers. To him such be· 
havior was the thing to do. He knew he was not of the 
same mold. His pattern was different ; he was a different 
product. He had every desire to be different and, as you 
might expect, he attacked any and everyone who appeared 
the least hit different fr om him. 
When Hector Quincey Offbrand went to college he 
too li ved up to hi s name ... Offbrand. He spent con· 
siderable time in the library read ing up on subj ects no 
one had kn ow leel ge about and then would undertake to 
disrupt classes with questions on whatever happened to 
be his present off brand subj ect for the day. He held in 
contempt anyo ne who was unfami li ar with the number 
of camels Hannibal had when he crossed the Alps. He saw 
no point in fini shing college: what, he asked did he want 
with a ullion ('are l? He wenl forlh wil hout the benefi t of 
a stam p of approva l. Hf' wasll ' t Sllre of the world's terms, 
but he was sur", what Ihel' should be, anel that 's how he'd 
make it. He did not gel ~ respectab le job with a respect· 
able firm ; he sa id it was foo li sh ness and he'd have no 
pa rt o f il and , hy G",orge, he didn 't. He worked hard to 
pm up the works on the assemhly line of conformity. 
And Offhrand often stated his phil osophical view; sum· 
med up it was: Conformit) begets revolution and si nce 
it does it is the will of God, whoever He is. 
To Hector Quincey Offbrand it was fittin g and 
proper that all things in order be attacked and destroyed. 
And in that respect he was ambitious, because it was 
becoming, fitting, and proper to the cult to which he be-
longed. He stayed away from civic clubs as if they were a 
dreadful disease of some sort. He held green peas and 
mashed potatoes in complete scorn. On Sundays he made 
a pointed effort to stay away from any church. Churches 
were, he said, contemptible and he understood them all. 
He was critical of the Baptists, the Methodists, the Pres-
byterians, the Catholics and the Jews. To know them, 
especially as he said he did, was to be disgusted by them 
all. He read the Bible for one purpose: To add grist to 
his mill of religious arguments. He said that Jesus might 
have been a pretty good fellow, but if he were around 
today he'd be teaching school and therefore there wasn't 
too much to Him. 
Offbrand never made an effort to say the right thing 
at the right time; to him the whole business was stupid 
and his contempt was always obvious. Not once in his 
life did he send flowers to the dead, or to the living. 
By an odd coincidence, Hector Quincey Offbrand 
went into the newspaper business; by his standards it 
was a success. He managed to reduce his circulation to 
zero in less than a year. He opposed American Mother-
hood as a racket and thought sin was an admirable thing 
and thought man-eating sharks ought to eat more men 
and he ventured to name a few. 
In his cult, Offbrand was a success; as an iconoclast, 
he fitted well. The thought of living in a suburb revolted 
him, and the thing he did was to pitch a tent on the court 
house lawn. On his infrequent trips to the post office he 
noticed the blind man who sat near the steps. The thought 
of giving him a dime never entered his mind ; he knew 
the blind man was working a racket and that's all there 
was to it. Offbrand wore the uniform of the day and to 
him it was shirt of crinoline which he had made by him-
self. His shoes had never once been exposed to polish; 
and had a barber depended on Offbrand for a living 
he'd have starved. Offbrand couldn't be bothered with 
anything so petty as good grooming. He fitted .. . in his 
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cult ,- he fitted well. He avoided standard brands, except 
to attack them when he could . They were different ... 
they should be done away with. He gave the matter much 
thought, and why not? Hector Quincey Offbrand knew 
full well that there were too many standard brands in this 
world, and to him they were by their very name inferior 
to the off brands. 
Just how clear these two thumbnail sketches of my 
two acquaintances are, I don't know. Perhaps they will 
suffice. If this were a commencement address I might 
make an effort to sell you one or the other of my ac-
quaintances, but I have nothing to sell today. However, 
I will tell you how I see the two men I've told you about. 
Men use the word "soul" to denote an intangible, un-
definable something which is the essence of life as a 
human being. Without this intangible something called 
"soul" man isn't much, and I think if Sam Snopes Stand· 
ardbrand were called on to produce his for any reason 
whatsoever, the first thing he'd have to do would be to 
go down to the Chamber of Commerce office and get it. 
On the other hand, I think if Hector Quincey O'ff· 
brand were called on to produce his, it would take at 
least two full days to explain to him what it was you were 
talking about ... and then he wouldn 't know where to 
find it. 
I would not attempt to tell you which of these two 
men is the better. You can decide that for yourself, if 
you so desire. But I will say this; personally. I, can't 
stand either of them; they make me ill ... most ill. 
Having only contempt for these two acquaintances of 
mine, I am seeking to know someone else, a third person. 
And I sort of liked the idea expressed by the Kittycat 
Bird when he said: "Whatever you are, be sure that you 
are you." I'd like nothing better than to know a person 
who is as honest with himself as that. And I'm trying ... 
seeking . . . hoping to find, and once I do, I have no 
intention of yielding. 
Perhaps you've wondered how it is I know Standard-
brand and Offbrand as well as I do? Anyway, I hope 
you've wondered about it, because I'd like to tell you. I 
know both men as well as any mortal can know himself 
... you see, both these men have been me. 
From King Jam es To Dixiecrat 
(From April 18, 1957 issue) 
Dear Bible Belt Brethern: 
Since our earliest recollection it has been our burn-
ing desire to make some small contribution to the society 
in which we live. At long last we have begun, and in a 
more valuable way .. . well, there isn't one. 
From our scholarly studies we have learned of the 
Scotch-Irish influence on the Kin g James translation of 
the Holy Bible. Thus, many of the words appearing 
therein are those of man , not of God. 
Our aim is to set ri ght thi s wrong. That, we feel , is 
our sacred duty. 
Exodus, the second Book of the Bible, clearly states 
that Moses, during the big chase, crossed the RED sea! 
That, you must agree, is not good. We have decided, 
therefore, to exclude the enti re number of Books which 
compose that part of the Holy Word kn own as the Old 
Testament. That fellow. Moses may well have been a sub-
versive of some sort, and it is not good that the young 
minds of our land be exposed to any person having 
crossed the RED sea. Had it been some other sea, that 
might have been all right, but not THAT sea . 
Rather than to be misled in our translation of the 
New Testament we decided to work on it in part, or on 
excerpts from various Books, instead of beginning with 
Matthew 1: 1. 
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was 
with God, and the Word was God. John 1: 1 
Into Dixiecrat, clearly, that should read: 
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was 
spake by "Our Gem", and havi ng spake, there bloomed 
forth the Cotton and Magnolia over Dixieland. (Let there 
be no question as to who did the speaking.) 
But Jesus called them unto Him and said ,Suffer 
little children to come unto me ... Luke 13: 16 
But Jesus called them unto Him and sa id , Suffer 
little WHITE children to come unto me .. . Dixiecrat 
Luke 18: 16 
And he took the cup, and gave thanks, and said, 
Take this, and divide it among yo urselves. Luke 22: 17 
And he took the DIXIE CUPS, and gave thanks 
that they were SEPARATE BUT EQUAL, and said. Take 
thi s MINT JULEP and divide it amo ng yourselves. Dixie · 
crat Luke 22: 17 
For God so loved the world , that He gave his only 
begotten Son ... J ohn 3: 16 
For God so loved Mississippi that He gave it " Our 
Gem" . .. Dixiecrat John 3: 16 
And he arose and went: and, behold, a man of 
Ethiopia, an eunuch of great authority under CanQace 
queen of the Ethiopians, who had the charge of all her 
treasure, and had come to Jerusalem for to worship, was 
returning, and sitting in his chariot read Esaias the pro-
phet. Then the Spirit said unto Philip. Go near, and 
join thyself to this chariot . . . And as they went on their 
way, they came unto a certain water: and the eunuch 
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said , See, here is water ; what doth hinder me to be 
baptized? .. . And he commanded the chariot to stand 
still: and they went down both into the water ... Acts H: 
27 -28-29·36·38 
And he arose and went: and , behold, a man of color, 
who worked for Candace queen of the Ethiopians, was 
driving her chariot down the road. And the Spirit sa id 
unto Philip, Go nea r, sit in the Back sea t of thi s cha riot 
. .. As they went on their way, they came unto a certain 
water: and the colored man said , See, here is water ; what 
doth hinder me to be baptized? ... And he commanded 
the chariot to stand still : and thev Segrega ted the ~w im · 
ming pool with a chain across it and they both went down 
into the water .. . separate but equal. 
The above, clearly, was one of the most diffi cult 
passages to translate. Here, according to the King .J a rne, 
translation , was integrated riding and swimming, Sd 
naturally the original translati on had to be corrected , but 
good! 
The scholarly work required on the translation is 
tiring. As we progress, reports will be made to you. So 
until our next report, we remain in Blazing Glory, 
Luci fer 
Still Another T ra nslation To Come 
(The Nigble Papers, official voice of the Anti·Sc otch·Irish Council of Mississippi , Inc., has announced 
the forthcoming publication of a new translation of th e Holy Bible. As informati on we present below their 
news story on the work of Dr. D. C. Gillsippi . The Editor.) 
(From May 23, 1957 issue ) 
Dr. D. C. Gillsippi , noted Mississippi Biblical au· 
thority, toda y announced the publication of a new trans· 
lati on of the Holy Scriptures. The new translation is to 
be call ed the Mississippi Revised Version of the Hol y 
Bible. Many leading ministers have joined Dr. Gillsippi 
in predicting the success of his translation. 
Acco rding to Dr. Gillsippi, " the superiority of the 
Mississippi Revised Version li es in my use of many other 
ancient manuscripts other than the original Hebrew and 
Greek lexts". Among these manuscripts, hitherto un-
kn own to Biblical scholars, Dr. Gi llsippi li sted the Mis-
sissippi Constituti on. 
"A compari son between the Mississippi Revised Ver· 
sion and the Kin g James Version ," stated Dr. Gillsippi, 
" will ea" il y prove the superi ority of my translati on. For 
example, Matthew 22:20 in the King James translation 
reads: 'And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love 
th y neighbor as Ihvse lf ' . whereas my translation read,,: 
'And tlw second is like it. You shall love yo ur white 
neigh 1.01' as yourself'." " Of course," explained Or. Gi ll· 
sippi . " Ihe wo rd white is not in any of the Greek manu· 
scr ipls. 1.111 I have concluded on tfw hasis of my ollwr 
sources Ihal il ~ llOuld Iw Il w l"I '." 
Ih. C ill ~ ippi in hi s inlerview wilh n 'po rl !'r" also 
poinlt'd "Ill ,,1111'1' changes in hi " IWW ve rsio n. WIH'reas 
the "ing Ja nH''; Version Irall"lale" Ma llh.·w S:H, " Rl es"ed 
are lilt, purl' ill hea rl : for Ilwv shall ;;;et' Cod": Missi"sippi 
Re\' i;;;ed Version Iranslal.,,, it. "Bles"ed a re Ihl' pun' in 
hlood. for II/{' )' shall St'e Cod." Supporlillg hi s Iran"lalioli . 
Ill' . C ill"ippi poillll ,d 0111 Ih al if Iht' blood is 1101 pun' Ih (' /l 
Ult· Iwa rl throll gh "hidl Ill!' bl""d I' <lSS" S ,'a ll/l,,1 h~ plln' . 
Another of Dr. Gillsippi 's important changes IS In 
the parahle of the Rich Man and Lazarus. The King 
James translation in Luke 16 :26 reads: " And besides all 
this, between us and yo u there is a great gulf fi xed : so 
that they which wou ld pass from hence to yo u cannot; 
nei ther can they pass to us". The new translati on reads 
instead: "And besides all this between the white people 
and the Scotch·Irish a great gulf has been fixed, so that 
the white people which would pass from hence to the 
Scotch·Irish cannot ; neither can the Scotch·Iri sh pass 
to the white". Concerning thi s improvement Dr. Gillsippi 
said , "This clea rs up a hitherto confusing passage. Since 
everyone knows that " us" refers to " us" and "you" reo 
fers to " the Scotch·Irish", why not come right out and 
say it. " 
According to I)r. Gil/sippi , hi s greatest improve· 
ment O il th e Kin g .l ames Version li es in his translati on 
of the well·kllowli w'rs." Joh n :-1: 16. Where all previous 
Irall slalioll s ha ve read: " For God so lo ved the world , that 
he gcl\' I~ his olily hego tten Son :" hi s new translation 
reads: " For God so lo ved the white, that he gave hi s only 
hegotten Son ." "The confusion here," stated IJr. Gi ll s ippi, 
la v ill Ih., prf,vious co nfusion of 'world' with 'w hit e'. This 
i" t'a,;ih Ulldt'J"slood." he exp la ined, "sillce hOlh words he· 
:r i II II' i I h a ' II' '." 
, Wllt'li ash'd fo r a commellt on Ihe Mississ ippi Re· 
vi,;.,d Version. Ilr. C M. IVIcG riffert. pastor the First 
Whik i\'I .. lhodisl Epi scopal Church. So uth , stal ed : " Dr. 
Ci ll sippi has madt, a grt'a l c'olltrihutioll to White Chri st· 
ianil\. " AI"o HIllel/I!! Ilwse prais ing the scholarship of the 
111'11' Irall sla lion wa,; .I l1d g(' T. T. O' Rrad y. Judge O'Brady 
re ' llwrk, 'el. "Tis i" I,hal \\'/ ' hav!' Iwe n wallting all along." 
Abe Was -There-
And If Ike Had Been 
(An anonymous author has written a piece which has been causin <T a humor-starved Washino-ton to 
chortle with delight. According to Doris Fleeson, co lumnist of the N. Y~ Post, it is being widely ci~ulated 
in the White House press room and is in the "publi c domain. " It is entitled, "The Gettysburg Address 
As It Would Have Been Written By President Eisenhower." It is printed below.) 
(From July 4, 1957 issue) 
I haven't checked these figures , but 87 years ago, I 
think it was, a number of individuals organized a gov-
ernmental setup here in this country. I believe it cover-
ed certain Eastern areas, with this idea they were fol-
lowing up based on a sort of national independence ar-
rangement and the program that every individual is just 
as good as every other individual. 
Well, now, of course, we are dealing with this big 
difference of opinion, civil disturbance, you might say, 
although I don't like to appear to take sides or name any 
individuals, and the point is naturally to check up, by 
actual experience in the field, see whether any govern-
mental setup with a basis like the one I was mentioning 
has any validity, whether that dedication you might say 
by those early individuals has any lasting values. 
Well, here we are, you might put it that way, all 
together at the scene where one of these disturbances 
between different sides got going. We want to pay our 
tribute to those loved ones, those departed individuals 
who made the supreme sacrifice here on the basis of 
their opinions about how this setup ought to be handl-
ed. It is absolutely in order and 100 per cent OK to do 
this. 
But if you look at the overall picture of this, we 
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can't pay any tribute - we can't sanctify this area -
we can't hallow, according to whatever individual creeds 
or faiths or sort of religious outlooks are involved, like 
I said about this particular area. It was those individuals 
themselves, including the enlisted men , very brave in-
dividuals, who have given this religious character to the 
area. 
The way I see it, the rest of the world will not re-
member any statements issued here, but I will never 
forget how these men put their shoulders to the wheel 
and carried this idea down the fairway. 
Our job, the living individuals' job here is to pick 
up the burden and sink the putt they made these big ef-
forts here for: It is our job to get on with the assign-
ment and from these deceased fine individuals to take 
extra inspiration, you could call it, for the same theories 
about which they did such a lot. 
We have to make up our minds right here and now, 
as I see it, they didn't put out all that blood, prespira-
tion and - well - that they didn't just make a dry run 
here, that all of us, under God, that is, the God of our 
choice, shall beef up this idea about freedom and liberty 
and those kind of arrangements and that government of 
all individuals, by all individuals and for the individuals 
shall not pass out of the world picture. 
But They Ought To Pass A Law 
(From July 18, 1957 issue) 
Time and energy not permitting research, we are 
writing from memory and could, therefore, be as much 
as 99 441100%wrong. And we admit it. 
We wish to suggest a simple solution to those who 
have become upset over recent Supreme Court decisions, 
be they social, economic, or whatever. 
As we recall, the Supreme Court has the job of inter-
preting the laws of the land; they have nothing whatso· 
ever to do with making the laws. The law making .re· 
sponsibility is that of the Congress of the United States. 
Also, as we recall, and it wasn't too long ago, the 
question of tideland oils came up and the Supreme Court 
ruled on the matter in three separate cases. or at three 
separate times. 
The decisions made for some unhappy folk. Con-
gress, therefore, passed laws which pin-pointed what they 
wanted done. In so doing, they made the unhappy folk 
happy and peace and harmony were restored. 
Now, here's the simple thing to do, as we see it. All 
any member of the Congress has to do is introduce a bill 
stating what he wants to he the law and then muster sup-
port for its passage. That, then, becomes the law. 
Senator eastland could introduce a bill excepting his 
boll weevil state from any and all rulings of the high 
court. He could call it the Magnolia State's Bill, Number 
1, and state in it that Negroes were really not human 
beings and therefore were not entitled to the rights and 
privileges afforded by the law of the other states. He 
could write into the bill the statement that since Negroes 
in Mississippi weren't human beings they couldn't own 
property and that all such property would revert to state 
ownership, or to the Delta Cotton Farmers. And, what's 
more, he could add anything he wished to protect our 
Southern way of life. The stipulation that Negroes, since 
they aren't human , can be hunted in season, with a bag 
limit of ten might he included in such a bill. 
. ' 
And that's ahout all there is to it. All the Senator 
would have to do is get enough support to pass it. 
You think it wouldn't pass? 
Well , that 's what we get for havi ng joined up with 
an outfit like the United States anyway. 
Serves us right ... and certainly should teach us a 
lesson. 
As A Public Service -
A Lynching License Application Form 
(It was on ly as a public service that I printed th e following. ) 
(From August 15, 1957 issue) 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT 
is a dues-paying 
member in good and regular standing with the 
County, State of . , Chapter of the KU KLUX 
, or the ... ; 
and, having assured us of his knowledge of and devotion 
to the high and holy principles of White Supremacy, 
Southern Womanhood, the gold standard, superstition, 
and the philosophy that Jim Eastland knows best ~hat's 
good for the South ; and, having demonstrated his know-
ledge of and proficiency in the approved techniques of 
crossburning, noose-tying, witchhunting, drowning, de-
capitation, horsewhipping, mutilation, hanging, drawing 
and quartering, burning at the stake, tarring and feather-
ing, character assassination, mudslinging, false accusa-
tion , filibustering, economic reprisal , and crucifixion, is 
hereby authorized, empowered, and enjoined to loathe, 
hate, scorn, condemn, despise, and disparag, to fulminate 
and incite the masses against, to confiscate the property 
of, and to lead, witness to , and participate in mob action 
leading to the death by violence of any person or persons, 
of whatever, caste, color, creed , religious or political, 
national origin, or geographical extraction, who shall 
have the temerity and the gall to question, malign, doubt, 
or violate the aforementioned principles of White Supre-
macy, Southern Womanhood, the gold standard, super-
Television And Weak Stomachs-
stition , and the philosophy that Jim Eastland knows best 
what is good for the South ; IN TOKEN OF WHICH 
THIS LYNCHING LICENSE is hereby issued to h, 
under and through the authori ty vested in us as represent-
atives of our respective organizations, which are mem-
bers of the Committee for the Hastening of the Return of 
the South to Barbarism and the Law of the Jungle. 
Given under our hands in the shade of the Old Mag-
nolia Tree in Charleston, South Carolina, this, the 
day of, 19. 
For the KU KLUX KLAN : 
Halitosis K. Polecat, Grand Dragon. 
Hookworm Ascaris, Grand Wizard. 
John Filibuster Guttersnipe, Chief Crossburner. 
For the KU KLUX KOUNCILS, W.c.c., W.A.S.P.: 
Pickett Fence, President. 
Obnoxious Bourgeois Morality, Vice President. 
Assassination D. Capitation, Chief Horsewhipper. 
For the SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN WITCHHUNTERS: 
Bluenosed Hypocrisy, President. 
For the SOCIETY FOR PRESERVATION OF SOUTH-
ERN MORALITY: 
Mrs. Chasty T. Belt, President. 
Miss Puritanical Hypocrisy, Secretary. 
For the SOUTHERNERS FOR PROGRESS: 
Jonas Standstill , Chairman. 
For the DIXIECRAT PARTY: 
Nightsheet Rebellion, Chairman. 
We/re Grateful For Protection 
(Incidentally, the proposed bill mentioned in the editorial was not passed ... possibly not even m-
troduced, I was never able to learn.) 
(From September 26, 1957 issue) 
Of the countless human weaknesses one of the worst 
is this business of "I told you so." To that weakness we 
submit at this time; for, to be sure, we've warned against 
the exact sort of thing which may come to pass when the 
Legislature meets in 1958. 
The television networks have been plugging their 
Fall shows for the past few weeks. The line-up is not likely 
to be something Mississippians will want to view. For ex-
ample, Nat "King" .Cole is to have his own show. The 
hour-long shows, like Perry Como, Steve Allen, and Ed 
Sullivan will, undoubtedl y, continue to have guest spots 
for persons like Lena Horn, Ella Fitzgerald, and only 
Heaven knows who else. 
But there is a bright nole for us in Mississippi. We 
ma y not be subjected to such entertainment. Earlier this 
year, in a prepared news release, State Representative 
ralph herrin of Covington County said he plans legisla-
tion which would halt the telecasting of what he referred 
to as raciall y integrated programs. 
mr. herrin said he planned to introduce in the 1958 
Legislature a bill to " forbid TV stations in Mississippi 
from televising programs showing Negroes integrated 
with white performers." 
"1 am shocked, as thousands of other Mississippians, 
and surprised at the programs that our Mississippi TV 
stations produce showing integration with mixed white 
women and Negro men. 
" Our people are getting fed up on these programs 
that sicken the stomach of our white people. We are al-
most bankrupting our state to preserve segregation, and 
give our good Negroes equal educational opportunities, 
and then permit our TV stations to present these integrat-
ed programs day and ni ght." 
This is good, honest, sincere protection for all of us 
in Mississippi . Let us bow our heads and express thanks 
for a fellow citizen li ke mr. herrin. 
We would offer one suggestion to be written into the 
Pure White Prote<.:li un Bill. Cu l"r TV shuuld be Lan ned 
altogether; furthermore, th is b lack and white we now 
have should be li mited tu wh ite un"-
In addition, we think newspapers, magazines, houks, 
and anything else which p rints integrated pictures ~hould 
be banned. (And the Reader 's Digest, too. They always 
have an article on sex. I 
We are in full agreement. with mr. herrin on hi s 
views. There are man y weak stomachs in Mississippi. 
Well, have you eve r smelled a Magnolia? 
We Know What Was Said-
Uh. hal-'I-'\ lI a\! ,\nd lI e tha nk the Lurd ... we are 
p rotected! 
In di sc ussin !! the abuve lI'ith a sma rt ·aleck we were 
told that weak s t~machs were nut the ( 111 ) part of our an· 
atomy that was wea k. Al so. they said they'd bet their 
mone y on those ca l-'itali sts who OIn l TV stati ons. Natu· 
rall y, we feel that a perso n like that should be forced to 
watch TV in colo r ! 
It is apparent that so me folks don't kn ow what's 
best for them ... but we have mL herrin. He kn ows. 
. __ .---
But When Was Not Foretold 
(From Se.ptem ber 26, 1957 issue) 
In the Beatitudes Jesus said: " Blessed are the meek: 
for they shall inherit the earth." (] ohn 3 : 16, or something 
like that.) 
We ~re not questioning the words of Christ; how-
ever, we will point out that they were something like the 
Supreme Court's decision on school segregation: Just 
when was not stated. 
Perhaps we've read it wrong, but the limited amount 
of history we've read leads us to one conclusion : Before 
the meek inherit the earth, the idiots are going to get it. 
History, we know, is much more than a record of 
wars, but it seems that not a single generation has escap-
ed war. This is what we have reference to when we use 
the word "idiot" here. 
Aesop, Ike, And Faubus -
Men have accompli shed wonders ... metal to metal 
... giant machines. But, unfortunately, when men are put 
to men we get inhumanity and destruction. Read your 
hi story of the world .. . and weep for our stupidity. 
We repeat: We do not question that the meek will 
inheri t the earth , but before they get it the idiots will have 
it. 
We've seen few idiots who were meek. They are a 
different breed. 
There are times when we are pessimistic about God's 
after-thought, called Man. 
Oh, well, it seems reasonable to suppose that had 
God not been so fond of idiots He'd not have made so 
many of us. 
The Ass In The Lionls Skin 
(From October 3, 1957 issue) 
Once upon a time an ass found a li on 's skin and put 
it on. In this disguise he roamed about, fri ghtening all 
the silly animals he met. 
When a fox came along, the ass in the lion 's skin 
State's Rights? Yes, But-
tried to fri ghten him too. But the fox, having heard his 
voice, said: "If you really want to frighten me you will 
have to disguise your bray." 
APPLICATION: Mr. Eisenhower knows a jack ass 
when he meets one . . . and he was not afraid. 
Statel s Respo nsibilities, Too 
(From October 17, 1957 issue) 
With reference to its po liti cal meaning, a State is 
defined as "A politi cal bod y, or body politic." That, in 
turn _ ma y he defined as a group of individuals occupy-
ing a given area. Thus, the State of Mississippi is nothing 
more or less than the individu als which live in an area 
so named. 
Now . among the hocl y politi c are those who have 
made, and are making. a louri noi se over a matter which 
tht·\ ('all State\ Ri ght ~ . We are tolel that ce rt ain states. 
Mississippi being the foremost, are being denied their 
ri ghts. That is well worth looking into , indeed. 
First, let us make clear our view on the question of 
ri ghts. While we've not given much study to State's 
Ri ghts, we have pondered long and hard on the subject 
of individual ri ghts. We would, therefore, have to start 
with the individual and his ri ghts. 
We believe any si ngle person from the body politi c 
has every ri ght to elo anything he wishes ... up to a 
point. That point is where the exercise of individual 
rights does harm, or can do harm, to the ri ghts of the 
body politic, or State, as a whole .. . in short, the ma-
jority. 
Now, the State has ri ghts; they are the same as those 
of the individual, and end at the same \-loint. No State 
can be allowed to do anything which would cause harm 
to the Nation ... or, again, the maj ority. 
The same goes for the Nati on. It should not be al-
lowed to cause harm on an international scale. Again, the 
majority of the peoples are not to be harmed, or threaten-
ed to be harmed. 
This is about the way it stacks up in our mind. Per -
haps it would be better stated by repeating an old, old 
saying : " You have the right to swing yo ur arm ... right 
up to where my nose begins." That seems to cover ri ghts, 
and fairl y. 
But back to State's Ri ghts as we hear the noise day 
and night here in Mississippi . We want to receive,' but 
hesitate to give. That is, we want all sorts of rights, but 
have repeatedly failed to accept the responsibility that 
goes with rights. In short, that weakness of human na-
ture, called "wanting something for nothing", is some-
what apparent to us. 
With reference to our rights as a state, we would re-
call the right we once had to withdraw from the Union 
... pardon us, the ri ght we thought we had. That was 
settled in 1865. We are not suggesting that we should 
continue to pay for having lost the Civil War; indeed, 
not. However , we would like to remind some of the body 
politic that we could have suffered more than just from 
the fourteenth amendment. 
Coming closer to our own generation , we would like 
to remind some of the State 's Rights loss sufferers that 
during the administration of FDR the States surrendered 
their rights to a great degree by accepting Federal hand-
Win, Place, Or Show -
outs. The States having fail ed to li ve up to their responsi -
bilities, the Federal Gove rnment, under FDR, had no 
choice but to institute certain of the program it did ; it 
was Federal handout or else. 
So, what did we do? We took the easy way out, ac-
cepting what we thought was something for nothing. We 
still aren't convinced that such an animal doesn ' t exist. 
When anyone, an individual o r a group of individuals, 
accepts from someone else a gift, or handout, they are 
surrendering certain of their ri ghts .. . freedoms may be 
a better word. 
We repeat, no one ever got something for nothing 
in this world! That doesn 't stop us from wanting it, does 
it? 
Earlier this year President Eisenhower spoke of 
states accepting certain responsibilities , thereby enabling 
the Federal Government to reduce taxes. All the states 
heard from didn 't want the respo nsibility. They wanted. 
something for nothing . . . they wanted rights, not re-
sponsibility. 
Presently there is much talk of giving up Federal aid 
to schools here in Mississippi. Bosh! We're something like 
a hundred years late to commence giving up Federal aid. 
Simply, in one sense, we want the ri ght to destroy our-
selves, nd at the same time pull down the Federal Gov-
ernment while we're doing it. 
That right we cannot have. There are more people 
concerned in the matter than we. You see, the basic idea 
of this Nation was to form one Nation, the United States 
of America. It was not to have forty-eight balkan states 
... to do so would mean immediate destruction. 
As for us, we much prefer to survive as one Nation. 
As a state, let us re-join the Uni on. We might as well; we 
haven 't much choice in the final analysis. 
Oh, yes, one basic responsibility of a state is this: 
To face reality and recognize it for what it is. 
Continued, The Race For Total Assdom 
(From November 7, 1957 issue) 
The race to attain total, 100% assdom has been a 
neck-and-neck affair between the sta tes of the Deep South 
- some which aren ' t so deep have entered the race, too. 
We don't kn ow just how long the race has been going on, 
but since Ma y of 195-1- the whip has been used without 
hesitati on by the assdom-race boys. 
At the moment it would seem that Georgia has taken 
the lead once again. Their la test proposed venture was re-
po rted by Associated Press earlier thi s month . The story. 
datelined Atlanta , is as follows: 
" A plan to form a non-profit corporation designed to 
move Southern Negrbes into Northern white neighb rn'-
hoods was announced Friday by state Rep resentative A. 
A. Fowler Jr. of Douglasv ille, Georgia . 
" He said Ally Gen. Eugene Cook advised him that 
incorporation wo uld be the "q uickest and the best" way 
to ca rry out the proposal. 
" With the support of the people of Georgia and the 
nation we can have a Christmas present for some worthy 
Geo rgia family and some politician of the Nor~h or 
West," he declared. 
"The Douglas County representative said earlier 
that Northern or Western politicians in favor of integra-
ti on would receive first attenti on under the plan he said 
was designed to point up the Southern problem to other 
parts of the country." 
" Representative F owler's announcement came after a 
conference with Mr. Cook, Augusta politician Roy V. 
Harris and State Welfare Director Alan Kemper. Mr. 
Cook said that if the resettlement plan was set up as a 
state agency, it would require amendment to overcome a 
constitutional prohibition of gratuities, Representative 
Fowler reported . 
"Therefore, with this advice in mind , we are proceed-
ing at once to have our attorneys draw the charter for 
the American Resettlement Foundation Inc. "This will be 
incorporated at once under the laws of Georgia in Fulton 
County." 
" He said it had not been determined whether the 
foundation would sell or lease homes in Northern and 
Western sections of the country to Southern Negroes." 
We're depending on "Our Gem" to win the race for 
us. Don 't kid yourself, c rawfi sh can run! 
Them Furriners -
How Much Cotton Do They Buy? 
(From November 21, 1957 issue) 
Several months ago we had a letter from the Ameri-
can Embassy in Bangkok in which a newspaper story 
was enclosed telling of the bombings in Montgomery. 
The letter asked of us: "How can you explain this to your 
readers?" In itself that was near treason, but the Em-
bassy official continued to point out that we were, as a 
Nation, spending billions selling Democracy , and just 
one such story did more to undo good relations than 
countless dollars could do to bring about good relations. 
Our first impulse was to send the letter to "Our 
Gem", in the hope that America would replace such a 
man with one who understood our way of life. However, 
being broadminded and forgiving, we hesitated to do so. 
Besides, "Our Gem" seems pretty busy with getting Fed-
eral Aid for cotton farmers. 
Had that been the only letter we'd received the whole 
matter could have been dismissed. But to our horror we 
received letters from Sweden, Germany, France and Eng-
land. It ceased to be a matter which we could ignore, be-
ing a good Dixiecrat. 
Finally, we viewed a television panel discussion one 
evening and got the answer to our prayer, so to speak. 
Just after Mr. Eisenhower (a Republican, as you know) 
sent those Northern troops into Little Rock on the pre-
tense of maintaining law and order there gathered on 
television Governor Coleman. "Our Gem", and J. Bell 
Williams (His Honor Judge Brady, was absent.) to dis-
cuss the shocking action of that Republican fellow in 
Washington. In the discussion the question was put to 
Governor Coleman as to what effect, in his opinion, 
would the action have on international relations, etc. 
Without a moment's hesitation the Governor replied that 
he didn't give such a matter any though whatsoever. 
And that was our answer! If the leader of the state 
wasn't concerned, ~hy should we worry about it? 
But now comes something new from one of those 
1957: A Year For Questions-
foreign places. fhis time the people of Indonesia !lre 
rtinning off at the typewriter. 
Under the head "Little Rock Reverberates In In-
donesia", the following was called to Olll attention: 
All the good will created here by U. S. financial aid, 
educational grants and democratic propaganda has been 
wiped out by the refusal of Gov. Orval Faubus of Ar-
kansas to abide by the Supreme Court's order U integrate 
public schools. One Indonesian commentator dp.clares 
that Faubus is more of a traitor to the· Amp.rican cause 
than were the men who sold atomic secrets to Russia. 
All Indonesia is ' asking: "How can colored Asia expect 
sympathy and understanding from America when colored 
Americans are treated as second-class citizens? " Writes 
the editor of the Times of Indonesia: "The issue of equal 
rights for Negroes makes it appear that the U. S. is a 
racist state like South Africa, bereft of any hope for 
progress. Little Rock concentrates so much of the lime-
light on itself as to black out the advances made else-
where. We are unimpressed by American pontifications 
on democracy. We wan proof that preachments square 
with pn,ctice, and that proof is not forthcoming . . . 
Americans in Indonesia who feel that their protestations 
about democracy and race equality are not well received 
should not blame us but people like Gov. Faubus. He is 
the nigger in the woodpile, not we." 
How disgusting! Them furriners are trying to put 
the blame on Maine. They won't accept any responsi-
bility. 
It would most certainly seem that our Embassy of-
ficials have been brainwashed or something. After alL 
these foreigners seem to know from nothing about our 
way of life! 
Hell's bells, they don't buy enough cotton to cause 
us any concern. We would, therefore, advise anyone . to 
follow the example of the Governor . .. give no thought 
to such stuff. 
And One Of The Best Was 
(So that I'd get the new year of 1958 off to a good start, I carried the following four pieces in my first 
issue. ) 
(From January 2, 1958 issue) 
No doubt about it, 1957 was a year for good ques-
tions about Ike's health, the Benson farm program, taxes, 
and the Sputniks. 
One question left over from May, 1954. continued to 
be asked: "Do you want your daughter to marry a 
Negro?" 
It was asked of us several times during the year. 
Our reply was: "Heaven's no! We've nothing against 
Negroes." 
To us, one of the best questions asked was: "DO 
YOU WANT YOUR DAUGHTER TO , MARRY A 
FAUBUS?" 
Our chief regret is that we didn't think of it, 'cause 
that's a good question. 
01 Our Critics We Ask-
Just Give Us Five Days More 
(From January 9, 1958 issue) 
We have received letters recently in which the ques-
tion was asked: "When is your state going to catch up 
wi th Alabama and Arkansas?" 
Perhaps we're wr-ong, but we take this to have to do 
with the all-out race in these parts to see who can attain 
complete and total assdom fiist. 
Admittedly, we have slipped in Mississippi. We've 
had no lynchings in over a year. We've passed no laws 
denying the rights of citizens, as guaranteed by the Con-
Being One-
stitution of the Ullited States. We've gerrymandered no 
town or counties. We've not called out National Guard 
troops to defy Federal Law. 
Yes, Alabama and Arkansas lead us at the moment. 
But our brave and brilliant boys will meet in reg-
ular session just five days from now. 
There is an excellent chance that we'll lead the race. 
Just give us time, please. We know our business. 
For, and consider this, is it not true that the Lord 
and the U. S. Constitution giveth .. . and the State Leg-
islature taketh away? 
We Defend All Bastards 
(From January 9, 1958 issue) 
There are certain phases of man's stupidity we can 
understand, We can see how it might happen that one 
man kills another; we can understand discrimination on 
a social basis. But for the life of us we cannot under-
stand why an illegitimate child should suffer the cold 
shoulder of society because of his having been born out 
of wedlock. 
It is not possible for us to understand this stupidity 
on the part of mankind. We are fairly certain, the natural 
laws being what they are, that no child ever had anything 
whatsoever to do with his parents, their behavior, or 
Population Decline -
their morals ... or their accidents. 
Yet, almost universally, the illegitimate child is an 
outcast, provided it's known. 
Recently here in Mississippi the Brain Trust enacted 
legislation which would keep an illegitimate child from 
receiving aid from the welfare department. If that has 
been changed we are unaware of it. 
To come up for consideration is a bill aimed at 
forcing an unwed Mother to name the father of her child, 
the purpose being to make the father contribute to the 
support of the child. . 
If the bill is passed there won 't be a safe bastard 
anywhere! 
Where Went The M,ules? 
(From February 6, 1958 issue) 
In a four year period, in four Southern states, the 
mule population has shown a marked decrease. 
Mule officials report the decline as follows: 
STATE 1950 1954 
TENNESSEE 226,422 134,468 
ARKANSAS 133,344 55,421 
MISSISSIPPI 275,104 164,108 
ALABAMA 220,163 119,476 
The total loss of mule population in those four years 
amounted to 381,560, officials have pointed out. 
Speculation on their whereabouts has been varied. 
One spokesman, who declined to state his name, said: 
Color Blind, Hell! -
"This figure representing the total loss of mules is close 
to the figure given by the citizens councils as being their 
total membership. Since mules an~ awfully close to jack-
asses, I would say that they have joined the councils, 
declaring themselves to be jackasses." 
In conclusion, the official declared, "The slight dif-
ference in the number would just about take care of those 
who are now serving in ·the Legislatures of the states. 
where the loss has been pointed out." 
Legislators and citizens councils members have de-
nied flatly that they are the lost jackasses. 
However, they offered no solution as to the where-
abouts of 381,560 first cousins. 
All Indians Are RED 
(From Fe~ruary 13, 1958 issue) 
At the time of the recent Indian uprising in North 
Carolina we were confined to bed with the flu. While 
citizens all over the nation were dancing and making 
with war whoops we stayed In bed and gave senous 
thought to the matter. 
We have concluded that not much can be said for 
the Lumbee Redskins of Maxton, N. C. Indians have once 
again stood in the path of progress. And that's pretty 
much the history of the Indian in this Gountry ... block· 
ers of progress. 
To go back, just look what they did to the white 
man when they sold him Manhatten Island for a few 
bucks and some fire water. The white man was been try· 
ing to unload that piece of real estate for almost two cen· 
turies. 
We could recall many such incidents, all the result 
of the un·American Indian. 
As for the North Carolina affair, we have it on good 
authority that those poor white men who were parading 
around in bed sheets were on the verge of carrying out 
a vital experiment. 
The regular bed sheet provides little protection from 
the cold. The winter activities of the KKK have been 
Solution With A Profit -
hampered for years because of this fact. Those klansmen 
at Maxton were wearing the new, electric heated bed 
sheets. They were trying to find out whether or not they 
would provide the necessary warmth so that klan work 
could continue throughout the cold of winter. That's all 
they were doing ... making steps which represented pro· 
gress, iri the true American way. 
But again in our history, the Indian stepped in the 
path of our progress. Someone shot out the only electric 
outlet in the area. Klansmen damned near froze! 
So it was, has been, and is likely to continue to be. 
And we don't understand it. American citizens 
throughout this nation laughed at t.he plight of the KKK 
boys who were undertaking to carryon vital research. 
No, we fail to understand ... especially in view of 
the fact that not only have the Indians stood in our path, 
but every last damned one of them are RED. 
MEMO TO "OUR GEM" eastland: Sir, this is some· 
thing w'hich needs investigating! 
Montgomery C of . C Shows How 
(From March 20,1958 issue) 
Montgomery, Alabama, the Cradle of the Confed-
eracy, has a chamber of commerce which, to say the least, 
is alive and alert to the situation here in the South. They 
have their ears to the ground, both of 'em at the same 
time, and not too many people can do that. 
Perhaps it is best to present a letter we received from 
a citizen of the city of Montgomery. The situation is ex-
plained quite clearly: 
"One of the worst aspects of Jim Crow in my mind 
is the fact that they sent all of these Negro officers and 
soldiers South involuntarily, they have to come and 
although the military bases may be integrated, they are 
not protected from Jim Crow as sooh as they get off the 
base, nor are their families. In fact several white and 
Negro air force personnel got arrested here in the last 
year for riding together in a taxi from Maxwell Field to 
the bus station. 
"But the most ridiculous thing is that when these 
foreign officers come here to school, and if they are dark 
and likely to be taken for Negroes, they are given some 
sort of passport by the Chamber of Commerce that will 
get them into white movies and restaurants; In other 
words, they are given a passport by the Chamber of Com-
merce to be "White" even though they are "Black", but 
only if they are foreign, not domestic. Now isn't that 
On Condition, It Suits Us -
A Mausoleum 
(From April 17, 1958 issue) 
With the exception of one man, no one so typifies 
what Mississippi is capable of producing as did the late 
about the craziest thing you ever heard? 
"Another thing is, I do believe that our fellow south-
erners will only listen to money talking. Reason: Religion 
and politics they can swallow and it never makes a dent 
in them, but just let the threat of some of these military 
bases that bring in millions, just let them threaten to 
take them away if they don't abandon Jim Crow and I 
will bet they will change their ways very quickly. Not 
their minds nor hearts, but their ways. 
"As Southerners we know how loud money talks, or 
rather how the lack of it howls and screams. A neccesi-
to us man is not a free man is something I am learning all 
the time." 
This business of carrying a card to identify oneself 
as not being a domestic black is a thought worth con-
sideration. An enterprising printer could run off sixteen 
million such cards and sell them for a dime each and then 
second-class citizens could be first class citizens in Mont-
gomery . . . provided they had money to spend. 
Should that come to pass, we could stop calling the 
Supreme Court "Commie", etc. and just concentrate our 
wrath on the poor folks, of which there are more than six-
teen million. 
Yes, the Cradle of the Confederacy has indeed pre-
sented the southland with a possible solution, and to them 
go our hearty congratulations. You may order your cards 
from us, of course. 
For Teddy Bilbo 
teddy bilbo. (The exception, naturally is "Our Gem" east-
land.) 
What with the Brain Department fighting against 
Sickle Cell Anemia and fighting for public funds to be 
put to private use by the citizens councils, one proposed 
bill has been lost in the spotlight shuffle. 
From the office of the Secretary of State came the 
following story: 
A bill has been introduced in the House of Repre-
sentatives providing for the erection of a mausoleum at 
the tomb of the late Sen. Theodore G. Bilbo in Juniper 
Grove, Pearl River County, Mississippi. The bill would 
authorize the legislative memorial committee to expend 
"certain residual funds raised by public subscription" 
for erecting "an appropriate mausoleum." 
Ain't It SO-
At this writing we don't know where the bill stands. 
In any event, we wish to go on record as being for it ... 
under one condition. 
As our contribution to the "public subscription" we 
offer to design "an appropriate mausoleum." 
As a matter of fact, we have preliminary plans drawn 
up, just in case our generous offer is accepted. In our 
present sketch we have incorporated the principle of the 
corkscrew. 
And then there are some others for whom we'd be 
happy to put our training to use ... our one condition 
being accepted. 
God Moves hI A Mysterious Way 
"Segregation is not a new philosophy generate d by the states which practice it. When God created 
man he allotted each race to his own continent accor ding to color - Europe to the white man, Asia to the 
yellow man, Africa to the black man, and America t a the red man. 
"But now we are advised God was in error and must be revised. The dove and the quail, the turkey 
and the turkey buzard, chicken and guinea ... are segregated. 
Segregation is a natural process as evidenced in churches, residential areas and other aspects. 
There is no agitation for a change." 
(From April 25, 1958 issue) 
I wasn't there but I have it from the most impeccable 
authority that God created man in his own image and 
woman as an afterthought. There are some contradic-
tions in this story but I will ignore them in favor of my 
own biases, which have always proved infallible. 
It is obvious that since we are told that God made 
man in his own image that he made man white, God be-
ing an old white man in a long beard. If further proof 
were needed, we have only to look at the pictures of Mary 
and the Christ-child, both white though only Italian. 
Christ grew into a nice Nordic-type man with long blond 
hair, a nice straight nose and dreamy blue eyes. I ap-
preciate this since this is the way I look myself, except 
for the long hair which is old-fashioned. 
Adam and Eve were created naked, but since this 
was immoral God made them wear clothes, aprons, pants 
or fig leaves (the story varies). If God had wanted them 
naked he would not have invented clothes. He wanted to 
cover them in certain places at least from the knees to the 
neck, but not, as the Moslems and other heathens insist, 
the face. If he had wanted women to cover their faces he 
would have created them this way. Women need more 
covering than men, for obvious reasons, since an uncov-
ered woman puts ideas in the minds of innocent men and 
growing boys. 
God created men to walk, but this is different; this 
was before the age of mass production, and cars were un-
known. Certain savage people, Hindus for example, have 
resisted mechanization, but this is enterprise, forcing 
Adam to live by the sweat of his brow and working with 
Ford to develop the production line. As we look at history 
we find proof that the greatest nation is the United States 
which is great because of enterprise. 
If God had wanted to make men equal he would have 
Justice Glenn C. Terrell 
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made them so, but he didn't since equality would elimi-
nate opportunity, which is the thing that makes progress. 
If men were equal who would know who was responsible 
for progress? There are different kinds of progress -
the Jews discovered there is one God and the Greeks 
wrote philosophy and plays - but the most important is 
economic progress since the greatest nations show it. 
After all, it was not some backward people who developed 
advertising, but good, white, Protestant, Christian Ameri-
cans. (There is some repetition here since good Ameri-
cane means white-Protestant-Christian. Probably Repub-
lican should be added, 'but the purpose of this article is to 
be noncontroversial and Democrats, who otherwise 
qualify, should not be excluded absolutely.) 
God put bad people on the earth so we could tell who 
the good people were; the bad he called radicals. These 
people try to flourinate our water, try to educate people, 
try to make peace by working with foreigners-all in the 
face of the fact that if God had wanted these things, he 
would have provided for them. For example, if he had 
wanted us to live with Hottentots he would have had them 
live with us as neighbors, it is obvious that he did not 
since he won't even let them buy houses in our neighbor-
hood. 
But God knew that some of us, especially children, 
would have a hard time knowing good from bad, and so 
he made some people of different colors an~ gave them 
different tongues and dressed them differ.6Ptly so we 
would know who was who. In the Garden Adam and Eve 
;;poke English, but God found that Adam couldn't tell 
right from wrong so He made foreigners to help Adam. 
God wanted the best people to be baptized with im-
mersion and so he made them Baptists, but in his infinite 
wisdom, he allowed for variation since in his house were 
many mansions; some people, for example Methodists 
and Presbyterians, were permitted to baptize by sprink-
ling and thereby get some degree of salvatiun. 
The wisdom IIf all this is ubviuus, sinee I am a man, 
wea ring cluthes, striving for prugress, driving a car, 
white with beautiful blue eyes and straight nose . .. and 
a Baptist. 
I By Herbert Hackett I 
================= 
(The following three editorials are from the May 8, 1958issue) 
On The Heart Of Man -
And The Spi rit Did Move 
And it came to pass In thuse days that the Spirit moved to f ai m ess. 
muved across the Delta uf Mississippi. Gathering about him ALL of his children , he moved to Little Roek ... so that they might go to school toget-
her. A eertain planter was touched, and his heart was 
====================~ 
Confirmed Reports Reveal -
Sickle Cell Anemia Vaccine Near Ready 
A quantity of words have been written and spoken 
recentl y on Sickle Cell Anemia here in the State of Mis-
sissippi . (We understand a few outsiders have discussed 
the matter, too. I 
This dread malady having come to public attention, 
the Brain Department has acted. We are informed by il 
reliable ~o urce, admittedly unconfirmed, that the Brains 
turned their allen ti oTl to a means whereby a WHITE Mis-
sissippian could PROVE his superiority, so as to leave 
no question in the mind of any one, especiall y himself. 
The Brain Depa rtment took into full accoun t the real 
and practical approach given the matter by the chamber 
of commerce in Montgomery, Alabama. There, as you 
ma y know , the c of c issues WHITE cards to persons 
about whom the re could be some question. 
As we have the unconfirmed report, our Brains were 
confronted with Sickle Cell Anemia, in addition to the 
necessary proof needed by superior whites. The plan 
offered as a solution to both probJems can be called no-
thing less than genius. 
The Brain Department commissioned a medical re-
Dr./ordan's Humor-
search organization to set to work on a vaccine which 
would solve, unquestionabl y, both problems with one 
vaccination. After months of unceasing effort the re-
searchers have found the vaccine. At the present time it 
is being tested, so we are informed. 
However, when available, the Sickle Cell Anemia will 
make WHITE Mississippians immune to Sickle Cell , 
about that there can be no doubt, even at this writin g. 
But the trul y wonderful part of the vaccine is that it 
will cause to show on the forehead of WHITES the faint, 
but visible, outline of a large "W". Truly a double-dose 
vaccine ... two immunities at once. Our informant reo 
ported that some trouble in testing had been noted. In a 
limited few laboratory controlled test cases, instead of a 
large, clearly outlined "W" appearing, a large, clearly 
outlined dark "N" had appeared on the forehead. 
Fear has been expressed by certain members of the 
Brain Department that a new beginning may have to be 
made by the medical research men and if so, the delay 
may result in Sickle Cell taking over the whole of Mis· 
sissippi. 
But, Alas, Never La ugh At A Jack Ass 
On the night of january 1,1·, I ()S7. some six miles 
due South of Americus. Ca .. on U.S. Hi ghwa y I(), a 
heavy ex plosion thunden,d Ihrough the night air, de-
molishing compl etel y a rllad~id(' market owrll'd and op-
erated hy Koinonia Farm. 
Building fra gments n~maining after the explosion 
were immedi a tel y hurned hy a fire whi('h followed. 
The loss. uninsured hecaus(~ of previous attempts to 
destroy Koinonia propert y, was estimated to he in excess 
of $7.000.00. 
As a resull of tllf' rlestruction of the roarf,;jde market. 
a kind and generous lady in the North sent a check to Dr. 
Clarence jordan. who is treasurer of the Koinonia Cor-
poration. SIH~ ~1H : losed a note in which she sa id she was 
sorry it wasn' t t:nouf!h to hu y a new trador or otlll'r 
farm machinery. Rut. she added, it might he enou~h to 
help buy a mul p. or jack ass, 
Dr. j ordan thought ahout it for a short while, tht'n 
he sat down and wrote the larl y a lett e r of thanks. He ('x -
plained 1.0 her that the memhers of the Koinonia Com-
munity had dectrlt'd not to hu y a jack ass with th~ money. 
and that they had ~iv~n it (:aref ul considnat ion . 
The reason, explained Dr. Jordan, was because they 
feared such an animal might get out of the pasture or 
field and before anyone knew it, would be governor of 
Georgia. 
No w, we know, of course, that Clarence Jordan was 
being funny which is an admirable quality of his nature, 
especially in view of the serious loss from which the 
Koinonia folks had just suffered. 
At The University, The Kinq Affair -
Funny though he was, we keep wondering, if Clar-
ence didn't go ahead and buy a jack ass, and somehow or 
other let it get loose. 
But how the hell it got into Arkansas from Georgia 
is something we're still trying to figure out. But to us it 
seems there is little or no doubt about it having happen-
ed. 
An Expression Of Dishonest Intent 
(From June 19, 1958 issue) 
Being more or less subsidized by The Chronicle 
Star we have to get copy to the shop as far ahead as 
possible j therefore, as we write this, we don't know the 
outcome of the sanity hearing for Professor Clennon 
King, the Negro History professor formerly of Alcorn 
A&M College who attempted to register for summer 
school at the University of Mississippi on June 5th. 
Except for degree, the sanity of Mr. King is of no 
great importance. However, if he is declared insane, the 
degree is of the utmost importance; and for 'a good 
reason. 
Clennon King, we believe, misrepresented his in-
tention to the people of the state and the nation when he 
said he wanted to enter the University of Mississippi as 
a sudent. That was complete falsehood, we think. 
In relating his actions and words while on the cam-
pus we must assume the press reports are true. (And who 
can doubt it?) Now, King was reported to have shouted 
An Expensive Sport -
"Help! Help!" when he' wasn't being bothered by anyone. 
As a result he was taken to Jackson by the Highway Pat· 
rol and it was decided to gi ve him a sanity hearing. 
Should King be declared insane he will have attained 
his goal which, we are convinced, was not to enroll as a 
student, but was to get a place on the faculty. 
And here it becomes of the utmost importance as to 
the degree of his insanity, and for this reason: 
Should it be to a great enough degree he just might 
be made a Dean. Should it be to an even greater degree, 
he could be made Registorar or be given some other ad-
ministrative post. 
In any event, we hold that Professor Clennon King 
expressed dishonest intent by saying he wanted to be a 
student. A man should be honest about these things. He 
should have just walked on the campus at the University 
and said: "I'm crazy as hell. I want to teach school." 
Had he done so, things may have been different. 
There is a teacher .shortage, you know. 
The Price Of · 'Playing God 
(From July 17, 1958 issue) 
A number of years ago God molded a mess of mud 
and breathed life into it, and almost from that day on the 
mess has made an effort to play God. We will not attempt 
to present the times the mess has made since, but just re-
call the fact that the history of man is a narration of war 
and destruction. 
Recently we ran onto a report from " International 
Review of Diplomatic and Political Science," published 
in Geneva, and were astounded to learn what the last war 
cost. 
Over 21 million young men were killed in battle. 
15 to 20 million women, child ren , and old people 
were killed in air raids. 
20 V:! million persons were wounded, mutilated, or 
incapacitated for work. 
Over 21 million persons lost their homes through air 
raids. 
45 million people were evacuated, deported or In-
terned. 
30 million homes were reduced to ashes. 
150 million people were left without shelter, prey to 
famine and disease. 
Up to 1<)46 the second World War cost three times as 
much as the first. 
The cost of the war could have provided a $12,000 
home; $4,000 worth of furniture, and a $20,000 cash 
present to every family in the United States, Canada, 
Britain, France, Germany, Ireland, and Belgium. 
In addition, every city over 200,000 inhabitants 
could have been given a cash donation of $25,000,000 
for libraries, $25,000,000 for schools and $25,000,000 
for hospitals. 
In spite of such wholesale death and destruction man 
will continue to play God. Please forgive us our cynical 
attitude, but something is wrong somewhere. We're al-
most sure of that. 
Wh.afs Wrong In Mississippi? -
Too Many Baptists; Too Many Snopes! 
(From September 11, 1958 issue) 
On occasion we've heard some of the wilder element 
in Mississippi discussing the question of whether or not 
something was wrong in the state. 
They have pointed out that the hook worm is a thing 
of the past, that the boll weevil has been reduced greatly, 
that the Negroes are leaving as fast as they can, that 
lynchings are at an all time low, that gas and oil pro-
duction is up and growing every year. 
From HARPER'S Magazine 
With these facts in mind they are confused as to 
why it is we have the lowest per capita income of all the 
states, the lowest teacher pay, the lowest "chool budget 
per pupil, and a few additional small items of no import-
ance. 
We doubt these radicals are reasoning soundly ; 
however, granting they are, it seems there is but one an-
swer to the question what's wrong in Mississippi. 
Too many Baptists; too many Snopes! 
The Easy Chair 
(Sometime during the summer of 1958 I was asked by lohn Fischer, the distinguished editor of HA~P­
ER'S Magazine to write a piece for the magazine. Being a man who acts i~mediately, I rushed t~ WrIte 
"The Easy Chair" in time for the January, 1959 issue of HARPER'S. The mtroductory remarks, m bold 
face type, were written by John Fischer.) 
(From February 19, 1959 issue) 
The author of this candid success story is a native 
Mississippian who was born in Columbia, a small town in 
Marion County, and grew up in various logging camps in 
the southern part of the state, where he attended pubHc 
school. He edited two union publications before Novem-
ber 1953 when he founded a newspaper in Petal, a town 
in Forrest County, Mississippi. 
Despite the history he relates here, the Petal Paper 
has not yet gone out of business. Although it does not 
have a single subscriber in Petal, nearly half of its 2,000 
circulation is in Mississippi with perhaps a fourth of this 
in Forrest .County. Seventy-five per cent is in the South, 
and the rest, according to Mr. East, "is scattered in all 
forty-nine states, England, Germany, Italy, France, 
Japan, Australia and Hawaii." 
I am a man of distinction. For some it is difficult 
to find some small item to set them apart, but, given time, 
it can be found. 
My claim to distinction actually is two fold. First, I 
own a weekly newspaper in the village of Petal, located 
two miles from the town of Hattiesburg, in Forrest 
County, Mississippi, and my newspaper has thel.owest 
local per capita circulation of any in the world. I confess 
to an abounding ignorance of arithmetic, but I think in 
dealing with material objects the lowest count is zero. 
And zero is the number which represents my circulation 
in Petal (whose own claim to distinction is, as proud 
Petalites will tell you, that it is "the largest unincorporat-
ed town in the country"). Second, my paper is, to the. 
best of my knowledge, he only one in the nation with an 
unlisted telephone number. In my defense I wish to point 
out that to reduce a local circulation from 2,~00 to zero 
in only five years requires a certain ability and constant 
effort. Frankly you've got to work at it filII time -- and 
a ringing telephone is distrilt:ting. ' 
My distinction makes certain demands. and to date 
the price I've paid has been two ulcers, a pointed head 
of gray hair, and almost $10,000 in cash. I'll admit my 
success was not a sure thing in the beginning. Actually 
the first hint of it came when a mopmaker refused his 
paper at the post office one week. It was returned to me 
marked "refused," and I was surprised, but in the weeks 
that followed I became accustomed to an armful every 
Friday. And with those refused papers I knew I'd arrived. 
The secret of my first sweet smell of success was re-
latively simple. I had reached a startling conclusion: that 
Negroes were, after all, just people. Needless to say, 
I was more than a little surprised to learn that everyone 
didn't share my opinion. 
I reached this conclusion from reading the Constitu-
tion of the United States, and especially the amendments 
to it, which impressed me, and wouldn't turn loose from 
my memory. Having been so corrupted, I was shocked 
at a proposed amendment to the Constitution of the State 
of Mississippi, put to a vote in the fall of 1954, which em-
powered the State Legislature to abolish the public school 
system in the event of integration. My .best advertiser-
\:vho, by his own modest admission, was the leading mer-
chant in the village-told me that anyone who opposed 
'the amendment was for the integration of white school". 
He was an articulate man and got the message 'across: If 
I. opposed the amendment he would stop advertising. I 
opposed it, true to my conscience; he stopped advertising, 
true to !;lis word. We were both honorable men. 
I stopped to reflect and concluded that success did-
n't "just happen." I saw right away I'd have to work at 
it, which I did. In a short time I didn't have a single ad· 
vertiser in Petal. 
Having been corrupted by the COlli;tituticll, I next 
,decided it was my patriotic duty to render a service to 
my state. I did so in presenting an editorial, on April 21, 
1955, suggesting that the state symbol of the Magnolia 
be replaced with the Crawfish. 
"Here in the State of Mississippi we are making pro-
gress," I wrote, "progress such as no state heretofore has 
kllU\\ II. Our sagaciuus leaders are shuwing us how ; they 
are leading the way. Their aim is tu protect us from those 
c rawfi sh whu haven't the intelligence tu move backward 
I as an\ sane crawfish knows J, backward toward the mud 
fr um \;,hi ch he came." 
The reactiun was of sume interest , especially the facl 
that something like five professional Southerners bought 
subscriptiuns tu the paper, telling me huw pleased they 
were that I'd made it clear to "them niggers as to their 
place." I w as proud to take thei r muney. 
In the meantime, I decided Lo support a frienu uf 
long standing in his race for the office uf county sheriff. 
He had asked me to support him, and I knew of no reason 
why I shouldn't. During the ::ampaign I had occasion 
tu call on him at his home twice. Both times I found my-
self cooling my heels on the front law n. Not once was I 
invited in. Being a sensitive soul, I began to wonder abo ut 
my social standing in the community. , 
Admittedly, it took a little time for the situation to 
dawn on me, but now I know- there are four homes in 
the entire county to which I can go and not have to sit 
on the lawn. And to those four , I confess, I'm never in-
vited. In any event, I have a plan. Should my dear friend 
decide to seek the sheriff's office in the next election he 
will have my full support- whether he wants it or not. 
That same year I opposed a gentleman seeki ng re-
election to his office. My opposition was based on the 
fact that he had stood on his hind legs in the courthouse 
of Forrest County at a meeting of school board members 
and said that whites and coloreds could not meet together. 
The dozen or so Negro citizens present had been invited 
to the meeting by the school board members, all of which 
were white. In short, the gentleman played to the gallery 
(and the press) and in five minutes did harm to race re-
lations that couldn't be repaired in five years. 
My personal impression was not a favorable one and, 
having run out of ideas for editorial copy on the blessing 
and wonders of American Moherhood, I felt inclined 
to comment on this act by a real, 100 per cent, red-blood-
ed professional Southerner. While I've never claimed that 
the gentleman was responsible for it, I will point out 
that for two days and one night thereafter my wife was 
shadowed by an unknown person. I think it was a war of 
nerves, and I think whoever was responsible came close 
to winning, because my wife got ever so nervous, believe 
me. 
Shortly after my comments on the behavior of the 
professional Southerner, I happened into the post offi ce 
in Hattiesburg and a lady stopped me and said: "Are you 
P. D. East? " Thinking she just mi ght want to spend three 
dollars for a subscription to my paper, I admitted that J 
was. I I have since learned to keep my mouth shut in such 
circumstances, except to say: "No, I'm sorry. I'm God, 
but I 've got my eye on that fellow." J Sht' fixed me with 
a steady ;raze and said: "I'm of half a mind to wring your 
neck." 
Still in pursuit of success, I tuok a stand in a tele-
phone strike. My position was that lahor had every right 
to bargain, to negotiate, and to strike, should its members 
so decide; but it did not have tht' ri;!hl to rit'stroy pro-
perty , public or private, nor did members have the right 
to beat up employees who did nut belung to their union. 
I fear my simple position was misunderstoorl hy all 
concerned. On a Saturday night, following the statement 
of my position. my home telephone began to rin;!. Eii!ht 
times it tollf'd. and each time for me, and each lime it 
l'eprt'sentf' rI a canceled subscription, coupled with a verbal 
bluw. Finally , I left the telephune uff tbe hook. 
It was during the strike that I received In) first 
threat uf a beating. The unidentifi ed gentleman was Ili ce 
about it; he was just going tu knuck my brains out .. . 
nothing really serious. An ywa y, it would have beelI quite 
a feat, considering that other ::allers had said that I didlI ' t 
have a brain in my head. 
Farther along the road tu success and distinction , I 
became involved in a matter having to do with the rights 
of property owners. A refining ::ompan y decided to lucate 
near Hattiesburg and did not ask, but demanded that a 
family let them have a certain tract of land for their site. 
The family declined, and the company told them that they 
were going to take the land- and set out to try. Local 
tempers flared. 
My contention was that I'd like to see the industry 
locate in the area , but more important than a few dozen 
additional jobs was the fact that the right to private own-
ership must not be denied. I fear my position was once 
again misunderstood. It was thought I was opposed to in-
dustry moving in; thus I was said to be against additional 
payrolls for the area. A few advertisers saw fit to cancel 
because of my position; among them the refining com-
pany and two other firms in the petroleum business, all 
of which were good advertising accounts. When it was 
all over, the right of the property owners was retained and 
the refinery located in the area anyway. I was not invited 
to the formal opening. As a matter of fact, I didn't make 
a dime out of the whole affair. 
Probably my greatest single step toward my present 
distinction was taken in March of 1956. Around the first 
of the month I learned that a citizens council group was 
going to be organized in Forrest County. The date for 
organization was set for March 21. I felt inclined to op· 
pose the council, contending that we had sufficient bigots 
without organizing them. I worked on editorial copy for 
almost two weeks, and all of it seemed inadequate to me. 
With my deadline fast approaching, I decided to run a 
full page ad in behalf of the citizens councils. 
I did not attend the meeting at the courthouse, not 
having been invited; however, a friend went in my behalf 
and reported to me. The keynote address was delivered by 
a local attorney, and at one point in his address he saw fit 
to hold up before the audience the page I had so gener· 
ously donated. With a dramatic gesture he denounced it, 
finally throwing it to the floor with the statement tl1':lt 
he was going to cancel his subscription to my paper (Try, 
ing to be of service to a subscriber, I checked my file:; the 
next day and found that his name had been droppcrI from 
the list some nine months before for non payment. I felt 
it only fair to report this fact in the following issue of lhe 
paper. ) 
Following the service I rendered in behalf of the 
citizens councils, there were a few telephone calls ... a 
canceled subscription, perhaps two ... or more. 
Those telephone calls were interesting, f'specially the 
several from unidentified ladies. One lady advised my 
wife I I had stopped answering the telephone) to tell me 
not to stick my head uut of the house, else her husband 
would knock it off. Another lady said to me: "You nig-
ger-Iovini! commie, son·of·a·bitch. Somebody ought to 
kill you." I found it to he such a pleasure to talk with 
ladies. Shortlv after this, however, I had to have the 
phone numb~r unlisterl: otherwise I would never have 
got any work done. 
One rlay en route from Iny home in Hattiesburg to 
my office in Petal I stopperl for a traffic light by the post 
office in Hattiesburg, and a gentleman of the old South 
walked from the curb over to my car and said to me: 
"You no-good bastard, if you'll get out of that car I'll 
mop up the street with you." Being a natural born cow-
ard. I told him, "Well, now, you'll have to offer me more 
inducement than that." While wondering what additional 
inducement he might offer, I drove away. 
An acquaintance of mine once had the good fortune 
to interview one of the founders of the citizens council, 
mr. robert patterson of Greenwood, Mississippi. Upon 
being asked about me, patterson replied: " I don't know 
P. D. East. I've never met him; I have flO opinion. I only 
know what I've read about him in the Daily Worker." 
Frankly, I was hurt by that sort of ingratitude, especially 
since I subscribe only to Harper's, Time and the Reporter. 
(While I've never seen a copy of the Daily Worker, I've 
been told that it has quoted Jesus, Lincoln , Jefferson and 
others. However, if they were still in business I might 
sue them for having quoted me, if they really did.) 
Still - and I confess to this weakness - I'm hurt 
because robert patterson has never seen fit to write me 
a fan letter. After all, there are those who do write. Just 
the other day I got a letter which said: "I read your 
nigger-loving paper. I'm glad to get it. It saves me $50 a 
year on toilet tissue." Another gentleman wrote recently: 
"It is my honest opinion that you're crazy as 900 hells." 
With an inward feeling of warmth and good fellow-
ship and, admittedly , seeking to sustain my success and 
distinction, I decided to enter a candidate in the race for 
the U. S. Senate. My candidate was a well-educated 
gentleman from an old Southern family. His name was 
Cornpone Pu Neanderthal, and I ran his announcement 
in my paper, naturally. But what an easy matter it is to 
be misunderstood! Some of my fellow Mississippians 
actually thought I was poking fun at our beloved senior 
Senator, james oh eastland, affectionately known and lov-
ed as "Our Gem," a real jewel of a man. 
The most recent incident to bring to mind my success 
as a publisher and editor had to do with a Congressional 
election in the district where I live. The Congressman 
wrote me a letter, enclosing his formal announcement, 
and in the letter he said there would be advertising sent 
to me later. After a week or two I noticed that every 
single newspaper in the district had ads from the Con-
gressman-except mine. I felt inclined to check around 
and learned that "a Petal merchant" had called the Con-
gressman on the telephone in Washington and advised 
Tomorrow The World!-
But Today • • • 
(From Much 19, 1959 issue) 
Our first impulse was to comment on the following, 
but like so much dixiecrat " literature" nowadays it is 
believed by us the following "News Release" will stand 
by itself ... just as all " literature" should ... and does. 
Henry Bucklew, youthful candidate for Lt. Gov. 
told a Jackson Civitan Club that he would go to jail if 
necessary before he would see integration come to Miss. 
This brands Bucklew as the strongest segregation candi-
date in the race for LI. Gov. 
"Separate but eq ual facilities for negroes I ,believe 
him not to run his announcement in my paper. The Con-
gressman ran the announcement anyway, but decided not 
to run any advertising. Later, about five or six days be-
fore the election, I got word from his headquarters that 
they had decided to run one ad with me. I explained that 
while I appreciated it, I was not upset about having been 
left out: that, after all, I wasn 't concerned with the prin-
ciple of the thing ... just the money! But what bothered 
me most of all was the fact that "a Petal merchant" had 
spent that money on a long-distance telephone call; he 
could have run a large ad in my paper for what it cost 
him. Some businessmen simply amaze me. 
Not that I'm any great shakes as a businessman my-
self. A newspaper with no local advertising and no local 
circulation naturally doesn't make a lot of money. In fact , 
the Petal Paper keeps going only because my creditors are 
astonishingly patient; because a good many subscriptions 
are beginning to flow in from outside the state; and be-
cause I pick up a little cash by lecturing. 
I guess I'm never going to be much of a social suc-
cess, either-but my wife and I don't let that bother us 
any longer. We have three or four friends who will go to 
the movies with us occasionally, even though we don't like 
to embarrass them by asking them to our house. Also, 
she paints cool pictures and drinks warm beer; all in all, 
I'd say she bears up pretty well. My daughter, who'll be 
six this month, hasn 't started to school yet. To date she 
has suffered no stings because of her father. I'm trying 
to teach her enough self-reliance so that she won't get an 
ulcer, but maybe can give them to other people, should 
the need arise. 
As an editor, I've not been able to live up to the 
image of The Fearless Newspaperman that I've seen so 
often on the screen. Perhaps I just didn't know how to 
inspire my reporters. Mostly they were women who col-
lected local items in their neighborhoods-what kin folks 
were visiting Miss Sally Jo, how many cans of preserves 
were donated to the church bazaar, that kind of stuff. 
When they discovered that a lot of their friends and news 
sources disapproved of me, they quit. They just couldn't 
see any reason to get into hassles in defense of me. Oh, 
well ... 
I don't have any regrets-although I am sorry that 
I had to change ambitions somewhere along the way. My 
first ambition was to be a moderate in Mississippi-a rich 
moderate, that is. I've had to settle for being just a man 
of distinction. 
Just The Snopes 
satisfies the laws of God and should satisfy the law of 
the land." 
Bucklew also stated, "The Arrangements Committee 
had met and again was trying to ignore the common 
people of Mississippi, who have a sacred right to be 
heard since they pay a major share of the taxes and re-
present by far the largest groups in Miss." 
" I have never heard so many people crying over the 
insult they receive when the politicians got together re-
cently and fixed the election this summer, the commOJl 
people are crying like babies in the nursery that they 
have been left out and ignored long enough. They an~ 
fighting mad and their voice wi ll be heard in the election 
this summer." 
Henry Bucklew who is a newspaper editor and 
Founder and Director of Magno lia Boys Town stated, 
that since each candidate for Lt. Gov. represents a parti-
cular politician or faction he was glad to champion the 
cause of working people, farmers, school teachers, since 
this class has always supported him and assisted in mak-
ing Mississippi's own Boys Town a reality. 
For a quarter century now Mr. William Faulkner 
has been reporting on the activity of the Snopes in Mis-
sissippi. We've not spoken with Mr. Faulkner for about 
a year nuw, and we wonder if he knows that next January 
the Snupes will take over the state completely. 
And after that coup . .. what? "Tomorrow the 
world!" 'Tis indeed difficult to beat a Snopes at his own 
game, we'd say. 
East Side 
By P. D. 
(No attempt has ever been made to analyze just 
what the East Side column is supposed to be. I use 
it as something of a catch-all. There are times, 
more often than not, when I am inClined toward 
laziness. Result: I decline to write a full length 
editorial, or to try to develop an idea into ~n edi-
torial, irrespective of length. The column ~s u~ed 
to express personal ideas (Not that my editonals 
aren't) such as the one under date of January 19, 
1956. Sometimes it is used sort of like Herman Mel-
ville used footnotes, i. e ., Look! I made a joke in 
paragraph four , line nine on page two. At any rate, 
the excerpts here are from those issues for which 
the greatest number of requests have been made 
for additional copies.) 
(Reprinted from January 19, 1956 Issue) 
I supp'Ose this is ab'Out 'as g'Ood as any time to an-
swer a few questi'Ons which I have been asked by read-
ers of the paper. S'Ome 'Of the questi'Ons are exceptional-
ly pers'Onal, but by n'O means 'Offensive. And since this 
paper is a pers'Onal s'Ort 'Of 'Operation, reflecting, for 
the m'Ost part, what I think pers'Onally, I think it feasi-
ble that I answer personal questi'Ons asked by these 
who have been interested en'Ough t'O ask them. 
It seems that a few pers'Ons want t'O knew what 
gees int'O my make-up; what are s'Ome 'Of the things in 
which I believe? 
r knew, 'Of c'Ourse, that s'Ome 'Of these wh'O aren't 
able t'O appreciate my eff'Orts fully (And there are those 
wh'O are just that dumb), will rip apart every sentence 
and try t'O use it against me at the first 'Opp'Ortunity. Let 
that be as it may. 
One more preface remark 'Or tw'O before I attempt 
t'O answer s'Ome 'Of the questi'Ons I've been asked. It is 
my 'Opini'On that values change c'Onstantly. They de with 
me, at any rate . N'Othing remains the same in this w'Orld. 
Als'O, t'O me all truth is r elative. There is no such thing 
as "Abs'Olute Truth." Theref'Ore, what I say and think 
today may change bef'Ore dark t'Om'Orr'Ow. 
I've been asked mere than 'Once, "What de y'Ou be-
lieve?" 
H'Onestly, I've been asked that questi'On, just like 
that. Bo'Oks have been written by men trying t'O state 
what they believe. Pers'Onally, I believe very little . Just 
that simple .. . very little. 
There are, h'Owever, a few things in which I believe 
with all my heart. 
First, I believe in God. I h'Ope this will net be c'On-
fused with organized religi'On in 'any way whats'Oever. 
I certainly see the need for 'Organized religi'On, but I 
have never felt the need fer it pers'Onally. 
Sec'Ond, I believe in my family. And of my wife, 
Billie, and my daughter, K aren, I'm extremely pr'Oud, 
and c'Onsider myself unusually f'Ortunate t'O have them 
as a wife and daughter. They c'Ome first after G'Od with 
me. 
Third, I believe in my c'Ountry. I hasten t'O add that 
I am by n'O means fanatical 'On the subject; net t'O the 
p'Oint of "My c'Ountry right 'Or wr'Ong . . ." I certainly 
prefer that my c'Ountry be right, but if I think it's 
wr'Ong, I w'Ould never hesitate t'O say so. 
The 'One thing ab'Out this nation that makes it great 
is the pr'Om'Oti'On 'Of the ideal 'Of Democracy. I knew, 'Of 
course, that such an ideal will never be attained, and 
I think that's good. It is sort of like the fox hunter, the 
ideal of this nation, it's net catching the fox, but the 
joy of the chase. The fox himself is werth very little. 
I thold the ten articles of the Bill of Rights to be as 
imp'Ortant as the Ten Commandments. 
I believe the few friends I have are worth more 
than any am'Ount of money. I admit having but a few 
friends, and also admit that it's by choice, t'O a great 
extent. Those whom I call "friends" are not, t'O my 
way of thinking at any rate, average persons. They 
have, generally speaking, one quality that makes them 
different, and that is honesty. I hope no one gets the 
impression that I think all men are dishonest. I don't 
think that at all. But no man is completely honest unless 
first he is honest with himself, and that is a rare quality, 
indeed! 
I believe in the dignity 'Of all men, and their in-
dividual right to act as they see fit, provided their acts 
are not aimed at doing harm to their fell'Owmen. Gen-
erally, we have laws which are designed to protect the 
inn'Ocent in such cases, but not always. And with ref-
erence t'O laws I believe that all m en should be viewed 
in the same light. That is to say, I believe the concept 
of Justice as being blind is one which is fair t'O every 
man. I knew, 'Of course, that's an ideal. I know it doesn't 
work that way, except in rare cases. Justice peeks. 
New there you have a few of the things which I be-
lieve. In the case of God, I am inclined to believe that 
His value doesn't change. But that which we consider 
His Word is subject to change, and is, in reality, a rel-
ative truth, after all. With reference t'O the other be-
liefs ab'Ove, they are all subject to change in value. 
I have been asked by readers of this paper, "What 
are s'Ome of the things y'Ou are against?" I think some 
expect the answer to that question to be "Everything!" 
That, by n'O means, is true . 
I know, 'Of course, that it is humanly imp 'Os sible to 
overc'Ome ignorance; every single one of us suffers from 
it in 'One way or another. But I consider it t'O be the root 
of m'Ost 'Of our sins, particularly the sins we commit 
against each 'Other. 
Thus, I am wholeheartedly against ignorance. That 
does not mean I'm opposed t'O ign'Orant men. If given 
a chance most of us can learn. Thus, I am opposed to 
anyone who would deny the right to another to acquire 
some degree of education. And here's why : A rare com-
modity is wisdom. It is, I believe, God-given. But wis-
dom is not likely t'O come into its own without educa-
tion. (Wisd'Om and education should not be confused; 
there 's a vast difference in the two. A man may well 
be educated and still be without wisdom.) Anyway, 
with the first ingredient, wisdom, and then with educa-
tion a man may acquire virtue. With virtue comes jus-
tice. And everything that stands in the way of justice, 
I am very much against. 
In my paper I have 'Often opposed certain men, not 
as individuals, but because they stoed fer something 
which I considered wrong. Individuals I am inclined te 
like, to some degree. But any individual without prin-
ciple I am always ready to oppose. (And there are some 
men without principle whatsoever. One notable group 
who fall in this category are those with the "Country 
Boy Complex." We will alw C) ys have them with us, un-
fortuna tely.) 
In thinking about it, I am more or less inclined to 
believe that most of the things to which I am opposed 
result from ignorance. Fer example, selfishness, conceit, 
intolerance, bigotry and injustice. 
I am opposed to any man who would force his will 
'On me, or on any other man. I am within my rights to 
disagree with any person at any time, and by the same 
token any person at any time is within his rights to 
disagree with me. Heaven help me if ever I try to force 
my will 'On any man. 
I have been asked numerous times why my paper 
has the editorial policy it has. I think if you read, the 
above as it sh'Ould be read, you will have the answer 
t'O that questi'On. Actually, the policy of my paper is 
summed up in one word: FAIR. It's not a very profita-
ble policy, I'll admit. But I say this most sincerely: I 
would a1 any time cut a cake with my brother and give 
him the first choice of the halves. 
Well, t'O some extent, there you have it. I am some-
times inclined to think that, could I have accepted cer-
tain fundamentals, I'd have made 'One hell of a preach-
er. 
(This column, under date of March 15, 1956, ran 
at the same time I ran the "Jack Ass" page in be-
half of the Ku Klux Councils.) 
Like prostitution, bigotry and int'Olerance must be 
a high profit business-else there wouldn't be s'O much 
'Of it. 
I am curious t'O know which minister is going to 
bless the organizati'Onal meeting of the Citizens Clan 
next Thursday night. 
Forrest County has 12,000 Negroes, all citizens of the 
United States, but their citizenship expires at 7 :30 p. 
m., next Thursday. 
It wouldn't be at all surprising if after the Negroes 
came the Jews and then the Catholics. The Clans in 
Alabama have already split 'Over the question of Jews 
. . . perhaps Mississippi is more progressive by letting 
them join the holy clan. 
Instead of turning toward God 'Or Mecca for our 
morning prayers, beginning Friday, March 23rd, per-
haps we'd do well to turn toward the office of Mr. 
Dudley C'Onner. 
Frankly, just as soon as I can figure how t'O make 
five bucks off the labor 'Of s'Ome Negro I think III j'Oin 
the Clan, too. 
It boils d'Own to this: Mississippi's second class citi-
zens are on the way down another notch or two. 
The human brain is unquesti'Onably a wl)nderful 
thing . .. too damned bad more people don't have 'One. 
I am s'O impre~sed by the Citizens Councils of Mis-
sissippi that I am sp'Onsoring a full page advertisement 
in their behalf in this paper today. Read it and join! 
(Something new in freedoms.) 
The Clans of today are the result of fear. Fear has 
its roots in many things, the most notable of which is 
ign'Orance. Thus, well, you can figure it out . . . 
Were it within my power to do so, I would not deny 
the right of 'Organization to the Citizens C1an. They are 
within their rights to form .. . but they are not within 
their rights to use economic pressure as a force against 
those who disagree with them . They are not within 
their rights to interpret the laws 'Of the United States 
'Or to subject their 'Own views in religion. ' 
I admit r eadily to a great prejudice . .. but, by the 
grace of God, I'm prejudiced toward the practical ap-
plicati'On and interpretation 'Of the Bill of Rights. 
Let's take a brief look at the lack 'Of logic, common 
sense, if you please, in the Councils and their purpose 
of . having organized. Purpose of the C'Ouncils, so they 
state, is to maintain segregation by lawful means and 
without violence. That, had it not passed that stage al-
ready, would be a good s'Ounding purpose, if not noble. 
But check this: Any attorney will tell you, or at least 
several have told me, that segregati'On can be maintained 
only 'One way, and that is on a voluntary basis. Yet, in 
view of that fact the C'Ouncils have formed to "main-
tain segregation by lawful means." I am unable to be-
lieve they are in business for that purpose, considering 
that purpose has already been made null and void by 
the Supreme Court of the United States. It is my 'Opin-
ion, in view of their obvious lack 'Of l'Ogic, that they are 
in business to fill the pockets of a few ch'Osen big'Ots with 
money; they are in business t'O spread fear, hate, intoler_ 
ance and allied forms of stupidity. That which we are 
witnessing t'Oday in the S'Outh is nothing more or less 
than mass insanity. Mobs. And mobs have never done 
any good. Indeed, were the Councils truly interested in 
doing anything w'Orthwhile, they would be out to see 
that the Negr'O get an even break; they w'Ould be out 
to see that the Negro got equal facilities, fair wages, a 
fair chance t'O live and enjoy the privileges afforded by 
the Bill 'Of Rights. True, I'm prejudiced. And it's going 
t'O take some doing to convince me that there is any 
good in the Citizens Councils. 
But, indeed, fear is such a force that anyone sug-
gesting fairness to a Negr'O, 'Or anyone else whom a mob 
is against, is likely to incur the wrath of the mob. Fear 
breeds fear, and when it's holding sway, reason and 
common sense and decency are things forgotten. But 
wh'O among us is with'Out fear of one s'Ort or another? 
We all have fears. But some of us fear the less of hu-
man rights, decency, freedom as an American citizen. 
The loss 'Of those things strikes a greater fear in me than 
the fear of a Negr'O child attending a white school. 
I know, 'Of course, that it's a waste 'Of time and effort 
to try t'O reason with a person who is so prejudiced that 
he has a mental bl'Ock almost like scar tissue. But I 
would humbly suggest t'O anyone who is thinking a-
b'Out buying superiority for a five dollar bill to remem-
ber the words 'Of Christ: "Let him who is without sin 
cast the first stone." And another thing werth remem-
bering is this: You are what you are but by the grace 
of God. Real bigots, of course, will never be able to 
understand that they are White Southerners 'Only by 
God's grace. They just could have been that Negro whom 
economic pressure is about t'O be applied to. That boils 
down to the Golden Rule, taught every Sunday in 
church, every day in school, but never remembered by 
anyone, it seems. 
Truth is, it isn't hard to be intolerant . .. just close 
y'Our mind completely. 
A rather interesting story came via the Ass'Ociated 
Press last week from Minden, La. Seems L'Ouisiana has 
a voter registrati'On law like we have here in Mississippi, 
designed to keep Negroes from registering. A lady nam-
ed Mrs. Winnice Clement is the registrar in the Parish. 
After a blast by the Citizens Councils of that area charg-
ing that Mrs. Clement was too lax in enforcing the law, 
she tightened up. Now, it seems not many whites are 
able to vote, either. Mississippi has such a law, passed 
last year, but no one in this state has yet had the cour-
age or integrity to apply it to all persons, regardless of 
race, color, or creed. In an editorial almost a year ago 
in this paper, I pointed out the possibilities of su~h a 
law the point to which it could be carried, prov1ded 
som'eone cared to do so. And, believe me, if the Clans 
keep up their present acts, someone is going to care to 
do so . . . . to be specific, unless you belong to a Clan 
you may see the day when you will be unable to vote. 
Actually, if I were a Jew or a Catholic in Missis-
sippi today I'd be scared stiff. And if I were a Negro 
I'd already have been gone. 
These things try more than just the souls of men 
.... integrity, intelligence, humility, compassion, virtue, 
principle, and wisdom are bei~g tried. Yes, in one sense, 
God is on trial at the present bme. 
(From April 19. 1956 Issue) 
Hodding Carter, or someone on the staff of the 
Democrat-Times, certainly has his nerve. He called the 
incident in Birmingham last week involving Nat Cole 
"A stupid outrage." They went on to say that "It is dif-
ficult to imagine any act which could have been more 
stupidly conceived or which could more effectively out-
rage all sense of decency than the attack by a group of 
hoodlums in Alabama on popular Nat King Cole the 
other night." 
Imagine anyone saying a thing like that! 
Indeed! There's more. "He (Cole) has not been out-
spoken on any racial issues." 
Imagine! Let me give you the other side of it. This 
came straight from the mouth of one Mr. Jefferson D. 
Dixiecrat, a man to be respected in these parts. He said, 
"Son, now consider the bare facts. This nigger was born 
in the good, pure white state of Alabama. He was s~and­
ing on the stage in Birmingham singing a. m1ghty 
questionable song to about four thousand wh1te folks . 
And I might say here, Son, them white folks ought 
not be allowed to join the white councils of their com-
munity. Well, anyway, they was clapping their hands 
.. . and for a nigger, too. Well, sir, ~hem ~ine souther~ 
white boys from up there at Anmston Just couldn t 
stand it. They did what any good southerner would 
have done. They decided to wail the daylights out of 
that nigger Cole." 
"Well, Mr. Dixiecrat," I asked, "what makes the 
song he was singing so questionable?" . 
"You don't know, Son! Goodness me. That mgger 
was singing "Little Girl," that's what. Why how could 
those fine boys have any notion as to whether he meant 
a little white girl or a little nigger girl?" answered the 
southern gentleman. 
"Well, now, tell me one thing, Mr. Dixiecrat," I 
ventured. "What would you have to suggest to Nat 
Cole relative to his performance here in the South?" 
"Son," he said solemnly, "I'd say first that them 
niggers ought to stay away from down here. If they 
must come, I'd say that they ought to have a theme 
song like 'Mammy.' You know, 'Come on down to Ala-
barny, Come on down to see yo' Mammy.' That's my 
views on it, Son." 
"Now, Mr. Dixiecrat," I said, "is it possible that 
you'd suggest that the members of the Citizen's Coun-
cils adopt for their theme song "Our Boys Will Shine 
Tonight?" 
He just looked at me and shook his head. Finally 
he said, "You just another one of them smart-alecks, 
ain't you, Son?" 
With that he turned and walked away. 
A rather amusing incident last week was the busi-
ness of "How many bubbles in a bar of soap?" Such 
a question is grossly unfair. It's like asking how many 
spikes in a railroad track. Naturally, anyone asking 
such a question should specify the kind of soap, what 
size bar, etc. After all, Our very own "Gem" Eastland 
said on a television program recently that Negroes could 
vote in Mississippi. And Senator Eastland is an honest 
man. After all, out of something like a million Negroes 
in the state, less than twenty-five thousand can vote. 
Forrest County boasts eight, two of whom couldn't find 
anyone to take their poll tax money this year. As to 
whether or not the question of soap bubbles was true 
or not doesn't really matter . The fact remains that out 
of approximately twelve thousand Negroes in Forrest 
County only six are now qualified voters. The Con-
stitution of the United States and its Amendments have 
no effect whatsoever on the views of the Corn Pone 
Aristocracy in the South, it would seem. 
(From May 10. 1956 Issue) 
It was reported that some 200 persons attended the 
Citizens Council meeting in Hattiesburg last week. In 
view of the fact that at last report they had less than 
50 paid members, it seems that a lot of people are at-
tempting to be superior without paying five bucks. 
Superiority certainly is worth five dollars . They ought 
to charge admission or make those attending show 
their cards. No Pure White Southerner should take ad-
vantage of Pure White Citizens Councils like that! Five 
bucks is just five bucks, but our God given Superiority 
is sacred. 
(From June 7. 1956 Issue) 
TO ALL COUNCIL MEMBERS WHO HAVE PAID 
THEIR FIVE BUCKS: 
Gentlemen: 
There is one thing to which your attention should 
be called. It happened on Saturday, May 26th, leaving 
Memphis, Tennessee in an airplane. I was sitting on m.Y 
side of the plane, reading a book, minding my own bUS1-
ness, and I looked up and across the aisle from me sat 
a nigger in a sailor's uniform. I looked around . me and 
saw two more. Naturally, this was a preplexmg pro-
blem, being a born Mississippian. And here, gentlemen, 
I failed the cause of the Magnolia, and for that I am 
ashamed and humiliated. I knew what to do, of course, 
and that was to get up and get off the machine on 
which I was riding. I knew to do it, but I failed, and 
having failed, I'm miserable . I just couldn't bring m~­
self to take that first step, gentlemen . . . you see, 1t 
was 11,000 feet . 
If you will bear with one who has betrayed !he 
Magnolia, gentlemen, I would like to make a suggestlOn 
to the Council. It would be advantageous to all South-
erners if we had a manual by which we could be gov-
erned whtle traveling out of state. It would be such a 
help. 
My humiliation didn't stop with the plane trip. I 
arrived in Chicago and was standing in the rain trying 
to hail a cab, which I did finally, and I was half way 
uptown before I noticed that a nigger was driving it. 
Frankly, I don't know what this country is coming to! 
Maybe the Council could be interested in furnishing us 
Dixiecrats with a magnifying glass for out of state trips. 
To make like Sherlock Holmes at times is a matter of 
survival, I know. 
It appears to be something of a rat race in the 
South today to see which state can first attain complete 
and total assdom. Alabama has an injunction against 
the NAACP; we in Mississippi have a State Police on 
the order of the Russian concept; Louisiana, of course, 
will not be outdone. From Baton Rouge there came an 
AP story last week announcing the revival of the Ku 
Klux Klan, after an absence of thirty years. The presi-
dent of the organization, edgar taylor, stated the group 
intended to wear robes and burn crosses, in the tradi-
tion of the Klan . Also, taylor stated that members must 
be white Protestant, and native born Americans. And 
signing up for the thing seems worse than signing up 
a few years back for the WPA. To get on the WPA all 
you had to do was vote the Democratic ticket, but to 
be a klan member you have to sign an agreement which 
subjects you to any punishment the klan decides on if 
you break a rule . . . like being decent, I suppose. 
You will note, please, the fact that Catholics, Jews, 
and Negroes cannot become members of this pure white 
Protestant group. I am acquainted with a good number 
of Catholics, Jews, and Negroes, and I can't think of 
a single one who would join if they could. Still, on the 
other hand, I am also acquainted with a good number 
of white Protestants who will pay good, hard-earned 
money to sign away their individual rights as citizens. 
Of course, there are many who would never consider 
such a thing ... but too many, I fear, will consider it 
and do it. 
What with belonginp, to the White Citizens Councils 
an individual has fairly' well attained about 99 44 /100 
percent assdom, but 100 percent can be assured by join-
ing the klan. Could be that Louisiana is just a little a-
head of us. Of course, with hermmmmmm talmadge as 
a United States Senator from Georgia, could be that 
they will take the lead. 
It is no minor tragedy that in the South today we 
have almost every kind of organization you can imagine 
in business to further intolerance, misunderstanding, 
bigotry, radical and religious hate, but we are without 
a single 'group, on a grass roots level, which tries to 
bridge the widening gap between the whites and Neg-
roes. Insofar as I know only one such group exists, and 
it embraces the entire South, and that is the Southern 
Regional Council in Atlanta, Ga. As I understand their 
purpose, they try to bring about factual reports, in-
formation, etc. for anyone concerned with trying to 
comprehend the situtation. They are, as I understand 
it, a group totally unaffiliated with any organization 
whatsoever, like churches, unions, fraternities, etc. 
Theirs is a mission of intelligence, tolerance, under-
standing, and just plain down-to-earth fact presenting. 
Needless to say, Georgia's Hermmmm doesn't think 
much of them, according to his book, "You And Seg-
regation." As for my part, from having read his book, 
I don't think much of Hermmmm. Anyway, it is tragic 
that we are without such a group operating on a strict 
local level. It is entirely C'onceivRble that some good 
would come of it. But what would happen to any white 
man who, in a sincere effort to bring about some sort 
of communication, would sit down and talk with a Neg-
ro as one human being to another?True, he wouldn't 
win the annual popularity contest ... and it could, at 
the present time, be far worse than that. In an entire 
county you only need about twenty-five card carrying 
crums to keep things stirred up. The sooner we ex-
pand our concept to include such elementary facts as 
fear being the result of ignorance, and that in the final 
analysis, members of any minority group' are human 
also, the better off every single person will be. In short 
until such time that some of us grow up, we're in for ~ 
long, heart-breaking patience-trying, nerve-racking 
struggle. Personally, I see no end in sight. For, if over 
six-thousand years ago, Mrs. Eve fell for that snake 
routine, there is no reason to believe that today her 
descendants will cease to fall for the God given superi-
ority routine. 
(From June 14. 1956 Issue) 
In my office there's a cockroach who is fat, sleek 
sassy, and in his infinite stupidity, he seems to think 
he's intelligent. To me he seems typical of today's suc-
cessful politician, and I have, in honor of a friend whom 
I admire and respect, named him Jim. Also, in my office 
there is a mess of tiny ants. They have taken the place 
paying no attention to the fact that I have certain right~ 
as the one who pays the rent. They just walk over me 
like they would over anyone else who happens in. Also, 
out of respect and admiration, I have named them "The 
State Sovereignty Commission." Why don't I spray and 
kill them off? Heaven forbid! This state (;ouldn't ope-
rate without cockroaches and ants. 
(From August 30. 1956 Issue) 
$1000 Reward 
for anyone proving any connection between me per-
sonally, or this paper, and any organization whatsoever, 
with the exception of the Methodist Church, of which 
I was at one time a member. 
True, I don't have a thousand bucks. but I can of-
fer it safely because there is no connection, no subsidy, 
no affiliation in any way with any person, place, or 
thing and myself or my paper. The reason for this tirade 
is the eternal accusation by some of being the local 
mouthpiece for the NAACP, the Republican Party, cer-
tain monied interests, and God only knows what else. 
In the hope of getting across (to a few at any rate) the 
fact that I do not represent anything or anyone except 
myself, I would like to print an exchange of letters be-
tween a gentleman at TIME and myself. 
* * * TIME 
The Weekly Magazine 
May 21, 1956 
Mr. P. D. East, 
The Petal Paper, 
Petal, Mississippi. 
Dear Mr. East: 
As a public relations consultant to the NAACP I get 
to see many newspapers from across the country. 
But never have I seen anything that startled me as 
much as the March 15 issue of the Petal Paper with its 
incredible ridiculing of the White Citizens Council 
crowd. I'm referring specifically to the full-page ad I 
assume you wrote headed "You Too, Can Be Superior." 
I'm mighty curious to know what happened after 
you exploded this blockbuster in your community. There 
may be material in your experience for a magazine 
article. Certainly when a Southerner can stand up and 
tell Councils off with such wonderfully barbed langu-
age-and get away with it-the rest of the country ought 
to hear about it (because, as you know, the rest of the 
country holds the intransigent South in greater awe and 
fear than you apparently do). 
Although I'm not on the editorial staff of TIME 
magazine I'm sure I could, through my affiliations with 
people here and in NAACP, get this story to the public, 
if it adds up to the kind of story I hope it does. 
Can you give me some details? 
Dear Mr. Gross: 
Cordially, 
Don Gross 
Petal, Miss. 
May 24,1956 
Suh, what y'all mean by writing down here to a 
solid citizen of the South and indicating that he may not 
be appreciated to the fullest by his fellow citizens? 
Heavens! Etc. 
I'd like y'aU know, suh, that I was awarded the Corn 
Pone Society's Annual Medal, with four Magnolia clus-
ters, for my efforts in behalf of the Pure, White Citizens 
Councils of this heah progressive state. 
Seriously, Mr. Gross, your letter is appreciated 
greatly; it was nice of you to take the trouble to write. 
No , truth is, I'm not yet dead. After next week it 
may be so, for I am running a rather praiseworthy edito-
rial on our beloved Senator James Eastland. As to the 
"Jack Ass Page" which ran on March 15th, I was net 
bothered much because of that as I have been for other 
things in the past. 
For the most part I work at home, going to my of-
fice only when necessary . And here at home we have 
something of a telephone policy, especially on each 
Thursday and Friday. It is this: I do not answer the 
telephone at all. Anyone calling is requested by my wife 
to state their name before she says whether or not I'm 
in. It is not that I'm a big shot, but is a simple matter of 
good judgment. I do not argue with anyone whatsoever, 
and from experience I've learned that a person calling 
and refusing to state his name has a hankering to argue, 
and I think it's foolish to discuss anything with any 
anonymous caller. 
At any rate, following the issue of March 15th, we 
had half dozen calls, and not one would identify him-
self. I did not talk with them. One person told my wife 
to tell me not to stick my head out the house for at 
least six weeks. My wife said, "You sound like you are 
about as big as he is, why don't you tell him?" The 
lady calling replied, "I won't but my husband is going 
to." To date I haven't encountered the fellow. Another 
person called, A LADY, and laid down the law to my 
wife for my individual understanding, referring to me 
as a "nigger loving bastard." (My wife agreed with the 
latter reference.) 
On the whole, Mr. Gross, not much was said. Of course, 
a little something was done. Since March 15th I've lost 
over two-hundred subscript~ons. Naturally, I can't prove 
it, but I have good reason to believe that there is some-
thing resembling an organized effort to stop advertising 
with my paper. As I said, I can't prove it .. .I'd be the 
last person who would know, anyway. 
As to previous trouble with my fellow citizens re-
lative to my editorial policy, let me tell you about an 
experience last summer. I stopped for a traffic light in 
Hattiesburg and a man walked up to my car and in-
vited me out, saying that if I'd get out he'd mop up the 
street with me. Naturally, being a coward, I declined, 
telling him that he'd have to offer more inducement 
than that. That's one minor incident. 
I have received unsigned letters in which I was 
called "nigger lover, Jew lover, Communist," and other 
endearing names. Naturally, I'm rather pleased to learn 
they read my paper. 
I hasten, Mr. Gross, to point out one thing. In every 
sense of the word I am humble and grateful to my fel-
low citizens. I am aware of the fact that they could have 
beaten me up, or, for that maHer murdered me by now. 
Too, I am aware of a liberal movement of a sort 
here in the state. Unfortunately, those who hold views 
which I consider fair are afraid to open their mouths. 
It's still far from safe to say openly that a Negro is a 
human being and as such is entitled to the same rights, 
privileges, and hopes as anyone else. In short, there is 
some conviction in the state, but conviction without 
courage ain't worth a damned. Of course, they'll hold 
the hats of anyone who will fight. You see, it only takes 
two or three to mess up a whole town - and there isn't 
a town in Mississippi without that two or three. 
To a great degree it's not what someone might do 
so much as it is what someone might say. With me, per-
sonally I don't give a happy damn what anyone says; 
the only question is, what can they do? And in my case 
the only thing they can do is stop spending money with 
me, which, believe me, they have done in droves. But, 
all in all, I've managed to keep my paper together for 
two and one-half years now. That, of course, has been 
by the grace of God and Senator Eastland. (Both fine 
Southerners, you understand.) 
As to your request for details following. the issue 
of March 15th, I'm afraid there's nothing to report ex-
cept a half dozen calls and the canceled subscriptions. 
There were no threats of violence or anything like that. 
Incidentally, Mr. Gross, I think it only fair to say 
a word or two to you with reference to the NAACP. 
Believe me, I hope this does not offend you, for such is 
not my purpose at all. But the fact is, had you sent me 
a check for five thousand dollars and a contrad for 
the publication of a book of my editorials with a fifty 
per-cent royaUy guarantee, I'd have returned all of it 
to you. 
It's not that I'm so hard-headed or anything of the 
sort, but I've spent my thirty-four years of life in trying 
to attain absolute freedom, freedom in every respect and 
to every degree. Thus, I'm not a supporter of the 
NAACP, CIO, BYPU, or anything under the sun. I have 
resigned my membership in a civic club, the church, and 
have declined a number of invitations to join various 
things. 
You see, to me complete independer:ce is almost an 
obsession. I don't like pressure groups of any kind -
true, I am aware of why the NAACP exists, and the pur-
pose I can appreciate, but I cannot and will not allow 
myself in any way to be obligated to anyone whatso-
ever. What it amounts to, in essence, is that I refuse the 
approval or support of any and all groups. Individuals 
who find my efforts to their liking, I appreciate - but 
not groups, barring none. 
It TIME should want any information about me 
which I can supply, I'll be pleased to give it to them, 
on the "trict basis of merit only. 
As I said, Mr. Gross, please don't take 'offense at 
what I've written, for it is not my desire to 'offend any-
one, but the plain truth is, I just can't help being the 
way I am. 
If ever you have occasion to come South, young 
man, look me up . If not in Hattiesburg, my home, check 
with Parchman (The State Pen.) I may be there chop-
ping cotton. 
Mr. Don Gross 
TIME 
With kindest regards, 
P. D. East 
Time and Life Building 
Rockefellow Center 
New York 20, N. Y. 
So there, damnit! 
(The follo.wing m.iscellaneous excerpts are from the "East Side" column I'n 
d my paper, scattered over a two·year peno of tIme. The different dates are too numerous to try to insert. ) 
Dear Klansmen: This is a personal note to yo u. Our 
annual August clearance sale is now underway and we 
urge you to take advantage of our reduced price on Cot-
ton Eyelet Embroidery suitable for your ridin O' uniform. 
Why suffer from this heat in your usual toO's b of muslin 
be? sheet? Our Cotton Eyelet is guaranteed t~ allow your 
pOl/1t~d heads to go through! Klanettes can cut arm holes 
to SUIt yo ur personal need. There's plenty more ridino-
to be done. before, winter sets in , and by buying at ou~ 
reduced pnce you II be ready for early summer rides next 
year. Be comfortable on your rides of mercy! Please ad-
dress your orde~ to: BIG BROTHER UNIFORM CO. 
DEGRADATION, MISS. We ship PDQ as well as COD 
(Paid Political Adv.) , . 
A story being told, and it could be true: 
Harry Ashmore, the Little Rock editor was sittino' 
in a bar in. ~ew York one evening when U.' S. Attorne~ 
General WIlham Rogers came in. 
, Mr. Rogers walked over to Mr. Ashmore and asked 
" Well, how's everything in Little Rock?" , 
Mr: Ashmore replied, "Let me answer that by telling 
you a httle story, Back when the nation was expanding 
westward, a troop of cavalry had a battle with an Indian 
party. After the battle was finished a general from the 
:ear ranks came forw.ard and found a young trooper lying 
l~ the dust. The soldIer had cuts and brusies on his face; 
hIS scalp was peeled back, his teeth knocked loose. The 
general asked of the trooper, 'Does it hurt?' to this the 
young trooper replied, 'only when I smile.' " 
Mr. Rogers said he was glad to have seen Mr. Ash-
more ... and departed. 
Another story of recent date, and lt IS true: 
~ ~an in Atlanta, let's call him John Q. Smith, was 
the vIctIm of a recent smear by the powers that be in that 
great s.tate. He had ~een o.ut of town for a few days. Upon 
;eturmng one evenIng, hIS telephone ran g. He answered 
It. 
"Is this John Smith?" a soft, female, Georgia voice 
asked . 
" Yes," he replied. 
" Is this John Q. Smith? " she asked again. 
"Yes, this is he." 
The soft voice hardenin o' a bit the " lad y" sal·o·. 
" Y b" 0 I "', , ou s.o., ( n y she speJ1ed it out. ) 
Without a second's hesitation John Q. Smith ex. 
cI ai med: "Mother!" , 
It h,ad. been almost twenty years since I went to the 
State Fall' 1/1 Jar.ks?n , but. on the opening day this year, 
I went to take a senes of plctures. I was surprised to find 
a boo~h in one of the buildings operated by the citizens 
councIls. You could get all the information needed 
how to be superi?r for only five dollars. You could ~e~ 
come a member TIght on the spot. While I do not compar 
the NAACP with the up-town klan , I couldn 't help bu~ 
wonder why the NAACP didn ' t have a booth at the fair 
Wha~'s fair for one is fair for another ... or is that being 
a traItor to our Southern way of life? If so, I withdraw 
my un-American view. 
I have no idea as to the number of times I've tried 
to get across what amounts to the editorial policy of this 
paper ... many, many times, and they've been doomed 
to failure with few exceptions. I shall try once acyain. 
My views are quite simple. I contend th~t F AIR-
NESS is the basis on which our thinkin cy should begin 
in al~ ou: h~man relationships. I hold th~t no person is 
safe 111 hiS nght to hu~an dIgnity so long as any person 
or group of persons IS allowed to force their will and 
views on any other person or group of persons. That is 
jf "~hey" can do it to "them", then, by golly "they" ca~ 
~o It"t0 y?u. And anyone. wh? thinks that by joining 
they he IS safe from gettll1g It done to himself is just 
pl~in whistling Dixie in the dark. And a darned poor tune 
It IS, too. 
. Of course, I know that where the difference lies is 
111 the concept of "fairness." I suppose there are as many 
concepts of the word as there are people. And to that end 
~e have a few standards by which we can go. Try read-
lI1g the words of Christ, without viewing Him as a South-
erner. And then read the Bill of Rights, and be sure 
to. c~eck and see if it says anything about any special 
pnvlleges to anyone. 
So, quite basically, that is it, insofar as I'm concern-
ed. And all this mess about beinO' "a nicyO'er lover" or "a ] I " d b bo , ew over, an some other pet names which have been 
used in describing me is foolishness. Please understand 
this, I am not concerned with any sino-Ie "race" "color" 
" I" "1 b " or re IglOn. am concerned with the human heart and 
~he right of all persons to attain human dignity, at least 
~n the eyes of God and himself, and under equal and 
Just laws. 
. I was. dri~ing down to Gulfport last week and noting 
vanous hlstoncal markers along the highway, and the 
thought occurred to me that such was a little distasteful, 
to say the least. This, I hope, will not be taken as a criti-
cism of the Mississippi Historical Society, but it seems 
that we, the white men, lied , cheated, and stole from the 
nati~es of the co untry, and now are bragging about it by 
placll1g a marker on the highway saying; where the first 
or second Choctaw session was made, etc. There are very 
few Indians left, and they are Governmen t wards, denied 
citizenship by the Constitution. If we uf the South had 
our way, I wunder if the same would be the case wi th 
the Negru. A t:en tury or su fr um now uur descendents 
wo uld he driving along the hi ghway and read a marker 
stating that here stood the last uf the Ne~roes , and that 
the Southern Gentlemen were good to him , took care of 
him, bred him like any other work animal , freed him 
from slavery, denied him eq ual ci tizenship , and finally 
we re forced to annihilate him in order to resent social 
change. Our descendnts t:a n smi le to themselves an d 
say , "Boy , our ~randpas were men in th ose days!" 
First, the Indian , next the Negroes, and then, whom 
YOU or ME? 
In looking back on 1 <)SH there are some jokes which 
recall, not always funn y, but signi fi cant of something, 
of just what I'm not sure ... and may never be. First 
J oke of the year was, naturall y, Sen~tor james (our 
Jungle Gem) eastland. 
Then there was the one abuut the air liner in flight 
across the Atlantic. Having developed engine trouble, the 
crew figured out how much load they could dump so as 
to finish the fli ght safel y. It was explained to the pass· 
engers that if four would give their li ves by jumping, 
the others would be saved . One fellow stepped to the door 
and said: " I'm fr om England. God save the Queen!" 
With that he jumped. Another man stepped to the door 
and said: " I'm from Texas. Remember the Alamo!" And 
with that he jumped. A third man stepped to the door, 
saying: " I'm from Mississippi. Remember Emmet Till!" 
And wi th tha t he pushed two Negroes out. 
At any rate, the biggest joke of 1<)58, or, for that 
matter, the bigge~t joke since the Ku Klux Klan , was the 
ci tizens co uncil s, inc. 
One story that made the rounds la te last vear had to 
do with an ardent co unci l member and firm ~egregation. 
ist who paid a call on a house of ill repute in New Or· 
leans. He asked the Madam about a certain girl. She 
replied that onl y Anahelle was avai lable. He said that was 
okey . The Madam told him Anabelle was a colored girl. 
Quite surp ri sed at the information, he said emphati ca ll y, 
" Hell, that's alright. J wasn 't go ing to school with her." 
Far from being an isolati onist am 1, but it seems to 
me that Governme nt spending cou ld he put on a business 
basis for a cha nge. In 103C) the average expenditure per 
person in this nation was somethi ng like $60.00 per year. 
Today, wi lh a treme ndous population increase, the aver· 
age per person spenl hy the Covernmenl is aho ul: S I07.· 
00. Of COllrse, it takes quiif' a hil if the Govt'rnlTlcnl is 
to suhsi di zc· damrwd ncar everyone, at home and abroad . 
Admill edl y, books could he writt en on this suh ject, too, 
hul j usl ont' ddail of poor Covernment husi nf'ss manag-
rnenl is set'n in the Army Surplus hw,irw~~. Pradicall~ 
everv lown of an y size has an Arm\' S urplll ~ ~Iore in 
whic ·h \ ou can hu y hundreds o f items macl t' for Ihe armed 
force~ 'wh ich, for ' sornt~ reaso n unknown to me. have he· 
C'OIlit' ;;lIrplus. I Understand , I am not criticizing the opel" 
alors ' of such stores . If such surplus exists. somethin g 
~ llOlIlci ht' clone with it. surely.) My question is thi s: Why 
l,u\ ill su(' h quantities as to have such excess ive waste 
or ldl ()\ e rs'( :'\0 husiness operating as such would ever 
lnl\ likt· till' Covt' l'IIment does. They'd he hroke in a mat· 
"'I" o f I1lOnlh". Why can 'I lilt' hrai n's in Washington oper-
alt' lilt' husirlt'ss of Covt'rnmt'nl like a Imsi nt'ss'? Possihly 
Iht'\ don', rt'aliz(' it. I,ul wilh a pt'r c'apita t>xlwnclilure of 
over fuur hundred bucks a year , plus the fact that the 
Government is presently in debt to the tune of $1700 per 
persun, there is a breaking puint. I Gou ld be w ron~ , but J 
am of the upiniun that nu nation :;an long endure su 
head-over·heels in debt . .. and it keeps increasi ng. 
Fureign aid? Sure. Armed Forces'? Sure. But, in the 
name uf commun sense, why waste it ? 
A friend once told me abuut his grandfather , who 
was in the lum ber business years ago in another town 
in Mississippi . It happened that a man uw ed him some 
money fur lumber he'd bought. Having tried overy pos· 
sible way tu coll ect it , finally the lum berman sued him. 
Tu his dismay, he d iscovered that the fellow had put 
everything in hi s wife 's name. Thus, no co ll ecti on was 
made. Later, in a conversation wi th a friend, the grand· 
father of my friend was to ld that the fellow who owed 
him monev was a good man, that he had got religion. 
Thinki ng on that statement for a few seconds, the old 
man asked , "Do yo u suppose he got the religion in his 
wife's name?" 
The New York Daily News carried a recent headline 
which read: Ch urch Deacon Sticks Up Ban k. This should 
not be news. Not when yuu consider the number of 
preachers who've been rohbing churches for years. True, 
there is a difference hetween a bank and a church ... 
hut nut too much . . . both big business. 
Having to do with television this is a true story . In 
December a man was to marry a lady on a Saturday 
evening at B:OO P.M . Anyway , somewhere around 4 or 
.s o'clock he call ed the lady and said : "Say , couldn't we 
get this marriage over a little earlier than 8:00? If we 
Call , we can get home in time to see " Gun Smoke." 
They did . Television has shot to hell romance for 
some pe~p l e, I'd say. 
A news stu r y of recent date reported that Harvard 
Un iversity's Museum of Comparative Zoology had on 
display a ' reconstructed Kronosaurus. It was removed 
from limeston e in Australia in 1931. The bones are said 
to be 100 mill ion years old and are put together with 
asbestos fihre and glue fillin g. The marine reptile is 42 
feet long. 
He had a body 20 feet long and 6 feet wide, 9 foot 
tail , a ·t foot neck, and a C) foot .head with 80 spike teeth, 
up to g inches long. Mike Barry of the Kentucky.Irish 
American in Louisville, Ky . said that a mere photograph 
o f Ihe hroad. flal·hoclied repti le was conducive to a night-
mare. 
Now, I have great respect for Harvard University 
as an institution of higher learning. However, I 'm wond-
ering if they reall y have reconstructed a Kronosaurus. 
Off hand. I'd say il was a Mississ ippi politican ... hard 
to lell lhe rlifff'rence. you know. 
It's just 100 had the United States is against us here 
III the South. 
And they are, you know . 
Earli e r this month they proved themselves to he 
ou r enemies once again . Our great leaders of the ci tizt'n s 
co uncils (·amt· up wi th a dramatic and forcefu l idt'<I. 
Stamps were printed <>n which were shown ;;u ldi t'rs 
IlISA) wilh hayorlf'IS poinl ed at the heads of little c·hi ld· 
rt~ n Iwhile) in Arkansas. 
O n Ihe stamp was insniherl Ilwse deat hl ess. dra· 
matic, and forceful words : " Remember Little Rock." 
The post office people (USA) said there was a law 
about what went on the outside of mail they handled. 
That simply shows how one-sided the l!n ited States is. 
Why, everyday the mails I USA) handle stamps which 
say: "Greetings ... NAACP." And if that isn ' t subver-
sive, I don't kn ow what would be. 
Can't will 'em all, I guess. Anybody want to buy 
some unused stamps? 
To beli eve in the survival of man as the superior 
animal on this earth is somethin g which most of us use 
to help retain our sanity. But I wonder . . . reall y wonder 
just how intelligen t we are. When I look around and see 
the disease, poverty, ignorance, and general suffering 
of mankind and then turn and consider that for possibly 
one-tenth the cost of the atom bomb we could have found 
the cause and cure of such diseases as cancer, polio, and 
bigotry, it makes me wonder. True, I kn ow that one way 
to prevent war is to be superior in arms to the potential 
enemy. But, so what? The potential enemy is also a memo 
ber of the human race. 
I have been told that one reason for the lack of gov· 
ernment grants fo r medical research is the fact that 
medical men consider it detrimental to their practice. 
Possibly that's true ... I couldn 't say. But what would 
be wrong with Federal Government setting up facili ties 
for cancer , heart, and polio research and making known 
to those in the med ical field all findin ers? This would 
not, as I see it, lend itself to socialized ~edicine, and it 
just might be of untold benefit to all mankind. 
Of course, I'll admit to being an ideali st, with one 
foot on a cloud and the other Oil a banana peel. 
But I do wonder ... can't help but wonder. 
In recent months I've offered for sale to Klansmen, 
or to would be Klansmen, specials on "Do-it·yourself 
Kross Kits ." Too, I've suggested that sheets be given to 
Klansmen as presents, Christmas or otherwise. 
Well, now, they've up and done it! And all to the 
advantage of the robed riders. Now on the market are 
electric sheets. These are ideal for unfinished missions 
on these cold nights. 
The suggestion has been offered that they were de-
signed for the Northern trade. I doubt their use to be 
so limited. 
I'm sure they can be had so as to plug into an auto 
cigarette lighter . .. possibly even desianed to operate 
from a batter y which can be carri ed in "the hip pocket. 
My suggestion is that those interested check into this 
recent invention. 
Klan work can be carried on in any kind of weather, 
and in proper uniform, too. 
This, I 'm told, is from letters to the Welfare Depart-
ment: 
]. I am forwarding my marriage certifi cate and 
six children, I have seven, but one died which was bap-
tized on a half sheet of paper. 
2. I am writing to the welfare department to say that 
my baby was born two yea rs old . Wben do I get my 
money? 
3. Mrs. Jones has not had any clothes for a yea r 
and has been visited regularl y by the clergy. 
4. I cannot get sick pay. I have six children, can 
you tell me why? 
5. J am glad to report that my husba nd who was 
reported missing is dead. 
6. This is my eighth child, what are you going to 
do about it? 
7. Please find for certai n if my husband is dead, as 
the man I am now living with ~an't eat or do an ythino-
until he finds out. " 
8. I am very much annoyed to find that you have 
branded my boy illiterate, as this is a dirty lie. I was 
married to his father a week before he was born. 
0. In answer to your letter I have o-iven birth to a 
boy weighing ten pounds. I hope this is "satisfactory. 
10. I am forwardin g my marriage certificate and 
my three children, one of which is a mistake as you can 
see. 
11. Unless I get my husband's money pretty soon, 
I will be forced to lead an immortal life. 
12. My husband got laid off from his job two weeks 
ago, and I haven't had any relief since. 
13. In accordance with your instructions, I have 
given birth to twins, in the enclosed envelope, 
14. You have changed my little boy to a girl. Will 
this make a difference? 
15. I want money as quick as I can get it. I have 
been in bed with a doctor for two weeks, and he hasn't 
done me any good, if things don't improve, I will have 
to send for another doctor. 
In what may be termed an attempt to maintain some 
semblance of sanity every person finds it necessary to 
set up, and apply, a set of rules ... some "do's and 
don 'ts. " 
A co uple of my "don 'ts" are, first, never talk with 
an unidentified telephone caller. Second, never bother to 
read unsi gned letters. Admittedly, I've violated both 
" don'ts " at times, always to my sorrow. I will not preach 
on the subject, but I will say that an unsigned letter is a 
waste of time, if for no other reason, then because they 
never have a check in them. 
Not long ago I received an air-mail letter from Mem-
phis, with twelve cen ts postage due. It was twenty-two 
pages long, written in long-hand on note paper. I was 
curious to know who had so much to say to me that it 
should take twenty- two pages. It was not signed. 
However, I broke my own rule and read about six or 
eight pages of the letter. First, the writer identified him-
self as a Negro man. I judged him to be a preacher, his 
letter quoting scripture from hell to breakfast. He set out 
to tell me that the Negro was happy with his fate, and 
that I should do nothing to change their lot. 
To be sure, the writer was, and is, .~ntitled to his 
opinion. I would never argue with that. I fail , however, 
to be in agreement with him. The simple fact that the 
situation is what it is seems to be proof that ALL Negroes 
a re not happy with their fate. I am acquainted personally 
with man y who want to walk the land with dignity, and 
I favor their right to do so. 
To me the important thin g is the fact that the writer 
fai led to understand my motives. True, I should not get 
upset about it, because, unfortunately , so few seem to un-
dersta nd my aim and intent. I am inclined to think that 
unless somethi ng is so complicated until no one knows 
what it 's all about, it is not understood. : . Actually, my 
position is about the most simple thing I know about. 
I have concluded , and I think soundly, that if "They 
can do it to them, then they can do it to me." And I don't 
want it done to me; thus, my ri ghts are connected directly 
with the rights of every single person in this Nation. 
In shQrt, I dQ nQt feel that I'm a free man SQ lQng as 
a single slave exists. This is, in my QpiniQn, simple, sQund 
reasQning. 
It has nQthing whatsQever tQ dQ with any single per-
sQn, 'white 'Or cQIQred, except me. I admit that my interest 
is persQnal ... I'm r.Qncerned with me. 
FrQm a purely persQnal PQint 'Of view, I dQn't give 
tWQ hQQts in hell abQut the NegrQ, the CathQlic, the Jew 
'Or any minQrity grQup as such. As tQ individuals frQm all 
minQrities with which I'm acquainted, there are many 
whQm I like and respect. But when my heart bleeds it is 
nQt fQr anyQne but myself. 
Whim I make an effQrt in behalf 'Of the rights 'Of the 
NegrQ, I'm making an effQrt in behalf 'Of myself, my 
daughter; and her children. That's abQut as simple as I 
knQw hQW tQ make it. SQ, anyQne whQ feels cQmpelied tQ 
write me an unsigned letter, please pay the PQstage ... 
~n~ be sure it wQn1t bt' read. 
In late February it became apparent that Mississippi 
State University was the basketball champ 'Of the SQuth-
eastern CQnference. The champiQnship presented perplex-
ing 'prQblems tQ thQse charged with the resPQnsibility 'Of 
keeping the SQuth fQr SQutherners whQ, after all, built it. 
TQ play in nati(lTIal finals was the cQnsideratiQn, in 
view- 'Of the fact that a few 'Of the basketball teams in the 
nation were nQt frQm the SQuth and, therefQre, eQuid nQt 
(Would' nQt!) guarantee us that they WQuid have 'Only 
pure, white, AnglQ-SaxQn, PrQtestant players 'On their 
teams. NQw, a decision had tQ be made befQre the finals 
gQt , underway in March. And, Qh, hQW president Ben 
Hilburn 'Of MSU must have gQne dQwn 'On his knees fQr 
Di~in'e guidance. "Oh, LQrd," he must have asked, "hQW 
can I aUQw these pure white, AnglQ-SaxQn, PrQtestant 
basketball ' players here tQ cQmpete against thQse Yankee 
teams whQ dQn't respect 'Our great traditiQn? And LQrd, 
I ' knQw' what the team here at MSU wants tQ dQ. But, 
praise thee, they are yQung and fQQlish and nQt aware 'Of 
the importance' 'Of 'Our sQuthern way 'Of life. Beside tQ tell 
them "NO," LQrd, wh'lt can I dQ?" 
And ' the LQrd, bf"ing a SQutherner, alsQ a white, 
AnglQ-SaxQn PrQtestant, replied tQ Dr. Ben, saying: "See 
thQU, Dr. Ben, JQhn 3:16." 
, SQ it came tQ pa>'s that the gQQd PrQtectQr, Dr. Ben, 
said mitQ the YQung, fQQlish bQys whQ desired tQ play 
integrated basketball, "NQpe." And, by gQlly, they didn't 
either! 
As a result 'Of the decisiQn by President Hilburn, a 
lady, whQse mQtives I'd persQnally questiQn, wrQte a 
letter tQ the editQr 'Of the ClariQn Ledger. She said: 
Dear Edit6r: . 
t have just heard the news and I'm gIVIng three 
cheers fQr gQQd 'Ole Ben Hilburn whQ put thQse fQQlish 
children at State U. in their place. Dr. Ben knew, as an 
.Qld and true SQutherners 'Of the fQrmer genratiQn knew, 
that it is dQwnright indecent fQr children 'Of fQrmer slaves 
.tQ play arQund with children 'Of their fQrmer masters in 
basketball 'Or anywhere else. 
Intermarriage 'Or miscQnceptiQn as it is technically 
knQwn is always the result and Mississippi will gQ dQwn 
the drain, the same nne, as Egypt, Greece, and ancient 
'Bluistan_ 
" We wQnder if Mis/~issippians have realized what the 
trends are leading tQ. Since we have vQwed we will never 
be integrated here and since integratiQn and resultant 
miscQnceptiQn (see up abQve) is taking place like wild-
fire all 'Over the U. S. including many 'Of 'Our fQrmer sister 
SQuthern states, the results will be utter cQllapse 'Of the 
U.' S. with 'Only Mississippi and nQ dQubt Arkansas still 
civilized PQwerful sQvcreignties. 
Still, three chens fQr Dr. Ben whQ shQwed thQse 
fQQlish children who vQted fQr intermarriage a thing 'Or 
tWQ including 
(1) that when a principle 'Or high ideal is invQlved 
what the majQrity 'Of the peQple think dQesn't make any 
difference; 
(2) that we mu!'l be cQnsistent; 
(3) anYQne's viewPQint can be cleared up and made 
right if the right rewards are used like a new fQur year 
CQntract - think 'Of hQW we CQuid win 'Our enemies 'Over 
if we CQuid deal with each 'One. 
(4) in this fight, as Jeff Davis 'Once said, we are gQ-
ing tQ have to sacrifice in fact we already are sacrificing 
our lives 'Or fQrtunes and 'Our sacred hQnQrs tQ say nQ-
thing 'Of 'Our baskethall players whQ alQng with silly 
cQllege students will ohviQusly have tQ be tQld what tQ 
think if we segregatinnists are tQ prevent miscQnceptiQn 
frQm taking place in :vIississippi. 
SQ far we are pure - hQW lQng will it be? 
YQurs very truly, 
Ella Armis Perry (Mrs. J. N.) 
180 Lester Blvd., 
JacksQn. 
Only Heaven itself knQws what I'd give fQr just 'One 
mQre gQod night's sleep. But how can any true sQutherner 
sleep when dixiecrat demQcracy is nQt safe? And may 
basketball be drQPped fQrever! 
While a threat to dixiecrat demQcracy existed be-
cause of fQQlish basketball players, a nQte 'Of strength 
was fQund in the February 28th issue 'Of the lQcal daily 
paper. It was annQunced by a tWQ cQlumn headline: 
CITIZENS COUNCIL GIVES BOOKS TO SCHOOLS, 
SPONSORS CONTEST. 
The news stQrv stated that the FQrrest County 
citizens cQuncils "wiil sPQnsQr an essay CQntest fQr high 
schQQl students based upon bQQks and pamphlets the 
cQuncil has made aV8ilabie tQ the schQQls." 
The cQuncil gave 'One CQPy each 'Of the fQllQwing 
bQQks tQ the high schQQls in the cQunty: "The Tragic 
Era," by BQwers; "The Cult 'Of Equality," by Stuart O. 
Landry; "The SQvereign States," by James J. Kilpatrick; 
"The Age 'Of ErrQr," by W. E. Michael; "Black MQnday," 
by TQm P. Brady; and "SegregatiQn vs. IntegratiQn," by 
William M. Nevins. In additiQn, said the news stQry, the 
cQuncil gave a numher 'Of cQpies 'Of pamphlets tQ the 
schQQls. 
"The cQunty citizens cQuncils will give $50 fQr the 
best essay based up 'On study 'Of this material submitted by 
a high schQQl bQy and a high schQQl girl." Officials 'Of 
the cQuncil said: "The literature is an 'uncQnditiQnal' 
gift tQ the libraries 'Of the schQQls." 
NQw, ain't that nice 'Of the cQuncils? Why, just 
think, we adults, whose resPQnsibility it is tQ 'Offer ed-
ucatiQn tQ 'Our children, can clQse their little minds befQre 
they ever hear abQut such stuff as this: 
"All persQns bQrn 'Or naturalized in the United 
States, and subject tQ the jurisdictiQn thereQf, are 
citizens 'Of the United States and 'Of the state wherein 
they reside. NQ state shall make 'Or enfQrce any law 
which shall abridge the privileges 'Or immunities 'Of 
citizens 'Of the United States; nQr shall any State 
deprive any person 'Of life, liberty, 'Or prQperty with-
'Out due prQcess 'Of law, nQr deny tQ any perSQn with-
in its j urisdictiQn the equal prQtectiQn 'Of the laws." 
The abQve is the] 4th amendment tQ the CQnstitutiQn 
'Of the United States and, GQd 'Only knQws what warped 
nQtiQns it eQuid leave in the head 'Of a child with an 'Open 
mind! 
But that ain't nnthing; what abQut this 'One fQr CQr-
ruptiQn 'Of 'Our children? 
"The right 'Of the citizens 'Of the United Sates tQ VQte 
shall nQt be denied or abridged by the United States 'Or 
by any State 'On account 'Of race, GQIQr, 'Or previQus CQn-
ditiQn 'Of servitude." 
That's the 15th 'One and, tQ me, it's quite clear that 
an 'Open minded person, child 'Or adult, might get the 
silly nQtiQn that a citizen, regardless 'Of cQIQr, has equal 
rights under the law, especially with reference tQ VQte. 
GQd bless the lQea 1 clan! • 
As adult, responsible parents and citizens, hQW eQuid 
we PQssibly allQw a child tQ read with an 'Open mind 
wQrds like these: 
"We hQld these truths tQ be self-evident: that all 
men are created equal; that they are end 'Owed by their 
CreatQr with inalienable rights; that amQng these are 
life, liberty and the pursuit 'Of happiness." 
While I have nQ desire tQ develQP it, I think a high 
schQQl student eQuid, and WQuid dQ well, tQ wQrk 'On the 
idea that ThQmas JeffersQn was a cQmmunist. They CQuid 
PQint 'Out that had JeffersQn been a true, 100% sQuther-
ner, he'd have written: 
"We hQld these truths tQ be self-evident: that all 
WHITE men are created equal . . . " 
HQW 'Often I've sat and watched the mQQn and 
thQught abQut it in terms 'Of man's histQry. That the 
mQQn cQntrQlled tides was sQmething I did nQt learn 
until late in my life, and in thQse terms I've watched and 
wQndered. It has been interesting tQ speculate abQut 
primitive fQlk whQ wQrshiped the mQQn in the practice 'Of 
their religiQn. And 'Only heaven knQws 'Of all the yQung 
IQvers whQ've sat beneath the luminous mDDn and made 
their lives wDrth the eHDrt ... and the pDets whD've sung 
in such beauty abDut the mQDn . . . and the farmers 
whD've watched it, so that planting WDuid be dDne at the 
CDrrect time. -
And it was late in life that I learned the mDQn had a 
dark side. SQmehQw it was 'Of nQ great interest tQ me, 
then 'Or nQw. 
The dark side (If the mDQn! And nDW my fellQw 
cQuntrymen want tQ see it . . . and fQr what reaSDn is 
beyQnd me. I dQn't understand. Oh, I knQw there's much 
talk abQut "cQntrQlling the earth frQm the mQQn." 
Far be it frQm m~ tQ hamper prQgress; I favQr prQ-
gress. I am nQt 'Opposed tQ seeing the 'Other side 'Of the 
mQQn. But I am by th:lt like I am by missiQns tD Africa. 
I see need fQr wDrk ::It hQme first. I WQuid never think 
'Of cleaning my neighbQr's dODr step befQre I had cleaned 
my 'Own. 
The dark side 'Of the mDQn, indeed! 
And what abQut the dark side 'Of man? That man 
can cQntrQl the earth frDm the mQDn is PQssible, surely. 
But man has failed tQ cQntrQl earth frQm earth, it seems 
tQ me. 
The dark side (If man is yet unexplQred tQ any de-
gree, and that WQuld be my first task. When the dark side 
'Of man might be lighted with humility, patience, and 
virtue, then, and only then, WQuid I undertake tQ dQ 
sQmething abQut the dark side 'Of the mQDn. 
Then, and 'Only then, WQuid I apprQach the dark 
side 'Of the mQQn ... and I'd dQ it with a prayer 'On my 
lips ... in humility and with thanks untQ GDd. 
There's nQ trQuble 'On the mQQn. The real trQuble is 
at lQcal CQurt hQuses ... and in the hearts 'Of men. 
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, A Pictorial Study Of A Gentleman And A Scholar 
"OF COURSE, I'M A GENIUS 
.. . . . SO I SAYS, OKEY, BUD, 
make it $2000 a week and I'll 
consider it." 
(Photos by Doc Hulsey . .. Stab In The Back By Billie East) 
"AND HONESTLY, BILLIE, 
never touched her!" 
No further comment seems to be needed! 
"THEN DREW CALLED ME 
... Drew Pearson, you know." 
"BUT, DR. POPENOE SOME- " ... AND THEN HE HAD THE 
times it seems that there are gall to call ME a fairy!" 
two of me." 
"YOU SHOULD HAVE SEEN 
the look that broad's face when 
I told her I didn't have two 
bucks!" 
"IT ISN'T THE MONEY 
it's just the principle." 
"YES, SIR, KNOW I'M A 
littl e overdrawn .. but" 
"YES, IT'S TRUE, I'M AT 
least fifty ycars ahead of my 
time." 
